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Abstract

Teachers during the Baby Boom era (1946-1964) faced mounting pressures to be Cold War role models to the rapidly expanding population of students. Politicians, education scholars, school administrators, and community leaders considered teachers a central component to Cold War success. K-12 teachers were charged with producing new generations of cold warriors ready to defeat communism abroad and overcome social problems in America. Throughout the Baby Boom era, teachers were represented by others and presented themselves as indispensable agents for maintaining and furthering the United States’ Cold War goals and American ideals. As the rhetoric about the centrality of educators to winning the Cold War escalated, teachers gained access to powerful political and cultural discourses to redefine teaching as a serious professional career. American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and National Education Association (NEA) used the discursive space around Americanism, consumerism, democracy, and world leadership to represent teachers as worthy professionals. In an effort to gain public recognition for teachers as professionals, the AFT and NEA attached each of these discourses to specific elements of professionalism in American culture, including occupational autonomy, middle class compensation, public service, and technical expertise. The NEA from its origins in 1857 until the late 1950s adopted a top-down approach to professionalism. NEA leaders argued that the best way to elevate teaching was to advance public education. From its inception in 1916, the AFT adopted a bottom-up approach to teacher professionalism. AFT leaders argued that by advancing teachers’ employment status and developing their political voice then the union would increase the teaching profession’s status in the eyes of administrators, politicians, the media, and the
American public. The AFT’s and NEA’s discursive efforts during the Baby Boom era were important factors in the claim and confirmation of teacher professionalism. Together, these organizations utilized prominent Cold War discourses to construct a recognized professional identity for teachers. By 1965, teaching attained specific professional traits including the ability to privilege teaching as a vital public service, to achieve a middle class standard of living for teachers, to regulate the conduct of its members, and to refine the technical expertise required of its practitioners.
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Introduction: Teachers as Cold War Role Models

K-12 teachers during the Baby Boom era (1946-1964) faced mounting pressures to be Cold War role models to the rapidly expanding population of students. Politicians, scholars, policymakers, administrators, and communities considered teachers a central component to Cold War success. Teachers were charged with forming American youth into dedicated cold warriors ready to preserve democracy, embrace consumerism, defeat communism, and lead the world. In 1953, Dwight D. Eisenhower remarked, “No man flying an airplane, no man with a defensive gun in his hand, can possibly be more important than a teacher.” In 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson, echoed this sentiment:

Education is ‘the guardian genius of our democracy.’ Nothing really means more to our future, not our military defenses, not our missiles or our bombers, not our production economy, not even our democratic

---

1 For the importance of teachers to Cold War, see Andrew Hartman, Education and the Cold War: The Battle for the American School (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008). 2; In this study, teachers, refers to K-12 public school instructors. These individuals have been the vast majority of the teaching force in the United States since the 1870s and the most active group in promoting the professionalization of teaching since the 1890s. Since the 1870s, K-12 public school teachers have been primarily young (mid-20s), single, native born, white women from middle class families. By 1950, 75% of teachers were women, 93% of teachers were white, and 60% of teachers were from middle class backgrounds. One significant change occurred after World War II, when older (mid-30s), married women came to dominate the teaching ranks. (For statistics on teachers see, John L. Rury, “Who Became Teachers?: The Social Characteristics of Teachers in American History,” in American Teachers: Historians on a Profession at Work, edited by Donald Warren (New York: American Education Research Association, 1989): 34-39, 43.); Administrators includes members of the educational bureaucracy, including clerks, deans, vice-principals, principals, supervisors, and superintendents in the K-12 public school systems. Their primary roles are the implementation of school policy and the management of teachers. Since the 1870s, these positions have been dominated by older (mid-30s), married, native born, white men from middle class backgrounds. During the Baby Boom era, public schools “launched aggressive campaigns to recruit men for the classroom” with the “promise that they would receive rapid promotion to school administration.” By 1952, 97.3% of superintendents were men. Similar hiring practices continued into the 21st century. In 2000, women accounted for 79% of teachers, yet men accounted for 87% of superintendents of whom 95% were married. These social characteristics persisted through all levels of the administrative ranks. (Quotes are from Jackie M. Blount, “Manliness and the Gendered Construction of School Administration in the USA,” International Journal Leadership in Education, 2, 2 (1999): 63; For statistics see, Jackie M. Blount, Fit to Teach: Same-Sex Desire, Gender, and School Work in the Twentieth Century (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2004): 84, 180.). Policymakers encompasses the members of the political leadership of the public school system, including school boards, boards of education, departments of education, education commissioners, and elected representatives. Their primary tasks are establishing school policy, drafting laws, and setting conditions for employment. Educators refers to the larger educational community including teachers, administrators, professors, and the staff of teacher organizations. William Conklin, “Eisenhower Says Farewell to Columbia University,” New York Times, January 17, 1953.
system of government. For all of these are worthless if we lack the brain power to support and sustain them.3

Throughout the era, teachers were represented by others and presented themselves as indispensable agents to maintaining American ideals and furthering the United States’ Cold War goals. As the rhetoric about the centrality of teachers to winning the Cold War escalated, they gained access to powerful political and cultural discourses to redefine teaching as a serious professional career.4 Teachers’ principal professional organizations,


Drawing on this etymology, a professional is a person making his or her living in a specific activity or field of endeavor that requires special education, training, and/or skill. Professionals are governed by collectively agreed upon codes of ethics, and profess commitment to competence, integrity, knowledge, and the promotion of the public good within their particular expert domain. Professionals are accountable to those served and to society. The chief function of the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and National Education Association (NEA), utilized the discourses around the topics of democracy, consumerism, Americanism, and world leadership to make claim to and gain confirmation of teacher professionalism.5

My study contributes to the historiography of the diversity of experiences in the Cold War era. Despite the importance placed on schools and teachers in the Baby Boom era, few education histories focus on this period and fewer histories of the Cold War discuss education in depth. This study contributes to the historiography of education by focusing on how the AFT and NEA laid claim and gained confirmation of teacher professionalism in the Baby Boom era.6 By exploring multiple intersections between

---

5 Discourse is defined by Chris Barker as the “production of knowledge through language that gives meaning to material objects and social practices” under specific material, cultural, and historical conditions. Discursive analysis involves close examination of texts and “statements that are combined and regulated to form and define a distinct field of knowledge and objects requiring a particular set of concepts and delimiting a specific ‘regime of truth’ (that is, what counts as truth).” Discourse regulates what can be said and who can speak, when and where. It also prescribes what is “thinkable” and “unthinkable.” Historians use discursive analysis to trace the emergence, transformations, and decline of discursive frameworks within specific time, places, and cultures. (Chris Barker, “Discourse,” in The Sage Dictionary of Cultural Studies (London: Sage Publications, 2004), 54-55; Chris Barker, “Discourse Analysis,” in The Sage Dictionary of Cultural Studies (London: Sage Publications, 2004), 55; Chris Barker and Dariusz Galasinski, Cultural Studies and Discursive Analysis: A Dialogue on Language and Identity (London: Sage Publications, 2004), 177; Mark Olssen, “Discourse, Complexity, Normativity: Tracing the Elaboration of Foucault’s Materialist Concept of Discourse,” Open Review of Educational Research 1, 1 (2014): 28-55.)

6 Professionalism means the conduct, aims, qualities, competence, skill, and status that are characteristic of a certain profession during a particular historical era and within a specific cultural context. It comprises the collectively agreed upon practices, principles, laws, conventions and ethics governing an individual's conduct as a professional. Key characteristics associated with professionalism include: identifiable full time occupations offering permanent careers, standardized training or educational programs focused on an esoteric body of knowledge, providing a vital public service governed by ethical standards as defined by a widely accepted professional organization, occupational autonomy enforced by state licensing requirements based on technical expertise demonstrated by practitioners, and compensation received sufficient to assure, at minimum, a middle class standard of living. The first known use was 1856. (“Professionalism,” in Merriam Webster Dictionary (2015). Accessed July 2, 2015 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/professionalism; Burton J. Bledstein, The Culture of Professionalism: The Middle Class and the Development of Higher Education in America (Chicago, IL: W.W. Norton and Company, 1976), 86-87; Diana D’Amico, “‘An Old Order Is Passing:’ The Rise of Applied Learning in University-Based Teacher Education during the Great Depression,” History of Education Quarterly, 55, 3 (2015): 321, 333; Edward J. Escobar, “Bloody Christmas and the Irony of Police Professionalism: The Los Angeles Police Department, Mexican Americans, and Police Reform
popular representations, Cold War discourses, political decisions, and teachers’ collective re-presentation, I seek to understand how multiple actors simultaneously imposed, challenged, and reworked the professional identities of teachers.7 Sociologist Martin Oppenheimer argues, “the label [professional] is not a neutral, objective description of a particular reality, but a function of a specific social context that in turn promotes definitions that become part of and help define social reality.”8 The chief function of the professional identity is to legitimatize, or to confirm, aspirants’ and titleholders’ claims.9 Historian Gregory J. Higby maintains that professionalism “was as much conferred as it was claimed and earned.”10 This process of laying claim to and gaining confirmation of professionalism is the analytical focus of this study.

This study examines the intersections between the cultural discourses about professionalism and the social processes of professionalization.11 Professionalism refers

7 Popular representations refer to images and accounts of teachers produced in metropolitan newspapers (i.e. New York Times), national magazines (i.e. Saturday Evening Post, Look, Life, Time, etc.), Gallup polls, academic journals, advertising, comic books, music, movies, television, literature, children’s books, and audio-visual instructional materials.
9 Higby, 117; Historian Christopher Lasch argues that professions “invented many of the needs they claimed to satisfy” and then the inventors rushed to offer their “professional services.” Or as social historian Peter V. Meyers maintains the process of professionalization involves the “efforts of an occupational group to effect a change in both the duties it performs and its position in society.” (Christopher Lasch, “The Siege of the Family,” New York Review of Books, 24 (November 1977): 15-18; Meyers (1976), 542.)
10 In the seminal sociological work, The System of Professions (1988), Andrew Abbott defined professionalization as the social processes by which an occupation develops into a widely identifiable profession. His work examines how
to culturally defined elements that define who is or is not professional. Individuals and organizations lay claim to professionalism by negotiating, challenging, and utilizing the historically specific discourses to attach these elements to their occupational identity.

Four key professional elements in the Baby Boom era were providing a vital public service related to the achieving Cold War goals, attaining at the minimum a middle-class level of compensation, securing a significant degree of occupational autonomy within a bureaucratic setting, and gaining wide recognition for the technical expertise of one’s occupational. Professionalization refers to how a society confirms professionalism upon individuals, organizations, or occupations. In the Baby Boom era, these processes included federal legislation, court decisions, and collectively bargained agreements that conferred the specific elements of professionalism upon teachers.

To accomplish this task, I examine how the AFT and NEA laid claim to and gained confirmation of teacher professionalism by utilizing Cold War discourses about the preservation of American democracy, the prosperity of consumer capitalism, the virtues of the American way of life, and the United States’ role as leader of the free world. They attached to each discourse a specific element of professionalism in American culture, including public service to democracy, adequate compensation to consumerism, occupational autonomy to Americanism, and technical expertise to world leadership. For example, the AFT and NEA laid claim to providing a vital public service by connecting teachers to the inculcation of democratic habits and values needed to preserve and

certain practices were construed as legitimate elements of professionalism, how similar professions related to and/or competed with each other and how an individual becomes recognized as a professional. (Andrew Abbott, The System of Professions: An Essay on the Division of Expert Labour (Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press, 1988); D’Amico, 333; Eliot Freidson, Professionalism Reborn: Theory, Prophecy, and Policy (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1994).)
strengthen American democracy against the creep of communism and for the fight for civil rights for all Americans. This public service was confirmed by the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958, which linked teaching to defending democracy from totalitarian impulses within American society by nurturing gifted students, and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, which ascribed to teachers a central role in strengthening democracy by providing equal education opportunities to all Americans. To understand teacher professionalism, I explore how teachers fit into and were excluded from professionalism in American society from 1830s to 1960s.

**Teaching and the Culture of Professionalism in the United States**

From the founding of common schools in the 1830s through the expansion of free universal public school education following the 1860s, teachers repeatedly struggled to legitimatize their claims of professionalism or attain confirmation of professional status. Education scholar Victoria-María MacDonald (1999) asserts that the question of whether teachers should be considered professionals has occupied historians, sociologists, and policy analysts for decades. Teaching has been included in modern definitions of professionalism and acquired many of widely accepted traits of the “learned professions,” such as providing a public service which required ethical standards, advanced education, and state licensing. Yet, education historian John L. Rury argued, “unlike law and medicine, teaching has not been acknowledged as a profession historically.”

Throughout United States history the American public, media, and politicians affirmed

---

12 MacDonald, 429.
the critical role played by teachers in their society, all the while relegating teachers “to the very edge of professional respectability.”

Education historian Jürgen Herbst defines teacher professionalism as legally enforceable occupational autonomy in classroom management, the authority to determine curriculum, and a role in policy-making regarding working conditions, tenure provisions, certification, and compensation without leaving the classroom for administrative jobs to attain it. A variety of structural and cultural obstacles and opportunities both diminished and bolstered teacher professionalism since the 1830s. A key obstacle was the economic, institutional, political, and social marginalization of teachers by administrators, policymakers, politicians, and local communities. From the 1840s until the 1960s, state departments of education, local school boards, and higher education institutions controlled educational credentials, licensing requirements, employment conditions, and compensation rates. Communities and school bureaucracies also restricted the public and personal lives of teachers as part of their employment. Teachers were expected to be compliant public servants who willingly submitted to the occupational dictates of the educational leadership and dutifully obeyed the moral prescriptions of the community.

---

14 Rury (1989), 11. Also see Kimball 284, 293.
15 Herbst, 190-191.
The spread of common schools in the 1830s and the expansion of the public school system following the 1870s offered teachers more opportunities for a college education, specialized training, state sanctioned certification, and professional solidarity through local, state, and national teacher organizations. During the Baby Boom era, in an effort to improve their economic, political, and social positions, a record number of teachers joined the AFT and NEA. The enlarged memberships of both organizations helped established the AFT and NEA as substantial political, economic, and cultural actors in local, state, and national education issues. Collective bargaining victories led by the AFT and political lobbying spearheaded by the NEA in the late 1950s and early

---


17 The AFT had fewer than 5,000 members in 1920. From the 1930s to 1960s, the AFT had grown from 37,000 members in 1939 to 42,000 members in 1947; to 54,817 members in 1959 to 81,798 members in 1963. Collective bargaining victories added 74,000 members to the AFT between 1961 to 1965. By 1970 the AFT had more than 200,000 members. The NEA’s membership grew from 8,466 in 1917 to 141,212 in 1927 to 200,000 in 1941 to 700,000 in 1957 to 850,000 in 1966 and 1.2 million in 1968. By the late 1970s, 72% of all teachers were represented by or affiliated with either the NEA or the AFT. (For AFT membership statistics, Robert J. Brown, Teachers and Power: The Struggle of the AFT (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1972), 67; Stephan Cole, The Unionization of Teachers: A Case Study of the UFT (New York: Praeger Publications, 1969), 7; Marshall O. Donley, Jr., Power to the Teacher: How American Educators Became Militant (Bloomington, IN: University of Indiana Press, 1976), 30, 35, 44, 74; Murphy, 228; For NEA membership statistics, Don Cameron, The Inside Story of the Teacher Revolution in America (Toronto: Scarecrow Education, 2005), 65; Michael J. Schultz, Jr., The National Education Association and the Black Teacher: The Integration of a Professional Organization (Carol Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1970), 81, 193; Edgar B. Wesley, NEA The First 100 Years: The Building of the Teaching Profession (New York; Brothers Publishing, 1957), 384; For total membership in the late 1970s, see Murphy, 209.)
1960s gave teachers across the United States a greater degree of occupational autonomy. To better understand this transition from subservient workers to empowered professionals, this section will explore the evolving relationship of teachers to the American culture of professionalism from the colonial period though the Baby Boom era.

From the colonial period through the 1810s, most schools were private and religious enterprises. Formal education conducted by a few career educators was limited to the social elite who could afford private tutors, boarding schools, and elite universities at home or abroad. Communities throughout the colonies established local grammar schools to foster proper morality and basic literacy for Bible reading. The schools were funded mainly by student fees, held in brief winter and summer terms of six weeks, restricted to boys, focused on basic literacy skills, and staffed by part-time, male citizen-teachers. As an occupation, teaching was a temporary, stop-gap job occupied by young men often to help pay for their education in one of the learned professions or by social dependents who had few employment opportunities. The teachers were hired based on their bodily strength, moral character, and religious affiliation rather than for their formal education and teaching ability. Instruction involved rote learning based on repetitive memorization activities. Classroom management techniques primarily revolved around various forms of corporal punishment.18 The seasonal nature of schooling and the

privileging of non-pedagogical concerns for hiring part-time teachers in the colonial era and early republic placed teaching outside the culture of professionalism.

The culture of professionalism during the colonial era centered on classically educated gentlemen practicing medicine, theology, and law. Historian Bruce A. Kimball argued that between the 1600s and 1760s theology that emphasized an ethic of selfless service became the ideal, or preeminent, profession in the American colonies. The dignified sense of moral professionalism associated with ministers was gradually applied to other professions. In part, professionals derived their status and authority from pursuing their calling as selfless public servants. According to historian Samuel Haber, beginning in 1750, the culture of professionalism in the colonies became “linked with the ‘art of rising in life,’ with upward mobility.” While teachers laid claim to a religious-based public service, their lack of a classical education, full time employment, upward mobility, and occupational autonomy excluded teachers in the colonial professions.

In the early republic (1780s-1820s), Americans created and sustained an upwardly mobile class of gentlemen professionals linked to a meritorious “natural aristocracy” guided by Enlightenment reason, Christian morals, and practical knowledge used for the public good. The establishment of a greater variety of professional schools and state licensing laws provided accreditation to new members of the professions. By 1800, three-
fourths of states passed licensing laws regulating lawyers. By 1830, only three states had not passed licensing laws for medical practices. Law, with its emphasis on contractual service for the benefit of a client, displaced theology as the ideal profession in American culture and became the most desirable career path among more college graduate. Lawyers’ dominance of the judiciary and its role in defining constitutional powers bolstered their professional status as guardians of the rule of law. Lawyers also earned more than any other professionals and only slightly less than merchants.

As late as the 1830s, teaching remained in the lower ranks of occupations lacking occupational autonomy, educational credentials, licensing requirements, and social recognition. Kimball argues that the popular representation of teachers was “persons too lazy to work, and unfit for other profitable employments,” which contributed to teachers’ lack of professional status. Worse yet, teachers’ pay remained a “pittance, when compared to the remuneration of professional men.” The advent of the common school movement between 1820s and 1860s in Northern and Midwestern states provided teachers with a few opportunities for claiming teacher professionalism. Common school proponents such as Catherine Beecher, Henry Barnard, James Carter, and Horace Mann called for publicly supported, free, universal, and non-sectarian schools that would help create a virtuous republican citizenry needed to sustain American political institutions, economic growth, and social harmony. Between the 1820s and 1850s, common schools

---

23 Haber 9-14, 105.
25 Kimball, 150-154, 172.
26 Ibid, 190, 173.
expanded the scope of school funding, regular attendance, curricular offerings, and the teaching ranks. By 1853, most Northern and Midwestern states organized common schools into locally administrated school districts under the direction of state departments of education, “authorized the position of state school superintendent and required towns to provide totally free schools through property taxes.”

Both Beecher and Mann advocated hiring educated, middle-class, native-born, single women as teachers. They argued that teaching was a natural extension of a woman’s domestic duties, their innate mothering instinct, and women’s superior sense of morality. It would also serve as a valuable preparation for their future spousal duty, child-rearing. In the 1840s, young women, most in their mid-teens and with the equivalent of an eighth grade education, began filling teaching positions. Reformers and critics worried about these young women’s intellectual capacities and their ability to enforce discipline in the classroom. Beginning in 1839, education reformers established normal schools to supply the growing number of common schools with teachers trained in basic subject matter knowledge and pedagogical methods. A primary goal for normal school educators was “to turn the temporary occupation of schoolkeeping into a life-time career

28 Kaestle (2003); Kimball 173.
of school teaching,” or to replace citizen-teachers with classroom professionals.31 Most normal schools provided a high school education. By 1900, there were more than 360 normal schools, as well as 920 high schools and academies offering teaching courses.32

Several structural factors undermined common school proponents’ attempts to professionalize teaching. Teachers’ claims to professionalism were weakened by the reluctance of administrators to recognize teaching as a profession, irregular application of teacher certification among states and school districts, the increasing number of women entering teaching, and the high rates of teacher turnover. The link of domesticity and women to teaching remained the chief ideological rationale to justify teachers’ meager salaries, lack of occupational autonomy, and social status as compliant public servants while the school system expanded following the Civil War.33 It also damaged teachers’ attempts to attain widely accepted professional status despite improvements in teacher education and teaching increasingly becoming a full-time occupation.

The Jacksonian Era (1828-1854) marked a transition period in the American culture of professionalism. Between the 1830s and the 1860s, the republican ideal of a natural professional elite came under a “withering attack.” The attack on professionalism was part of a broader cultural assault on “various forms of exclusiveness, restrictions, and monopoly” originating in a powerful egalitarian ethos that fueled “the vigorous growth of political democracy, market capitalism, and evangelical Protestantism.”34 The most

31 Herbst, 140.
32 Kimabll, 250-251; Johnson (1989), 242-245.
34 Haber, xi-xii, 93; For the attacks on professionalism in the colonial and early republic eras, see Michael Burrage, “Introduction: The Professions in Sociology and History,” in Professions in Theory and History: Rethinking the Study of Professions, edited by Michael Burrage and Rolf Torstendahl (London: Sage Publications, 1990), 10; Kimball, 186.
visible consequence of attacks on professionalism was the removal of licensing laws and
the decline of educational standards.\textsuperscript{35} Licensing laws were “denounced as aristocratic
and monopolistic, as a plot against the public interest, and as frauds perpetuated by
trampling upon people’s natural right to take up any occupation they pleased.”\textsuperscript{36} As a
result, by 1860 almost all states had repealed their licensing laws, including teaching
licenses. Concurrently, as historian Burton J. Bledstein argued, an emerging white middle
class began to assert its economic, political, and cultural power. Ambitious middle class
Americans defined individual achievement in a career as material success rather than
social rank, educational background, or community obligation.\textsuperscript{37} The white middle class
professional ideal centered on the practical workman who gained his expertise through
experience and skill rather than intellectual study.\textsuperscript{38} For example, lawyers recast
themselves as practitioners of a craft rather than a lofty intellectual pursuit. In this new
context, professional status could be attained by almost any white man with sufficient
ambition, natural talents, and a strong work ethic. Large numbers of young white men
seeking a financially rewarding career flocked to a growing number of profit-making
technical schools awarding professional degrees.\textsuperscript{39}

In response to the attacks on professionalism, repeals of licensing laws, the
proliferation of technical schools, and challenges to professional status from an emerging
middle class, many professionals defended their social and cultural positions. They
maintained their status as trusted experts and their occupational autonomy within work
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settings, while developing an openness for new ideas and men. In local communities, professionals provided valuable services to the booming business and industrial sectors and established personal connections with their leaders and managers. Their reputations as experts were bolstered among local populations in contrast with the abusive practices of confidence men, quacks, and charlatans. A prominent defensive strategy to maintain their status was the establishment of national professional associations with state and local affiliates. The American Medical Association (AMA) was founded in 1847, the NEA in 1857, and the American Bar Association (ABA) in 1878. The goals of these voluntary associations included re-establishing legally enforced education standards, certification qualifications, codes of ethics, and jurisdiction over practitioners. They essentially functioned as social clubs and discussion forums for elite practitioners to share research, literature, and theories. The AMA began establishing medical schools, the ABA engaged in political lobbying, and the NEA supported efforts to reform public schools.

In the Progressive era (1870s–1920s), consistently underfunded public schools faced long-term upward trends in the length of the school year, student enrollment rates, attendance requirements, and educational attainment. The sizable influx of immigrants
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and increases in school age population contributed to the rapid expansion of the public school system.\textsuperscript{44} The number of schools more than doubled by the early 1900s. By 1918, all states had passed mandatory school-attendance laws.\textsuperscript{45} Despite passing strict federal immigration laws in 1924 and declines in birth rates and the school age population in the 1920s, enrollment and attendance rates continued to rise for elementary and secondary schools. The resulting overcrowded, ill-equipped classrooms staffed by underpaid, overworked, and unappreciated teachers contributed to high rates of turnover.\textsuperscript{46} Marriage bans also forced many qualified female teachers to leave teaching and these bans remained in place until after World War II. The increases in schooling along with the high turnover rate among teachers created a great demand for efficiently run public schools and a supply of well-trained novices to lead classrooms. Progressive education reforms addressed these issues by establishing centralized school bureaucracies at the state level and imposing stricter educational standards for graduates from normal school, teacher colleges, and schools of education in colleges and universities.

The centralized bureaucracy of public school systems was led by male education experts who had attended graduate programs at state colleges and universities.\textsuperscript{47} Most of

\textsuperscript{44} Snyder, 5; In 1870, there were 116,000 schools with 7 million children enrolled in elementary schools and 80,000 enrolled in secondary schools. Between 1890 and 1910, student enrollment of 5 to 17 year-olds increased from 57\% to 81\%. More than 98\% of all students attended elementary school, mostly in grades 1st through 5th. The average length of the school year rose from 112 in 1870 to 143 days in 1920. The average student attended only 54\% of school days with little more than half attending daily. In 1920, the average student attended 75\% of school days with three-quarters attending daily. (Sonnenberg, 25-27; The Landscape of Public Education, 2-4.)
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the men who stayed in education filled administrative positions in order to supervise the
growing number of women teachers. In 1900, men occupied 85% of all public school
administrative positions and, in 1905, 96% of all high school principal positions.48 Men
who stayed in the classroom carved out masculine niches within schools teaching
vocational education courses, physical education, and certain high school subjects, such
as science and mathematics. In 1905, men occupied 24% of all teaching positions; 2% of
elementary teachers and 38% of high school teachers were men.49

Between the 1880s and 1920s, administrative progressives built a top-down
corporate model of governance based on Frederick Taylor’s principles of scientific
management and applied it to all aspects of school life. Powerful superintendents
functioned as CEOs to school boards. State boards of education determined the content of
the curriculum, educational standards for teachers, and certification requirements for
employment. Principals utilized objective, merit-based assessments to decide which
teachers to hire, keep, or dismiss. As education experts, administrators received
compensation similar to the other learned professionals. By 1900, schools of education in
state colleges and universities had replaced normal schools and teacher colleges as the
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main centers of teacher education. Teacher education programs replicated the gendered division of labor in public school bureaucracies. Administrators and male high school teachers received advanced training located in graduate programs steeped in the “science of education,” such as educational psychology, sociology, and statistics. Teachers, while valued for their tuition payments, were relegated to undergraduate programs focused on providing a general liberal education and practical vocational skills.

Women teachers were an inextricable part of building and sustaining burgeoning public school systems. Between 1870 and 1920, the majority of teachers were young, single, native born women who taught for an average of five years often isolated in one-room schoolhouses in rural areas. In 1880, female teachers occupied 57% of all teaching positions; 94% of these women had never married, 4.5% were widowed, and only 1.5% were married. The proportion of female teachers rose to 65% by 1900 and 76% by 1905. In 1920, women filled 86% of all teaching positions and most taught in large urban school districts. Only 8% of all female teachers were married as most school districts required women to resign upon marriage. By 1915, 84% of all female college graduates became teachers. Teachers were assigned to the lowest rung of the bureaucracy and recast as semi-professionals or workers and expected to carry out the
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educational policies, curricular directives, and child-centered pedagogy of administrative education experts. While these women faced institutional discrimination, they also developed a strong professional commitment to teaching and used educational reforms to carve out gratifying careers for themselves.

As teachers, women gained greater access to higher education through expanding teachers’ education programs, summer institutes, and in-service programs sponsored by colleges, universities, state departments of education, and local school boards. The spread of certification requirements offered a degree of state-sanctioned expertise to teachers. Between 1900 and 1926, teachers also made gains in salary, tenure, and pensions in most urban school districts and states. However, the “average income of all teachers in 1913 ($512) remained below the income of factory workers ($578) and merely half of salaried employees ($1,066).” The gendered division of labor and education opportunities contributed to teaching being devalued as “women’s work,” a temporary semi-profession that kept women productive by using their natural skills as caregivers to children until they fulfilled their proper roles as wives and mothers.

The Progressive culture of professionalism remained the dominant ideal though most of the twentieth century. The gender division in the public schools related to a larger cultural congruence between professionalism and “masculine” qualities, such as rationality, efficiency, and objectivity. As a result, professional prestige was reserved for
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male practitioners and women were excluded from or marginalized within the culture of professionalism. Women were relegated to low-paying, low-prestige “semi-professional” occupations.59 Teaching, like social work and nursing, were classified as “women’s work.” Emphasizing “feminine” qualities of nurturing, morality, and empathy in these professions, in opposition to the “male” ethics of the dispassionate expert, only reinforced women’s subordinate status in the professional hierarchy. To attain professional status, many career women attempted to dissociate themselves from gender-based expectations and defeminize their occupations by celebrating the “male” attributes of their work in the name of professionalism. However, the promise of gender-neutral professionalism proved elusive due in part to the substantial degree of gender segregation within and among professions, the dominance of men in more prestigious leadership positions, and the continuing association of professional qualities with “masculine traits. As a result, female professionals faced discrimination in wages, promotion, and social status.60

Progressive era advances in technology and science sparked by the rapid growth of markets, industries, corporations, and specialization. Specialization reinvigorated the learned professions and unleashed a wide array of salaried and/or bureaucratic employees laying claim to professional status. At the core of this resurgence was the Progressive ideology that society could be perfected by public-minded, objective experts working in efficient bureaucratic systems and applying scientifically determined solutions to a variety of social ills.61 By the 1870s, science, with its emphasis on rationality, objectivity,
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and the pursuit of truth through experimentation, became the source of professional authority and autonomy. Architects, accountants, civil servants, economists, engineers, historians, managers, military officers, nurses, pharmacists, political scientists, psychologists, social workers, and many others obtained university degrees, joined professional organizations, and embraced the scientific method as means to gain access to the Progressive culture of professionalism.

Between the 1870s and 1900s, two key institutional actors benefitted from and reinforced this belief in scientific objectivity, technical expertise, and organizational efficiency: professional associations and research universities. In the 1870s and 1880s, at least two thousand “American” learned societies and professional associations were organized across the United States. Professional associations promoted the development of scientific methods to determine best practices and worked to assert jurisdiction over the education, qualifications, and conduct of practitioners. For example, social workers in the early twentieth century recast themselves as “objective” investigators employing the “scientific” case study model based on sociological research and psychiatric methods. Following the Supreme Court ruling in *Dent v. West Virginia* (1888) upholding the states’ use of police powers to regulate occupations, professional associations successfully lobbied state legislatures to reinstate licensing laws requiring the completion of state-certified education or training programs. Educators also turned to national associations to bolster teacher professionalism.
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In 1857, a group of “practical” male teachers representing ten states’ education associations, resentful of their treatment by civil leaders and lay school management, formed the National Teachers Association (NTA). The primary goal of the NTA was “to elevate the character and advance the interest the profession of teaching, and to promote the cause of popular education in the United States.” From 1857 to 1870, the NTA added several associations representing normal school staff, school superintendents, and college professors as new departments within their organizations. In 1870, the NTA became the National Education Association (NEA). Between 1870 and 1920, the NEA became the leading professional association for educators. University presidents and public school administrators dominated the leadership and direction of the organization.

The NEA adopted a top-down approach to professionalization. NEA leaders focused on improving the public schools as a means to bolster teacher professionalism rather than teachers’ welfare issues, such as salary and working conditions, which they viewed as beneath the dignity of a professional organization. The NEA “believed that all educators, including classroom teachers, should seek first to establish a profession. Hence they regarded attention to salary, tenure, and status as premature, as entirely secondary to the growth of the profession.” In the 1920s and 1930s, NEA’s membership expanded significantly and the organization became a major national voice on education
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issues. It sought to serve its members, policymakers, and the public by generating publications focusing on key educational issues from its well-respected research division. It created a code of ethics for teaching profession, developed professional standards for teacher education, and maintained a prominent position in state and federal political circles. When teachers became full members in 1925, after the creation of the Department of Classroom Teachers, the NEA demonstrated slightly more interest in teachers’ welfare issues and working conditions. However, the primary focus of the NEA remained on elevating the teaching profession and advancing the cause of public education.

The origins of the AFT lay in 1880s and 1900s, when small groups of rebellious urban school teachers formed local organizations in Chicago, Atlanta, New York, and other cities to contest school reforms, advocate for better pay, lobby for pensions, and improve working conditions. Some organizations affiliated themselves with local and national labor unions to help strengthen their cause. A common theme among teachers in these organizations was the failure of the NEA leadership to address the issues facing teachers. In May 1916, teacher organizations from Chicago, Gary, New York City, Scranton, Washington, D.C., and Oklahoma became the first eight locals in the first national teachers’ union, the AFT. The union was accepted into the American Federation of Labor (AFL) by its president, Samuel Gompers. At first, the AFT saw itself as a radical segment of the NEA and hoped to work within the organization to bring teacher
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welfare issues to the forefront. The NEA, however, regarded the AFT as a rival teacher organization. By 1921, AFT considered itself and acted as a competitor to the NEA.75

From its inception, the AFT adopted a bottom-up approach to professionalization. A educational administration scholar William E. Eaton argued: “The AFT believed that the key to reform in education was in creating a teaching profession that was well paid, informed, secure, powerful, and proud. This it saw as the first step.”76 Despite the teacher-first approach to professionalism, the AFT struggled to get attract large numbers of teachers to join a union. Teacher unions faced adverse reactions from anti-union policymakers, authoritative administrators, and ambivalent teachers.77 From 1916 to 1929, the AFT led a perilous existence as up to 80% of locals folded, finances dwindled, internal power struggles divided the leadership, NEA attacks on teacher unionism resonated among teachers, many school boards refused to hire or keep union teachers, and the courts upheld the legality of antiunion provisions. Most disheartening for AFT leaders, most teachers were reluctant to join or associate with any organization that might tarnish their aspiration for professional status.78 Eaton argues that teachers “as a whole, despite their lower middle class origins, considered unionization to be a low class activity, beneath their dignity.”79 The AFT survived as an important teacher organization in large cities, most prominently in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, and San Francisco.80 Despite its decline in membership, AFT leaders established a national platform focused on teacher welfare issues that would attract more and more teachers in the 1950s and
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1960s. The AFT stood for equal pay and benefits for teachers regardless of race, creed, sex, or level; tenure protections; a permanent role for teachers in policymaking; political and academic freedom for teachers in and out of the classroom; and federal aid to bolster teachers’ salaries and improve working conditions.81

The second key institutional actor in the Progressive culture of professionalism was the land grant research university. Between the 1880s and 1910s, the widespread introduction of educational requirements for licenses, certificates, and credentials helped land grant universities become the seminal institution for the acquisition of scientific expertise.82 Bledstein argues, “the primary function of the American university to render universal scientific standards credible to the public.”83 University presidents reorganized academic departments into a growing number of specialized “scientific” disciplines, which in turn legitimatized the professional status of any occupation associated with these departments.84 A university degree became the primary route to upward mobility for a “broad range of people with middle-class aspirations.”85 Professors, with their emphasis on the scientific pursuit of knowledge and a public-spirited commitment to the study and teaching of their specialty, displaced law as the professional ideal.86

While education attained its professional status as a university subject, teachers as recipients of an undergraduate education did not fit into the prevailing model of professionalism. Most teachers were generalists, not specialists. Specialization was the domain of administrators, professors, and a few high school teachers. While professors
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and teachers were both salaried employees of substantial bureaucracies, professors received similar compensation to other professionals, had a great deal of occupational autonomy within their departmental specialties, were members of strong professional associations, and were well-respected as impartial experts. Most teachers could not lay claim to any of these Progressive professional characteristics.

During the Great Depression (1929-1940) and World War II (1941-1945), the public school system developed by Progressive reformers was firmly established. There was no relief from the long-term underfunding of public school. School boards and administrators slashed their budgets, including teachers’ salaries and pensions, due to the loss of tax revenues that accompanied first the economic crisis and later war-related spending. During the 1930s and 1940s, daily attendance, educational attainment, and school services increased. Meanwhile enrollment rates, birth rates, and school age population initially declined, then stabilized, and increased slightly. The school year was lengthened to 175 days and the average attendance increased to 152 days. Enrollment rates were stabilized by passage of child labor laws and many states lowering the compulsory age for starting school to age 6. Teaching remained a female-dominated profession, but more men were hired accounting for 25% to 30% of all teachers. The overwhelming majority of these men taught in secondary schools. Due to the massive industrial mobilization for World War II, many teachers and older students left the classroom for military service or to pursue higher paying jobs in the war industries. The
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migration of war workers and their families to metropolitan areas overwhelmed those school districts. By the end of the war, budget cuts and wartime migration left most public schools inundated with overcrowded classes, dilapidated buildings, inadequate equipment, and a worsening shortage of teachers. These factors contributed to the popular view of teaching as poorly paid, low prestige, transitory, and female semi-profession.

The unprecedented size and length of the demographic phenomena popularly known as the Baby Boom created unprecedented pressures for public schools and its teachers to meet. At one minute after midnight on January 1, 1946 in Philadelphia, Kathleen Casey-Kirschling was born, the first of the 78.8 million baby boomers born between 1946 and 1964. She eventually became a 7th grade public school teacher in New Jersey. Sylvia F. Porter of the New York Post defined the Baby Boom in May 1951 declaring it the “biggest, boomiest boom ever known in history.” The public school system faced the brunt of this boom. Between 1946 and 1964, all 78.8 million boomers were expected to attend school for 12 years or more. From troubled juvenile delinquents to college-bound overachievers, every child was expected to begin school in kindergarten and continue until completing high school. As early as 1947, enrollment increased 10% in kindergarten and increased 36% in elementary schools. At the end of the 1940s, the enrollment rate for 7-to-13-year-olds was 99%. From 1950 to 1960, enrollment in public
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schools increased 44% because of the increased attendance at secondary schools.95 By 1965, over fifty million public school students were taught by nearly 2 million teachers.

The escalating student population was a primary cause for several persistent issues including insufficient physical infrastructure, inadequate equipment, overcrowded classrooms, and teacher shortages. The most pressing problem was the shortage of qualified teachers. The recruitment and retention of teachers was hampered by two persistent and interrelated issues: lower social status and lower salary structure than other professionals with similar educational requirements. As Benjamin Fine, the education editor of New York Times, claimed the dominant issue was money, as teachers were “grossly underpaid when compared with other professions and trades. Superior men and women shun the teaching profession; they enter other fields, such as industry or government.”96 By 1950, the teacher shortage remained severe across the nation with the South and Southwest regions facing the gloomiest prospects. Poorly prepared, part-time teachers staffed many of the schools across the nation in large numbers.97 The problem was particularly acute in kindergartens and elementary schools as the first wave of baby boomers began to enter the school system. By 1956, the shortage of teachers spilled over into secondary education as baby boomers entered junior high schools. More and more communities had to hire teachers holding emergency credentials to meet the growing demand. Math and science teachers were especially hard to recruit and retain. During the
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1960s, teacher shortages persisted, but gradually became less acute, especially in well-funded suburban schools, with the increased employment of married women teachers. 

During these years, a major demographic shift in the teaching profession occurred as married women came to dominate the teaching ranks as single women had done before the war. This demographic shift from single to married teachers eventually created a more stable, mature, and career-oriented teaching force.\textsuperscript{98} Between 1940 and 1960, the percentage of women teachers who were married more than doubled, rising from 25\% to 59\%. This rate surpassed the increase in the percentage of married women in the entire U.S. workforce. Administrators recast married women as the solution to the teacher shortage and to match the needs of diverse classrooms after honing their instincts for dealing with youngsters by raising their own children.\textsuperscript{99} More men entered the public schools also. Education historian Jackie M. Blount claims that public schools “launched aggressive campaigns to recruit men for the classroom” with the “promise that they would receive rapid promotion to school administration.”\textsuperscript{100} Women were expected to leave administrative positions they had assumed during World War II and return to teaching to make room for male veterans and young men in administration. By 1952, 97.3\% of superintendents were men. In 1960, more men entered teaching and stayed in the classroom, accounting for 35\% of secondary school teaching positions and 29\% of all teaching positions.\textsuperscript{101} Nearly 83\% of the men and about 75\% of the women were or had been married. This demographic shift in the teaching profession, along with the rising  
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demand for teachers to educate the baby boomers, provided the AFT and NEA with more teachers invested in improving their professional status.\textsuperscript{102}

In the Baby Boom era, the AFT and NEA greatly expanded their memberships thorough well-orchestrated public relations campaigns, collective bargaining elections, and lobbying efforts.\textsuperscript{103} The NEA’s primary goal was professional unity as the best route to laying claim to and gaining confirmation of teacher professionalism. They emphasized cooperation between teachers, administrators, and policymakers.\textsuperscript{104} For example, in 1942, they created the National Commission for the Defense of Democracy through Education to monitor improper political influence in the educational arena, protect educators from unfounded accusations of disloyalty, and to defend teachers from attacks on their academic freedom.\textsuperscript{105} In the 1950s, they focused primarily on federal aid to education, membership drive, worldwide education campaigns, and the NEA centennial celebration in 1957.\textsuperscript{106} In the 1960s, a group of young, militant, urban, male high school teachers, sparked by the successes of the AFT and frustrated by the NEA leadership dominated by administrators, led a successful campaign for power within the NEA.\textsuperscript{107} In the late-1960s, as a result of this change in leadership, “the NEA remodeled itself as an organization of teachers first and foremost.”\textsuperscript{108} By 1973, new leaders transformed the
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NEA into the largest and one of the most powerful labor unions in the United States. A significant factor driving this change was the serious challenge the NEA faced from increasingly successful collective bargaining campaigns ran by the AFT.

Beginning in 1941, the AFT went on the offensive against negative public perception of and political assaults on unions. The AFT followed a traditional labor union strategy of building strong locals focused on homegrown issues and quality of life concerns. To distinguish itself from the administrator-dominated NEA, the AFT promoted itself as a teacher-only union focused on improving teachers’ working conditions, salaries, and rights. AFT leaders argued that advancing teachers’ employment status and developing teachers’ political voices would increase the profession’s prestige in the eyes of administrators, politicians, the media, and the American public. During the 1950s, the AFT steadily gained more members, especially in urban centers, despite a red scare directed at unions and strong political pushback against their stance for immediate integration of the union, schools, and teaching staffs. During the 1960s, more teachers joined the AFT and voted for the union to be their exclusive collective bargaining agent. By 1965, the AFT and NEA had helped teachers clam a greater degree of occupational autonomy, higher salaries for teachers, better work conditions, tougher tenure laws, and recognition of the political rights of teachers in and out of the classroom.

The efforts of the AFT and NEA increased teachers’ access to the corridors of power from school board meetings to the halls of Congress. Spurred by the expanding student population and growing concerns about the state of public education, the public
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schools and its teachers, the AFT and the NEA, found themselves at the center of Cold War politics. From 1946 to 1949, teachers led a series of modestly successful strikes across the United States asking for improved salaries, benefits, and working conditions. In response to these teachers’ strikes, tax-conscious conservative Republicans and anticommunist activists pressured local, state, and federal legislators to revise loyalty oaths and authorize loyalty investigations to oust militant, ostensibly subversive teachers from the public schools. The AFT and NEA fought for higher teachers’ salaries and against external measures regulating schools’ employment practices. Through collective bargaining victories and successful political lobbying, these organizations increased teachers’ average salaries to a comfortable middle class income level. They also used these tools to protect their professional autonomy by assuring teachers’ due process rights in dismissal procedures and passed strong tenure laws in most states and school districts.

Following the Brown I (1954) and Brown II (1955) Supreme Court decisions that outlawed racial segregation in public schools, teachers found themselves at the heart of the civil rights struggles to make American democracy live up to its promise of equality. Proposals for federal aid to improve teachers’ salaries and public schools were blocked by conservative Republicans suspicious of federal control and Southern Democrats seeking to prevent desegregation. Segregationist in the South repealed tenure protections and fired teachers for supporting integration. The AFT and NEA fought for teachers’ political rights as citizens and their duty to be politically active. They lobbied for Great Society education legislation in 1965, such as the ESEA, Head Start, and the National
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Teacher Corps, that positioned teachers as essential actors in assuring every American had an equal opportunity to succeed and protected teachers from political reprisals.

With the launch of Sputnik in 1957, teachers were thrust to the forefront of the Cold War. The United States needed education experts in classrooms across the nation to insure the survival of democracy in the world and strengthen its position as leader of the free world. The passage of the NDEA in 1958 positioned teachers as vital actors in winning the Cold War’s ideological and technological battles against the Soviets. The AFT and NEA fought for paid in-service training, rigorous higher education programs, and more stringent credentialing requirements for teachers to enter the profession with greater technical expertise and to maintain this level of expertise throughout their career. The passage of the ESEA in 1965 secured funding for these enterprises.

**Preview**

This dissertation examines how teachers through the AFT and NEA moved from denial to claims to confirmation of teacher professionalism. The AFT and NEA laid claim to teacher professionalism during the Baby Boom era by using the Cold War discourses around democracy, consumerism, Americanism, and world leadership. To lay claim to and gain public recognition for teacher professionalism, the AFT and NEA attached each of these discourses to specific elements of professionalism in American culture, including public service, adequate compensation, occupational autonomy, and technical expertise. I argue with the passage of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958 and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 that the federal government conferred the AFT’s and NEA’s claims for teacher professionalism.
Chapter one explores the dominant popular representations of teachers in American culture from Washington Irving’s Ichabod Crane (1819) through the passage of Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA). These representations constituted the cultural and discursive milieu in which the AFT and NEA engaged, reinforced, and challenged to re-present teachers as professionals. After I explain how the role of representation in the construction of a professional identity, I examine how popular representations of “bad” teachers remained dominant from 1820s through the 1930s, while popular representations of “good” teachers ascended to dominance during the 1940s through the 1950s. The rise of “hero” teacher representations following the 1954 bestselling novel and the 1955 cinematic release of Blackboard Jungle contributed to the construction of an affirmative professional identity for teachers.

The next four chapters discuss specific Cold War themes. The AFT and NEA purposely deployed prominent Cold War discourses on the representative democracy, consumer capitalism, American way of life, and U.S. world leadership to re-present teachers as professionals equal in importance to doctors, lawyers, engineers, and scientists. In chapter two, I argue that the AFT and NEA drew on the popular consensus

111 Education scholars have done substantial content analysis into the narrative structures, teacher archetypes, plot elements, genre demands, artistic conventions, and cultural myths in a variety of cultural texts. Their work is valuable for deciphering the construction of popular representations of teachers. These studies are primarily concerned that negative stereotypes, good teacher archetypes, and hero portrayals set unrealistic expectations for the profession, negatively impacted recruitment, led to low levels of job satisfaction, and mislead the American public about realities of teaching. However, the studies do not contextualize their sources historically. Education researchers tend to view popular culture as a reflection of the times, overlooking the ways that popular representations, audience reception, and group re-presentation can inform readers about the era in which the texts were created. Education scholars also tend to privilege the influence of popular culture on the formation of teachers' professional identity. They rarely investigate how the construction of teachers as professionals is mediated by popular representations, political ideology, teachers' organizations, and individual teachers within a particular historical era. (For more information on concerns of education researchers, see: William Ayres, “A Teacher ain’t Nothin’ but a Hero: Teachers and Teaching in Film,” in Images of Schoolteachers in America, edited by Pamela Bolotin Joseph and Gail E. Burnaford (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1994), 209; Michael Belok and Fred Dowling, “The Teacher Image and the Teacher Shortage,” Phi Delta Kappan 42, 6 (1961): 255; Adam Farhi, “Hollywood Goes to School: Recognizing the Superteacher Myth in Film,” The Clearing House 72, 3 (1999): 158; Arthur Foff, “Scholars and Scapegoats,” The English Journal 47, 3 (1958): 118; George Gerbner, “Smaller than Life: Teachers and Schools in the Mass Media,” Phi Delta Kappan 44, 5 (1963): 205.)
that consumer capitalism was a public good to make arguments for higher salaries and better benefits in order to advance the professional status of teachers. A central concern of the AFT and NEA was the association of material rewards with professional status. Both organizations had to combat popular representations of teachers as self-sacrificing public servants who voluntarily forsook a “normal” life of family commitments and material success. By improving teachers’ economic position, the AFT and NEA sought to re-present as and re-make teachers into viable participants in the American dream.

NEA leaders relied on research studies, public relations, economic experts, and political lobbying to get their message to the public and politicians. Public education, they argued, was a highly profitable investment. AFT leaders relied on organizing teachers and collective bargaining to boost teachers’ economic power. They maintained that professional salaries for teachers could only be obtained by teacher-only unions that focused, first and foremost, on bread-and-butter issues. Together, these organizations re-presented teachers as teachers as intelligent consumers in need of professional salaries so they could contribute to a booming American economy. Teachers were re-presented as family men and women trying keep up with Joneses and as pedagogical experts who instilled values of consumerism in their pupils by developing the academic understanding and the practical skills necessary to participate in consumer capitalism wisely.

In chapter three, I study the organizational uses of the prevailing political concern over the survival of democracy at home to re-present teachers as knowledgeable, experienced agents of citizenship education. Both organizations argued that teachers’ pedagogical and curricular experience, training, and skills represented an essential public service. AFT and NEA leaders focused on two interrelated issues to challenge the popular
representation of teachers as apolitical beings. From 1946 to 1955, they advocated for recognition of teachers’ rights as American citizens. Both organizations concentrated their arguments on teachers’ importance in preserving and furthering American democracy by producing enlightened democratic citizens. From 1956-1965, they urged teachers to be politically active. AFT and NEA leaders alike declared that, in order to be democratic role models, teachers needed to act politically to insure their rights as American citizens were recognized. Only then could teachers make sure the educational needs of future generations Cold War warriors were met. In securing teachers’ civil rights, the NEA and AFT sought to re-present teachers as well-informed, experienced specialists essential to inculcating democratic values and habits in American youth.

The AFT and NEA disagreed over the support for and approaches to integration of the school system, teaching staffs, and teachers’ organizations. The AFT took a more liberal position on civil rights. From 1947 onward, they called for the immediate integration of school systems, teaching staffs, and teachers’ organizations. From 1946 to 1963, NEA leaders and publications largely ignored the external and internal debates over desegregation of public education. When NEA leaders did address segregation, they took a gradualist approach, proclaiming that the best way to resolve segregation was to focus efforts at the local level, where citizens would cooperate with the proper authorities to ensure the orderly application of the law. Despite varying convictions, these organizations were able to re-present teachers as active and knowledge agents of democracy in the classroom, community, and nation.
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In chapter four, I illustrate how the AFT and NEA leaders used the Cold War discourse on Americanism to re-present teachers as staunch anticommunists and patriotic defenders of the American way of life in order to advance their claims for occupational autonomy. With the reality of constantly enlarging school populations of impressionable young Americans, and the ubiquitous political discourse on the heightened importance of education to the survival of the American way of life, the teaching profession came under suspicion of communist influence or, worst yet, infiltration. Teachers, in their central function of preserving and transmitting American heritage to their students, were seen as both key contributors to and possible saboteurs of the American way of life. Anticommunist activists and politicians passed loyalty legalization that severely hampered teachers’ autonomy, especially in terms of curriculum and personnel practices. The NEA and AFT sought to counter these laws by strengthening teachers’ authority within the educational hierarchy and challenging the validity of anticommunists’ claims.

The NEA focused on an institutional and national approach to Americanism. Its answer to anticommunist critics was to disseminate unbiased information to the public, to pass sound tenure legislation, and to emphasize teachers’ professional ethics. In order to maintain an “image of neutrality,” the NEA represented itself as the objective arbiter of criticism of public education. The AFT advocated for union solidarity, strong locals, and collective bargaining as the best means to deal with anticommunist politics. They stressed their active and vocal opposition to anti-communist extremists to bolster an

organizational identity as the advocate and defender of teachers who stood up to the powerful critics. Together, these organizations forged a positive identity as loyal American professionals dedicated to the preservation and perpetuation of the American way of life. In doing so, the AFT and NEA were able to blunt the impact of loyalty legislation on teachers’ autonomy in and out of the classroom.

In chapter five, I investigate how AFT and NEA engaged with the discourse surrounding the United States’ role as the leader of the free world, promoting the importance of education in securing that role. Both organizations focused on the association of technical expertise with professionalism and teachers with localism. Both groups represented teachers as pedagogical and curricular experts central to preserving and extending America’s world leadership, as well as exemplars of and contributors to peace, security, and freedom. From 1946 to 1957, the NEA and AFT asserted the professionalism of teachers as advocates for world peace and key contributors to national security. The teacher’s role was to develop international cooperation and understanding in order to preserve and extend the American way of life. Following the launch of Sputnik on October 24, 1957, through the passage of the NDEA in 1958 and the ESEA in 1965, the NEA and AFT emphasized the importance of teachers as objective professionals insuring America’s survival and position of leader of the free world in the ideological and technological battles with the Soviets. The teacher’s role was to present the facts about the democratic way of life in order to counteract the dangerous spread of communist propaganda. By improving teachers’ image as public intellectuals, the NEA and AFT sought to re-present teachers as experts who could extend the democratic way of life to millions of school children in the U.S. and the world.
The NEA took the lead in representing teachers as Cold War role models to the American public and politicians, as well as to the world’s diplomats and educators. NEA representatives worked closely with officials from international agencies to facilitate the worldwide institutionalization of free, universal public education and to help improve the professional status of teachers around the world. AFT spokespersons used the discourse about America’s world leadership to represent teachers as educational experts on world peace, national security, and human freedom. They sought to bolster teachers’ morale as publicly recognized professionals central to establishing America’s moral leadership. Together, these two organizational approaches helped to forge a world-minded professional identity for teachers.

Both the AFT and NEA used the increasingly demands placed on public schools and their teachers by the Baby Boom and Cold War imperatives to remove structural obstacles to teacher professionalism, challenge popular the central institution the daily lives of American families. These demographic pressures also created a great demand to recruit and retain teachers. As a result, young, single women who were forced to leave teaching upon marriage were replaced by older, married men and women. This demographic shift from single to married teachers eventually created a stable, career-oriented teaching force. The AFT’s and NEA’s discursive efforts during the Baby Boom era were important factors in the confirmation and claim of teacher professionalism. In 1946, the popular images of teachers thwarted the claims of professionalism by the AFT and NEA. Teachers were seen as apolitical public servants and atypical social misfits. As public servants, they served at the pleasure and discretion of local communities. Their primary duties centered on satisfying local concerns and needs. As
social misfits, they were perceived as unfit for the rigors and rewards of the political and business worlds. These representations reinforced teachers’ position at the bottom of the educational hierarchy, inadequate salaries, lack of occupational autonomy, and poor working conditions. They also justified legal restrictions on teachers’ personal, public, and professional lives. The AFT and NEA actively challenged these representations and their impact. Both organizations turned to the prominent Cold War discourses to construct a professional identity for teachers as essential contributors to and participants in representative democracy, the American dream, the American way of life, and United States’ world leadership.

By 1965, with the help of the AFT and NEA, teachers achieved greater recognition of their professional status. The federal government passed two major federal aid bills that conferred a new professional status on teachers. In 1958, the NDEA recognized teacher’s technical expertise in securing national defense at home and promoting democracy abroad. In 1965, the ESEA acknowledged teacher’s specialized knowledge in achieving greater economic and political equality. Both bills also conceded that teachers needed to receive more adequate material rewards in order to recruit and retain the “best and brightest” to teaching. The federal aid allowed school systems to devote more of their budgets to teachers’ salaries and benefits. Teachers were also able to claim a greater degree of occupational autonomy. From the late 1950s though the 1960s, through collective bargaining victories and national political lobbying the AFT and AFT helped pass stronger tenure laws and attained more authority for teachers over their working conditions, material rewards, educational policies, and personnel practices. As a result, the teaching profession offered the ability for practitioners to serve a vital
public good, to attain a middle class standard of living, to regulate the conduct of fellow practitioners, and to refine the technical expertise required of its practitioners.


Chapter 1: Popular Representation and Teacher Professionalism

Since the common school movement took hold between 1820s and 1860s in Northern and Midwestern states, teachers have actively sought to be seen, valued, and treated as professionals. This desire intensified with the vast expansion of the public school system across the United States and the corresponding number of teachers from 1870s through the 1950s. However, teachers continually struggled to gain full status as a publicly recognized professionals.116 While the phrase “teaching profession” has been widely used since the 1870s, the public attitude regarding the professional status of teachers has been ambiguous.117 The public has often recognized that teaching is primarily an intellectual activity, requires a college education as part of a certification process, involves regularly attending in-service training, and exalts public service above personal profit. The public, as well as many leaders in higher education, have rarely, if ever, recognized teaching as needing a technical expertise; as requiring extended professional preparation beyond a general college-level education; as offering a lifelong or permeant career to its members; as having a united professional organization with control over internal matters vested by law; or as necessitating compensation equivalent to other esteemed professions.118 While most professionals were rated by their

competence, teachers are often evaluated by certain personality traits, such as fairness, friendliness, and a sense of humor.\textsuperscript{119}

To understand how American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and National Education Association (NEA) utilized Cold War discourses to craft a professional identity for teachers during the Baby Boom era (1946-1964), I examine the dominant popular representations of teachers in American culture from Washington Irving’s Ichabod Crane (1819) through the passage of Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA). Education researchers Claudia Mitchell and Sandra Weber define these representations as the cumulative cultural text of the teacher:

A multitude of teacher images feeds into the popular culture into which we are born. These images overlap, contrast, amplify, address, or confirm each other as they compete for attention. The cumulative cultural text of the ‘teacher’ is a massive work-in-progress.\textsuperscript{120}

These representations constituted the cultural and discursive milieu that the AFT and NEA engaged, reinforced, and challenged in their efforts to re-present teachers as professionals. I first explain the role of representation in the construction of an accepted and recognized professional identity. Next, I examine how popular representation of “bad” teachers that remained dominant from the 1820s through the 1930s impacted the fledging professional identity of teachers. These “bad” teachers were displaced by popular representations of “good” teachers that emerged during 1940s and the 1950s. These representations contributed to a more positive, yet limited, professional identity for teachers. Finally, I explore how popular representations of “hero” teachers that developed

\textsuperscript{119} Stinnett, 356-357.

from the 1954 bestselling novel and the 1955 film release of *Blackboard Jungle* contributed to the construction of an affirmative professional identity for teachers.

**The Importance of Representation to Professional Identity**

A significant element in the cultural discourses of professionalism is the construction of a professional identity that is commonly accepted by members of an occupational group and widely recognized by the public.\(^{121}\) Political forms of recognition include instituting widely accepted standards for admission to practice, enforcing rules regarding ethical public service, and securing licensing laws. All of these elements were crafted authoritatively by professional associations, enacted into law by politicians, and institutionalized by bureaucrats.\(^{122}\) Social-economic forms of recognition include higher education disciplines focused on professional training programs, cohesive professional associations that define and enforce occupational regulations, and substantial material rewards in exchange for vital public services that allow practitioners to maintain, at the very least, middle class lifestyles.\(^{123}\)

Cultural forms of recognition are complex and unstable. They include the public’s consciousness of its dependence on the services that professionals provide, public acceptance of a profession’s claims to esoteric knowledge and public service that justify its occupational autonomy, and public esteem for the
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professionals who serve these societal needs. One important indicator of the status of a profession is the popular representations of its members. As Sari Knopp Biklen, women's studies and education scholar, explains, popular representations “circulate among people who call on these images when they speak, write, or think about teachers.” These representations serve as a cultural currency which both educators and members of the public used to construct, or deconstruct, ideas about teachers.

Stuart Hall’s politics of identity helps to explain the cultural discourses of professionalism for an occupational group. Hall argues that identity is constituted within representation. Representation is mimetic, an imitation or portrayal of reality. It stands in for the person, thing, or event. Representation is also a constitutive force. There is no meaning until a thing is represented. Meaning is attached when people represent what they make of a person, thing or event. Meaning is interpretative, not definitive. It depends on individuals and groups in a specific cultural context with specific available discourses, who enact and produce social norms and cultural conventions. Identities are “inflected by a particular mix of circumstances, feelings, histories, and experiences.”

Identities emerge over time as individuals and groups take up and try to live out different identities. In short, identities are always in negotiation.129

Politics is central to representation: “[I]t is only through the way in which we represent and imagine ourselves that we come to know how we are constituted and who we are. There is no escape from the politics of representation.”130 Popular representation is a site where individuals and groups engage with identities, interact with portrayals, and contest their meanings.131 Conflicts are inevitable and are mediated through contrasting representations.132 Time loosens and frays representation, changing the possibilities of identity.133 This is where the politics of identity becomes the power to claim recognition, the capacity to name one’s self, and gain access to the right of representation. Given that all representations are historical, discursive, and political constructions, what is at stake in representation is the production and articulation of identities and meanings.134

Popular Representations of Teachers: The Good, the Bad, and the Hero

Teachers consistently struggled to gain access to the right of representation. They have needed to negotiate a variety of representations in a multiple social, political, and cultural arenas in order to have a voice in or access to the construction of representations of their profession. Teaching is a public profession funded by taxes that serves a wide swath of the population.135 As schooling became commonplace in the United States between the 1870s and 1920s, and more students were expected to finish high school. By
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late 1940s, teachers became the largest group of professional workers in America society. As a result, increasing numbers of American students and parents, taxpayers and politicians, became stakeholders in the public discourses about public schools. All of them participated in defining the teacher’s identity. Teachers have been presented both as scapegoats for and the solution to various social ills. For example, in response to the influx of immigrants into the United States between the 1880s and 1920s, Progressive reformers represented teachers as the main agents in making Americanization programs successful. Also during this period, social scientists and education leaders blamed the

large number of female teachers for the poor academic performance and high dropout rates for boys.\textsuperscript{140} At the core of these competing representations was the assumption that teachers should provide whatever education the community determines they need.\textsuperscript{141}

From the 1870s through the 1950s, administrators seized the mantle of professionalism at the expense of teachers. They represented themselves as the ‘true’ professional educators, scientific managers of the school system who helped to set and enforce standards for ethical practices. As salaried employees of public bureaucracies, teachers were recast as semi-professional workers who were expected to be subservient to local school boards, state departments of education, and career administrators.\textsuperscript{142} This representation was complicated by the institutionalization of gendered hierarchies in the education bureaucracy, in which men led and women taught. Male superintendents, as the educational experts in conjunction with male-dominated local administrators, school boards, and state departments of education, established the curriculum, policies, and


\textsuperscript{141} Shedd and Bacharach, 55.

procedures to which female-dominated teaching ranks were expected to adhere. Female teachers were permitted to exercise some discretion in how they worked in the classroom but only within the limits set by their male superiors.\textsuperscript{143} These institutional realities and representations subverted the claims of professional status by teachers who lacked the traditional occupational characteristics associated with professionals, chiefly occupational autonomy. Teachers were “plagued by association with two groups in society with low ascribed status: women and children.”\textsuperscript{144} At the same time, these representations and realities highlighted a path toward teacher professionalism: extended professional preparation at the college and/or university level; compensation that could sustain a middle class lifestyle; and a degree of autonomy beyond the classroom in which teachers could contribute to decisions about certification, curriculum, policies and procedures. While administrators and policymakers supported extending the educational requirements to obtain and keep a teacher certificate, they suppressed teachers’ attempts to attain higher salaries, better benefits, and occupational autonomy.

Teachers gradually became familiar and influential figures in the lives of a growing number of people, first with the burgeoning common school movement in the


\textsuperscript{144} Kerchner and Caufman, 108. Also see Waller, 421: “School teachers, like negroes [sic] and women, can never quite enter the white man’s world, and they must remain partial men, except in the society of others who, like themselves, are outcast.”
1830s and increasingly as the public school system expanded in the late 19th century. As teachers became more commonplace fixtures in the formative years of young Americans, representations of teachers increasingly populated the columns, pages, panels, canvas, charts, stage, and frames of popular cultural texts. Teachers have been ubiquitous stock characters, central symbols of civilization, and occasionally lead players. Three prominent representations emerged: “bad,” “good,” and “hero” teachers. Much like the public estimation of teachers, popular culture texts largely focused on personality traits rather than professional characteristics to define teachers. Teachers were rarely shown teaching, the central activity of their profession. In contrast, the popular representations of other professionals, such as doctors, lawyers, and scientists, emphasized their technical expertise and/or intellectual mastery as central to the plot and character development.

Beginning with Ichabod Crane in 1819 and persisting into the 1930s, “bad” teachers were represented as callous authoritarians who quashed students’ “true” natures and/or as social misfits who provided poor role models to their students. Authoritarian
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teachers were portrayed as rigid disciplinarians; either the stern bachelor taskmaster or
the dictatorial, puritanical old maid. Teachers as social misfits were portrayed as
incomplete men and women; as unmanly middle-aged bachelors or frustrated old
spinsters; as effeminate, meek, absent-minded men and asexual, bitter, frustrated women
with no life outside the classroom. “Bad” teachers were antagonists in popular texts.
They were the foils or targets for protagonists played by students or later by “good” and
“hero” teachers. These representations undermined teachers’ claims of technical
expertise and calls for occupational autonomy. In the classroom, “bad” teachers were
boring instructors who stuck to irrelevant curriculum regardless of the students’ needs or
interests, were either afraid of their students or eager to dominate them, and avoided any
personal relationships or connections with students. These incompetent teachers were
in desperate need of supervision or sanction from the community and/or administrators.


Dalton (2013), 79-80; Gunderson and Haas, 72-73; Schwartz (1960), 82.

The prototypical “bad” teacher was Ichabod Crane in Washington Irving’s “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” (1819).\textsuperscript{153} Crane was represented as an authoritarian in the classroom and a misfit in the community. As a teacher, he was a stern taskmaster.\textsuperscript{154} Crane ruled his “little empire, the school,” with his “ferule, that sceptre of despotic power; the birch of justice reposed on three nails behind the throne, a constant terror to evil-doers.”\textsuperscript{155} In Irving’s brief descriptions of Crane’s teaching, the ferule was the primary tool for keeping order and prompting learning. Crane “ever bore in mind the golden maxim, ‘Spare the rod and spoil the child.’—Ichabod Crane’s scholars certainly were not spoiled.”\textsuperscript{156} Irving represented teaching as repeated bullying and the teacher as a petty tyrant. Crane’s main duty was to maintain order among and instill discipline into “a legion of young imps” who occupy the schoolhouse.\textsuperscript{157} Thus, a teacher was to be measured by his ability to dominate and control a room full of children rather than by his mastery of specialized knowledge or technical expertise.
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As a man, Crane was a social and gender misfit. The plot revolves around the competition between the unmanly Ichabod Crane’s intellectualism and masculine Brom Bones’ “rustic waggery” for the hand of Katrina Van Tassel, the attractive and wealthy “daughter and only child of a substantial Dutch farmer.” Irving represented Crane as sexually inept, financially dependent, and physically unattractive. The schoolmaster was portrayed as a pitiful coward victimized by Brom’s practical jokes and as a self-important intellectual with an overactive imagination, easily frightened by old women’s ghost stories. In the end, Katrina rejects Ichabod’s fanciful advances and Brom, disguised as the Headless Horseman, either chases off or murders the fainthearted schoolmaster. As both a teacher and a man, Crane was easily discounted and replaced: “As he was a bachelor, and in nobody’s debt, nobody troubled his head any more about him, the school was removed to a different quarter of the hollow, and another pedagogue reigned in his stead.” Ultimately, the schoolmaster was an outsider. Ichabod was an impractical dreamer, pompous intellectual, and spineless weakling in a community that privileged pragmatic farmers, natural ability, and physical strength.

The characterization of “bad” teachers embodied by Irving’s Ichabod Crane persisted from the 1820s through the 1920s, specific gender inscribed variations replicated and reinforced the gendered division of labor in the educational system.

Female teachers were most commonly represented as overbearing old schoolmarm or
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timid young novices. As women, they were portrayed as sexless prudes, frustrated spinsters, husband seekers, boyish lasses, or prim ladies. Male teachers were most commonly represented as rigid disciplinarians and solitary bachelors. As men, they were portrayed as absent-minded dreamers, sleazy Lotharios, effeminate jokes, shabby dressers, unmanly buffoons, or inept teachers. Thus, teaching remained a job for social and gender misfits who could, at times, control a classroom of youthful imps but accomplished little else in their public and personal lives as men or women.

A typical domineering and flawed schoolmarm was the poor, feeble, and stiff Miss Precise in the short story “Red Chignon” (1870). She strictly forbade whistling, wearing chignons, and poor grammar, unless it was done by Hannah, the daughter of the one of the richest men in the city. Miss Precise got her comeuppance when her students embarrassed her in front of the fashionable Miss Lofty by following her advice to “imitate” Hannah. The teacher, represented as a hypocritical autocrat, privileged her own self-interest or sense of propriety over her students’ concerns for equal treatment and moral consistency. The story replicated Ichabod Crane’s motivation as he rushed students through their lessons, ferule in hand, so he could spend extra time primping himself for his date with the wealthy Katrina. These representations undermined claims of public
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service by portraying teachers as self-important fools who placed their personal agendas over the emotional and scholastic needs of their students.

The schoolmarm was most often represented as an old, stern authoritarian in contrast to young, permissive novices. The short story “Are Teachers Human?” (1926) by Jeanette M. Collins, a Child Study Consultant at Glassboro College who spent thirty-two years in the Stafford Township School District, featured two strict schoolmarms, Miss Semple and Miss Saunders, and a lax French teacher, Miss Williams. Their student, Junior, described the characteristics of each teacher. Miss Semple and Miss Saunders were described as women “visibly beyond middle years.” They were grey haired, bespectacled, immaculately dressed, rigidly posed at their desk or backboard, and old enough to have taught the students’ parents and relatives.168 As teachers, Junior described both schoolmarms as strict disciplinarians. Miss Semple “bites the face off ya even when ya do yer told.”169 She demanded displays of proper respect from her students from the moment they greeted her to the end of class. Miss Saunders expected quiet scholarship and absolute attention from “each awestricken wretch” who entered her classroom. A fearsome figure, that even her smile, “which far from thawing the terror-frozen hearts of her auditors seems to inspire even greater fear in them.”170 By contrast, Miss Williams was introduced as a little “pleasant-faced woman” with a “quiet voice,”171 who engaged in laughing conversations with her students at the start of class. During class, she acted as an “onlooker who neither disciplines, ‘squelches,’ nor ‘weeps.’”172
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In a variety of popular texts, teaching itself was viewed as a social death sentence for young women, an almost certain path to spinsterhood and loneliness.\(^{173}\) Collins concluded her story with a commentary on the inevitable evolution of young, engaged teachers into old, frustrated schoolmarm. Quoting a “well-known state commissioner of education,” she claimed Miss Williams would find that “after ten years of teaching the corners of your mouth will turn down, that you need only two hairpins for hair, and you begin to fret if your collar isn't quite starched -you're not a ‘teacher’-you're a 'schoolmarm'-that's all!” The teachers’ social life revolved around her fellow-workers and elevated entertainment. She will have “bought nothing to wear but serviceable serges with tailored collars, avoided face powder, eschewed movies, refused to understand slang.” It is her fate to live “far from real life as the world from Mars.”\(^{174}\)

Yet, teaching remained one of the few acceptable public roles for proper young women to occupy in popular cultural texts. In the popular imagination, teaching became women’s work. Journalists and education leaders proclaimed teaching as suitable and useful employment for ladies and as dignified work for earnest women. Teaching was represented as natural extension of the mothering instinct and women’s innate sense of morality.\(^{175}\) The schoolmarm in the one-room schoolhouse was the symbol of the
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burgeoning school system. In the popular Western genre, the schoolmarm was either the romantic interest, portrayed as a virginal, young lass awaiting the right man to marry, or a supporting character portrayed as an rigid, puritanical old maid who was the target of her students’ pranks.176 The classic plot as found in The Cowboy and the Schoolmarm (1908 and 1910) and Corralling a Schoolmarm (1940) features the young, pretty schoolteacher rescued by the rugged, but honest cowboy, first, from the advances of bad men and, second, from the schoolhouse by marriage.177 Thus, teaching was not an occupation for marriageable women to aspire to, but a tedious job to be rescued from.

The typical “bad” male teacher continued to resemble the visage and pedagogy of Ichabod Crane. Norman Rockwell’s “First in His Class,” the cover for the June 6, 1926 Saturday Evening Post, features a gaunt, lanky, big eared, balding, old-fashioned teacher (see figure 1). As a teacher, he melodramatically lectured, and most likely bored, the class on the scholastic virtues and intellectual abilities of the serious young man beside
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Figure 1: Norman Rockwell, “First in His Class” The Saturday Evening Post (June 6, 1926)
him. Much like Miss Semple and Miss Saunders, Rockwell’s schoolmaster seemingly expected rapt attention from his star pupil’s classmates as he pontificates on the day’s lesson. As a man, Rockwell faithfully replicated impotent “cognomen” of Ichabod Crane:

He was tall, but exceedingly lank, with narrow shoulders, long arms and legs, hands that dangled a mile out of his sleeves, feet that might have served for shovels, and his whole frame most loosely hung together. His head was small, and flat at top, with huge ears, large green glassy eyes, and a long snipe nose, so that it looked like a weather-cock perched upon his spindle neck to tell which way the wind blew. To see him striding along the profile of a hill on a windy day, with his clothes bagging and fluttering about him, one might have mistaken him for the genius of famine descending upon the earth, or some scarecrow eloped from a cornfield.

The continual cultural appropriation of Ichabod Crane as the archetype for the male schoolteacher weakened men’s place in the classroom and male teachers’ place in the larger society. Education scholar Arthur Foff’s study of American novels featuring teachers from 1900 to 1950, found male teachers were depicted in the classroom as strict disciplinarians and in the community as unmanly fools. As men, they were physically distasteful and terribly antiquated. He was “stooped, gaunt, and grey with weariness. His suit has the shine of shabby gentility and hangs loose from his undernourished frame.”

As teachers, men were represented extensively as petty tyrants demanding immediate obedience or ineffectual authorities outwitted by their students. unduly intellectual, and/or physically defective. Overall, the male teacher was solitary, effeminate, peculiar, impractical, self-important, in other words, another version of Ichabod Crane.
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From the 1870s through the 1920s, teachers as a whole were represented as physically unattractive and socially inept characters who served as obstacles to the protagonists’ progress or as the butts of jokes. In 1898, the American Mutoscope Company released five moving pictures with teachers falling for students’ pranks: *The Teacher’s Unexpected Bath, The Schoolmaster’s Surprise, The Katzenjammer Kids in School, Tribulations of a Country Schoolmarm,* and *The Nearsighted School Teacher.* Education scholar Heather A. Weaver claims all these films followed the same formula: Students set a booby trap for the stern schoolmaster or dictatorial schoolmarm; “the trap causes the teacher physical and/or psychological harm; the students in turn are very pleased. The end.” In these representations, the rural one-room schoolhouse was an unnecessary, old-fashioned institution staffed by pompous, incompetent, and clueless, teachers. These “bad” teachers could not lay claim to technical expertise or to a specialized body of knowledge. Their teaching careers consisted primarily of dominating, or even terrorizing, young children in the name of instilling a sense of discipline and a respect for adult authority. However, due to their personality flaws and reliance on out-of-date ideas, these ‘bad’ teachers failed in and out the classroom.

In the Progressive era (1880s-1920s), these representations of “bad” teachers both countered and reinforced an emerging optimism among education theorists, reformers, leaders, and the public about the potential of mass education to serve as an effective agent.

185 Ibid, 145, 150.
of human and technological progress. For progressive reformers, the one-room schoolhouse ruled by a bossy schoolmarm or a stern taskmaster symbolized a forlorn relic of the past. For producers of popular culture texts, the hopelessly old-fashioned teacher who ruled over the rural one-room schoolhouse endured as a prime comic target into the 1920s. Integral to these representations of “bad” teachers was the hidden counter-narrative of competent, nurturing, and “good” teachers. Edward Eggleston’s *Hoosier Schoolmaster* (novel, 1871; films in 1914, 1924, and 1935) combined the dominant tropes of the “bad” teacher with the elements of what would become the “good” teacher representations. The melodrama followed the adventures of a Civil War veteran and new teacher, Ralph Hartsook. At first, like a “bad” teacher, Hartsook was barely competent in the classroom and fell prey to students’ pranks. A precursor to the later “good” teacher representations, he befriended a troubled student and earned the respect of the class by confidently evading their traps. As a man, Hartsook was brave. He protected a group of veterans from the corrupt townspeople, regained his position, and won the heart of his beloved. Hartsook embodied the hidden counter-narrative, the anti-Ichabod Crane. For teachers, he was a model whom they could embrace.

Many teachers, especially the overwhelming number of women in the teaching ranks, sought to promote these counter-narratives. They represented themselves and other teachers as professional practitioners of educational science and as thoroughly modern
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individuals. In teachers’ journals, autobiographies, photos, and articles, women represented teaching as a means for procuring economic independence, pursuing a meaningful career, obtaining personal autonomy, providing adventure, having a social life outside the household, and finding a compatible husband. In figure 2, Lucy Osborne, a teacher from Frisco, Colorado, was fashionably dressed and elegantly posed in an “elaborately carved chair, and wears a dark high-collared blouse with three-quarter length sleeves and a dark skirt.” She represented herself as a self-assured woman of means. In figure 3, a group of studious young women are reading educational theory, pedagogical methods, and child psychology in order to prepare themselves for their teaching

Figure 2: Lucy Osborne (or Orsburn), a teacher in Frisco, Colorado (1906).

Figure 3: Group of young women reading in library of normal school, Washington, D.C. (1909).
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careers.  As women, they resembled the feminine ideal of the 1890s and early 1900s, the “Gibson Girl.” They were fashionably dressed, physically fit, and possessed a winsome self-assurance in their social skills, intellectual capabilities, romantic options, and occupational abilities. As teachers, these women represented themselves in opposition to the dowdy, old schoolmarms. Educators by choice, not out of necessity or circumstance, they were professionally trained to pursue a career. These teachers are desirable young women embracing the aesthetic and demands of modernity.

In the 1890s and 1910s, for an increasing number of educated women, teaching represented a noble profession. Whether teaching practical knowledge about modern life to young minds or studying the latest pedagogical practices at normal schools, teaching offered educated and single women a meaningful, challenging, and intellectual professional life. Brown Lyman always found teaching children interesting, and there was always something to be done and something else to be learned and yet another thing to be shared. Florence Morgan McDonald and Alice Laura Iverson Gardner envisioned teaching as means for doing good in the world. Luella Waveing Cannon viewed teaching as an opportunity to elevate children with love and sincere interest, and a form of dedicated motherhood. For Eva Louise Alvey Richards, a teacher’s job was to be

---

worthy of her students’ affection and gratitude.

In 1926, *The English Journal* published “Are Teachers Human?” a reply to Collins’ caricatures of schoolmarms that had “stimulated much warm controversy.”

Lilla A. Stetson, an English teacher in Portland High School, Maine, felt “impelled” to protest Collins’ conclusion about the inevitability of young, vivacious women teachers becoming old, frigid schoolmarms. After all, not all “schoolmarms” were bitter old authoritarians. Many, if not most, schoolmarms were “adored” by their students, as years of experience had taught them “to see in the most discouraging boy or girl a spark of something fine that given the needed warmth and encouragement.”

Three key factors contributed to these counter-narratives gradually gaining traction in popular culture. First, schooling became a mass and urban phenomenon by the 1920s. A growing number of students attended large graded schools for longer period of time and were taught by teachers specializing in specific grade level pedagogy. Second, women took more public roles as “new women” in American society between the 1900s and 1920s. In the workforce, they were factory workers, sales clerks, nurses, teachers, fashion designers, sociologists, and social workers. In the political world, they were suffragettes, temperance activists, and elected officials. In the cultural realm, they were acclaimed and provocative writers, artists, choreographers, actresses, and flappers. Third, a conservative cultural movement favoring censorship of immoral conduct took hold in
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the 1930s. The Motion Picture Production Code of 1933 exemplifies the cultural desire for “good taste” in the portrayal of authority figures and public institutions. Weaver concluded her rebuttal with the observation that the growth of public schools staffed by college educated teachers, filmmakers and other producers of popular culture “could not ignore the fact that schoolteachers and schools” fit into the censors’ guidelines.

The transition from the dominance of the “bad” teacher to the rise of the “good teacher” can be seen in social issue dramas and in the Our Gang film comedies in the 1920s and early 1930s. Social issue dramas reflected a central ideology of Progressive reforms that emphasized the influence of environment, race, and gender on individuals.

As public schools became central to reformers’ effort to remedy a variety of social ills, the focus shifted from the flawed personality of failed teachers to the structural problems
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that made teaching difficult. Historian Nancy Hoffman noted that in *Bread Givers* (1925) Anzia Yezierska contrasted her protagonist, Sara Smolinsky’s, idealization of teachers as a child with the reality of becoming a teacher. As a student, Sara dreamed of being a teacher and spreading light to the world. As a young woman, teaching offered her the possibility of personal and economic independence. As a teacher, the daily demands of an overcrowded classroom and underfunded school crushed her idealism. “Not one of the teachers around kept the glamour. They were just peddling their little bit of education for a living, the same as any pushcart peddler.” Sara’s and the other teachers’ cynicism in the face of the grim realities of teaching represented a reasonable, if tragic, reaction to the working conditions of the urban schools rather than an internal shortcoming.

The producers of Our Gang films created several shorts about the experience of schooling. Weaver claims that a discernable shift in the representation of teachers and schooling occurred between 1932 and 1936. In the short *Readin’ and Writin’* (1932), pranks of students and the forces of nature overwhelmed the sweet, but overmatched,
teacher, Miss Crabtree, or “Crabby” (figure 4). In the end, Miss Crabtree was forced her
to end school early to the sheer delight of the students. Within a few years, the tone and
content of the Our Gang shorts and other popular culture texts shifted away from the tried
and true trope of making fun of the teacher. In Two Too Young (1936), the nurturing and
smart Miss Lawrence (Rosina Lawrence) calmly extinguished a fire and returned the
classroom to its normal routine (figure 5). By Our Gang’s 1939 Time Out for Lessons, the
importance of academic success and respect for the “good” teacher was established by
Alfalfa choosing to do his lessons over playing football.204 Weaver argues the change in
the Our Gang films, from students’ gleeful enjoyment of pranks on inept teachers to the
respect for the capable teacher and the value of schooling, marked a significant cultural
shift that “affirmed the necessity of school as a social institution and underscored the

Figure 4: June Marlowe as Miss Crabtree

Figure 5: Rosina Lawrence as Miss Lawrence

importance of formalized education for children and youth.”205 These films also recast teachers as competent individuals in the classroom and vital contributors to society.

From the mid 1930s through the 1950s, “good” teacher representations increasingly rose to prominence.206 These representations focused on self-sacrificing individuals who dedicated their whole life to teaching children and/or on “born” teachers who patiently worked to develop meaningful personal relationships with their students.207 These selfless, natural teachers were primarily white, single, stylish, and attractive idealists with little or no professional training.208 Central to these representations was the teacher’s willingness to listen to and learn from his or her students. In doing so, they were able to either enliven or personalize the curriculum to match students’ needs and interests. They also stepped out of the classroom and became personally involved in their students’ lives. Thus, they were able to connect with their students on both scholastic and
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While the “good” teacher exemplified selfless public service by competent educators, these representations also tended to weaken teachers’ arguments for better compensation and claims that teaching constituting technical expertise. For these devoted educators, teaching was a calling pursued out of the love for children and the desire to serve humanity, not for material gain. In depictions of the “good” teacher, teaching is its own reward.\textsuperscript{210} The effectiveness of “good” teachers had more to do with strong moral compasses and large reserves of common sense than pedagogical skills.

Arthur Chipping, or Mr. Chips, of \textit{Goodbye Mr. Chips} (novel, 1934; film, 1939) represented the prototypical “good” teacher.\textsuperscript{211} Much like the Ralph Hartsook of the \textit{Hoosier Schoolmaster}, Arthur Chipping started out as a “bad” teacher. Initially, he was shy, awkward, and tentative in and out of the classroom. When the headmaster rebuked Mr. Chipping for not exercising his authority over an unruly class and questioned whether he chosen the correct vocation, he adopted an stiff, autocratic manner in order to impose his will over the classroom.\textsuperscript{212} He also sank “into that creeping dry rot of pedagogy” repeating “the same lessons year after year.”\textsuperscript{213} Mr. Chipping’s transformation into a “good” teacher (Mr. Chips) and a complete man coincided with his marriage to Katherine.\textsuperscript{214} Katherine helped Arthur overcome his shyness, develop a sense of humor, and gain insight into the difference a teacher can make in the lives of his students. Mr. Chips threw himself into teaching and developed an enduring devotion to his boys. By
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listening to his students, he learned how to be a better teacher, gained empathy for his boys, and built personal connections with the “thousands” of boys he ushered into manhood.\textsuperscript{215} Teaching even served as Arthur’s salvation and purpose after the early death of Katherine. He eventually sacrificed his well-deserved retirement to save his beloved school and boys from an unworthy headmaster.\textsuperscript{216} Over the course of 68 years, Arthur transformed from the boring, autocratic Mr. Chipping into the beloved Mr. Chips.

The acclaim Mr. Chips received as a great teacher was based primarily on a change of personality rather than technical expertise in the classroom. As a teacher, his improvement was not because of a change in his pedagogical method. In the rare scenes in the classroom, he continued to take the traditional approach to pedagogy with the teacher lecturing and the students listening, although, Mr. Chips did eliminate the “creeping dry rot” of early teaching days by continually working on and updating his lectures, he became a “good” teacher because of the personal connections he made with his boys. The students’ respect for Mr. Chips came from his extracurricular role as a trusted confidants and wise advisor. His progress as a teacher was not based professional training in a specialized body of knowledge. His classroom instruction actually ran counter to the Progressive-influenced theories and pedagogical methods taught in most teacher education programs. His improvement came from his dedication to his boys and his desire to learn from human interactions and life experiences. His competence was measured by the personal connections he developed with his students and the respect he
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earned from his colleagues. Teaching did afford Mr. Chips with a permanent, or lifelong, career providing a vital public service fundamental to the well-being of society.

With the prominence of “good” teachers, popular representations of the spinster schoolmarm took a more positive spin as feminine versions of Mr. Chips. Instead of sour old maids who took out their frustrations out on their students, the “good” schoolmarm became a dedicated educator who forsook the unfettered joy of marriage and family and took on the “burdensome joy” of teaching generations of young people.217 As represented in fiction and the news media, the “good” schoolmarms went above and beyond to help their students.218 They tutored children on their own time, offered free summer courses to help students catch up, taught evening classes for the adults of the community, created new programs for students to learn useful skills, obtained necessary equipment for the schools, nurtured their students’ talents, actively contributed to the welfare of the community, devoted themselves to extra-curricular activities, and helped underprivileged youth earn scholarships to prestigious prep schools or colleges.219 The “good” female
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teacher was a virtuous women, a surrogate mother, and a resolute educator who always kept her students’ best interests at heart.220

The transition of the “bad” schoolmarm into a “good” teacher was best illustrated by comparing Norman Rockwell’s Saturday Evening Post covers “First Day of School” (September 14, 1935) with “Teacher’s Day Off.” (March 3, 1956). In figure 6 (1935), Rockwell replicated many the “bad” teacher tropes. As a teacher, the ferule behind her back and the bandage on the young man’s head demonstrates that she controlled rowdy boys by corporal punishment. The open books behind her back and at her feet suggested her attention was primarily on the intellectual and not emotional development of her pupils. As women, the old, prim, bespectacled, and homely schoolteacher with her hair pulled into a severe bun compared poorly to her adversary, the young, attractive, and fashionable mother who caringly holds her son’s hand.221 In figure 6 (1956), Rockwell’s Miss Jones, or “Jonesy,” combined traditional schoolmarm tropes with elements of the ascendant “good” teacher representations. As a woman, the drably dressed, “mousy looking.” Miss Jones replicated the dowdy, prim schoolmarm.222 As a teacher, the birthday wishes and humble gifts from her adoring, yet spirited students seated in orderly rows demonstrated “Jonesy” took care of both her students’ scholastic and emotional


needs. While the boy in figure 5 noticeably recoiled from the teacher, the students in figure 6 were seated respectfully, glorying in Jonesy’s “sweet face,” despite ample evidence of mischief. Miss Jones had no need for a ferule to rule her classroom. She earned the admiration of her students through her hard work and nurturing personality.

Figure 6: Norman Rockwell. “First Day of School” Saturday Evening Post (September 14, 1935)
Figure 7: Norman Rockwell. “Teacher’s Day Off.” Saturday Evening Post (March 3, 1956)

The “good” teacher representations also contributed to the development of the “hero” teachers. These contributions are personified by the title characters in Our Miss Brooks (Radio, 1948-1957; Television, 1952-1956; Film, 1956) and Good Morning, Miss Dove (Novel, 1954; Film 1955). Each character exemplified the self-sacrificing ethos
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and natural abilities of the “good” teacher images. As women, both sacrificed the promising sanctuary of love, marriage, and family for the overriding demands of their students and classroom. As teachers, both were dedicated educators who emphasized the importance of education to their students’ lives. Teaching became the central purpose of their own lives. As precursors to the “hero” teacher, they sparred with administrators, teachers, parents, and the community to help their students achieve their potential.225

![Figure 8: Eve Arden in Our Miss Brooks](image1)

![Figure 9: Jennifer Jones in Good Morning, Miss Dove](image2)

In critically acclaimed and warmly received *Our Miss Brooks*, Eve Arden played Connie Brooks, an attractive, wise-cracking, and dedicated English teacher at Madison High School.226 Retaining some aspects of the traditional schoolmarm, Miss Brooks reiterated the desire to escape teaching through marriage. She futilely chased after and
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tried to snare the oblivious biology teacher Mr. Boynton into marriage.227 She was not the traditional schoolmarm, however. Miss Brooks was a self-sufficient woman maintaining close personal relationships, a teaching career, and a comfortable home. She dressed fashionably accenting her long and lean figure, wore make-up, and had her hair styled to frame her face.228 She was also a self-sacrificing community member. Despite her meager teacher’s salary and consistent debt, she supported her colleagues, friends, students, and strangers with financial gifts. She fed a destitute man instead of buying a formal dress for the dance, helped a burglar get hired as the school’s custodian, and gave money to students and teachers instead of buying herself a birthday gift.229 Miss Brooks was not social or gender misfit. Instead, she was actively involved in civil society, doggedly pursued a husband, and presented herself as an undeniably appealing woman.

As a teacher, Miss Brooks embodied the Progressive ideal of a child-centered, holistic approach to education and the “good” role as surrogate mother.230 In the rare classroom scenes, Miss Brooks carefully crafted her lessons to engage the students’ interests at a level appropriate to their abilities. She spent time outside the classroom to help students with their scholastic pursuits and personal dilemmas. She helped the lovesick star baseball player to get a date with a new student, challenged a rich father to
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be a better parent, and paid a tutor to help a struggling student. Miss Brooks was also a school leader. She advised the school newspaper, student bank, and school safety, ‘volunteered’ to help the principal with various administrative tasks, and covered her colleagues’ classes and extracurricular duties when asked, without asking for or receiving an increase in salary. As a precursor to the “hero” teacher, Miss Brooks proved an effective adversary to the out-of-touch, dictatorial, and bumbling principal. She addressed grievances arising from the students and her colleagues with the principal, prevented a students’ expulsion through creative subterfuge, secured a star football player’s eligibility, and appropriated a heater for Mr. Boynton’s class, new uniforms for the basketball team, and a sewing machine for the domestic science lab.

The “good” teacher representation of Miss Brooks supported teachers’ claims of dedicated, selfless, and practical public service. Miss Brooks did whatever was needed to help her students, support her colleagues, and improve the school. However, as with Mr. Chips, Miss Brooks’ technical expertise as a teacher seemed, at best, secondary or, at worst, irrelevant to her role as a surrogate parent. Education scholars Patrick Ryan and Sevain Terzain argued that, while Miss Brooks’ students acknowledged her skill as an English teacher, “they predominantly valued Miss Brooks for her nurturing role outside the classroom.” Her respect among her colleagues rested primarily on her advocacy, support, and willingness to help rather than her curricular knowledge or instructional
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methods. The “good” teacher representation of Miss Brooks also undermined teachers’ calls for better salaries and working conditions by reinforcing that teaching was its own reward. Despite recurrent themes of being overworked and underpaid, Miss Brooks willingly and, in the end, gladly sacrificed her own time, money, self-interest, and personal desires to help her students and colleagues succeed.

In the bestselling novel (1954) and popular film (1955) *Good Morning Miss Dove*, the title character as both a woman and teacher replicated and reimagined the traditional schoolmarm tropes. As a schoolmarm, the “terrible” Miss Dove was a strict disciplinarian, who saw the first duty of the teacher was to establish and preserve order.235 As a woman, she was “not pretty.” She had a pointed nose and was overly thin with “small” bones. She wore her hair tied up in an “old maid’s knot,” and always “ignored fashion,” instead wearing drab, conservative dresses. In the WASP-y small town of Liberty Hill, the community considered her a social and gender outsider, a “childless, chickless, figless” spinster.236 In the earlier representations, these traits would have marked Miss Dove as a “bad” teacher. In 1954, they instead marked Miss Dove as a respected, but feared, “good” teacher who dedicated her life to educating generations of young people and preserving the traditions of Liberty Hill.237

As a self-sacrificing teacher, she devoted herself to enriching the lives of her students and family. Following her father’s death, Miss Dove rejected her fiancé’s proposal, left college, and abandoned her dream of traveling the world to become a teacher in order to support her mother, educate her sisters, and repay the money her father
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had embezzled. As an authoritarian teacher, Miss Dove embodied “Pre-Deweyian”
teacher-centered pedagogy that emphasized strict discipline, rote memorization,
standardized testing, and moral certitude.238 American Studies scholar Adam Golub
argues as a cultural phenomenon Good Morning, Miss Dove was an anti-progressive
education parable that echoed the major critiques during the early 1950s of Progressive
education as anti-intellectual and Progressive teachers as too permissive.239 As a
precursor of the “hero” teacher, Miss Dove embraced a tough-love approach to teaching.
Her “adamantine regulations” as “fixed as the signs of the zodiac” were equitably
administered and designed to instill self-discipline and moral courage so her students
could succeed in the “real” world.240 In a letter from a former student and World War II
veteran, Randy explained how the lessons he learned in Miss Dove’s classroom helped
him survive being lost at sea and face his fears while under attack.241 As a “born” teacher,
Miss Dove never graduated from a teacher education program or acquired a license. She
purposely avoided “modern fads” and took pride in never taking “an educational
psychology or classroom management class.”242 Her “teacher education” came from her
classroom experience, a sense of moral duty, and voluminous reading of geography texts.

The “good” teacher representation of Miss Dove supported claims that teaching
was a permanent career for dedicated public servants and that the public schools were
essential social institution to general welfare of the community. The “terrible” Miss Dove
earned the respect of her students, their parents, her colleagues, and the community with
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her “selfless devotion to her calling [that] shaped the character of an entire generation, both inside and outside of the classroom.” However, the pride Miss Dove took in her traditional pedagogical approach and her purposeful lack of formal teacher education undermined teachers’ claims of technical expertise and specialized base of knowledge. Her anti-progressive methods ran counter to the bulk of contemporary curriculum of teacher education programs, educational research into effective teaching, and practices of classroom teachers. The positive impact that derived from Miss Dove’s teaching resulted from her steadfast adherence to tradition and a moral consistency of character.

The latter part of the Baby Boom era (1955-1965) saw a new twist on the “good” teacher, the triumphant pedagogy of the young, white, and masculine “hero.” In the mid 1950s, the “hero” teachers took center stage in social issue dramas as liberating saviors who inspired troubled, but worthwhile, urban youth to overcome obstacles and/or as ethical rebels who single-handedly took on the “system” so students could get the best possible education. In these dramas, teachers were shown in classrooms practicing their craft. Teaching was represented as a pitched battle. It required continual individual effort to win the trust of the students and unwavering moral courage to overcome various
impediments to be allowed to teach the truth. To win the battle, “hero” teachers had to devote themselves to do whatever was needed to help their students succeed in school and life. Heroic representations tended to support teachers’ claims of providing a vital public service, possessing technical expertise, and being underpaid, overworked professionals. However, the focus on the perseverance of rugged individual teacher in contrast to his cynical, compliant, or naïve colleagues in the same schools replicated “bad” teacher tropes, reinforcing the idea that “natural” attributes make “good” teachers, and diminishing the need for professional unity to bolster teaching’s status.

Richard Dadier, of the popular and controversial Blackboard Jungle, represents the foundational “hero” teacher. He was first depicted in the bestselling novel by former teacher Evan Hunter in 1954, and then played by Glenn Ford in the Oscar-nominated film in 1955. As a man, Mr. Dadier was a social and gender insider. He was a World War II navy veteran who benefitted from the GI bill, an aspiring middle class professional dedicated to the common good, and happily married with his first child on the way. As a teacher, Mr. Dadier was a professional outsider. Like the “good” teachers before him, Mr. Dadier envisioned teaching as a creative act, a moral duty, and a medium for social reform. He considered teaching to be “the worthiest profession.” Thus, Mr. Dadier “seized upon teaching, had seized upon it fervently” as an opportunity for a man to “be a big creator” in the classroom where there “were minds to be sculptured, here were ideas to be painted, here were lives to shape.” However, his inner-city, blue-collar vocational
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high school was staffed by cynical teachers and an ineffectual principal who devalued Mr. Dadier’s idealism and efforts to make a difference in the lives of his students.249

As a liberating savior, Mr. Dadier hoped to teach its ethnically and racially diverse students how to be “thinking, reacting, responsible citizens.”250 On his first day, he was immediately confronted with a classroom full of insolent, apathetic, and undereducated students. Like Miss Dove, Mr. Dadier quickly adopted a tough-love approach. He realized that classroom discipline was the necessary first step to effective teaching.251 Relying on his military experience rather than his teacher education, he asserted his authority over his more troubling students through physical intimidation.252 He demanded students treat him and each other with the proper respect. He required students to remove their hats, learn proper pronunciation, refrain from name calling, and refer to him as Mr. Dadier. He firmly admonished students for “kidding around” by using racial and ethnic epitaphs: “There's not gonna be any name calling here. Not today, not tomorrow, not ever. Now you understand that? All of ya!”253

In the first of several classroom conflicts with a student gang leader, Artie West, West refused to remove his hat, derisively replied to Mr. Dadier as “Daddy’ O,” and threatened him by asking “You ever try to fight thirty-five guys at one time, teach?” Dadier calmly approached West who stood, and said, “Take your hat off, boy, before I
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knock it off.” 254 Outside the classroom, he stopped the attempted rape of female teacher by West’s gang, fended off an attack by the same gang, protected his pregnant wife from threats by West, and disarmed West of his switchblade in a climatic classroom fight after which West was restrained by the other students led by the troubled, but worthy, “Negro” student, Gregory Miller (Sidney Poitier). 255 By physically standing up to West and enforcing his rules fairly, Mr. Dadier gradually gained the respect of the more “worthy” students who actually wanted to learn. By establishing himself as a tough but fair authority figure, Mr. Dadier could direct his efforts to his pedagogy and convince his students of the significance of school.

As an ethical rebel, Mr. Dadier challenged the apathy of his students, cynicism of his colleagues, and the inequities of the school system. Like Miss Brooks, Mr. Dadier
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reached out to his students to foster personal connections and crafted the curriculum to match the students’ interests and abilities in order to encourage their personal development and academic inquiry. After failed lectures, Mr. Dadier decided to use visual media to stimulate students’ interest. He showed a cartoon of *Jack and the Beanstalk*, which ignited a rousing discussion of ethics that continued after the bell. He also engaged students outside the classroom. Mr. Dadier’s initial attempts to build trust with the students was thwarted by a misunderstanding involving an introverted and bright student, Gregory Miller. Mr. Dadier later apologized to Gregory and further encouraged him to embrace being a “natural-born leader.” When Dadier heard Gregory was considering dropping out, he went to his father’s shop in a “colored” neighborhood to talk Gregory out of it, suggesting that the two “have a sort of pact, you and I: neither of us quit.” Gregory eventually became an ally in the classroom, helping Mr. Dadier maintain order and participating in class activities. Mr. Dadier earned the trust and attention of his students by examining his own practices, by adapting his lessons to fit his students’ needs, and by personally connecting to his students.

The “hero” teacher presentation of Mr. Dadier supported teachers’ claims to public service and technical expertise and highlighted the need to properly fund public schools and pay teachers a professional salary. His heroic journey from an overmatched novice teacher to a tough, leveled-headed pedagogue highlighted the difficult task and long hours faced by a dedicated teacher in overcrowded and underfunded schools. Mr.
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Dadier persevered and overcame. “Yeah, I’ve been beaten up, but I'm not beaten. I'm not beaten, and I'm not quittin’.”259 He won over his troubled students by utilizing his military skills, employing innovative pedagogy, and fostering meaningful relationships.

In *Blackboard Jungle*, all these professional traits and concerns were solely embodied by Mr. Dadier and his classroom was the lone refuge from the chaos otherwise enveloping the school. The rest of the school was staffed by “bad” teachers. The ineffectual principal meekly disciplined students, “making them write multiple acts of contrition on the chalkboard.” When the principal threatened to reprimand Mr. Dadier over his tough-love disciplinarian methods, he caved “nervously before the teacher's righteous rage.”260 Dadier’s fellow teachers were depicted as burnt out, fearful, naïve, indifferent, or contemptuous, reconciled to their school being “the garbage can of the educational system.”261 They chided Mr. Dadier’s attempts to innovate by complaining he would just end up butting their “heads against a stone wall for a bunch of kids that don’t want to learn in the first place.”262 In return, Dadier derided his male colleagues as fumblers, grumblers, and meatheads. He dismissed his female colleagues as “simpering female idiots.” Both groups of teachers pleaded, cowered, floundered, and complained their way through the day.263 Mr. Dadier, as the lone “hero” teacher, reinforced and repudiated the “bad” teacher representations by modeling a heroic path of individual determination in a school filled with incompetent colleagues.
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The principled “hero” teacher confronting contemporary social issues became the standard for teacher representations into the 1960s and 1970s. The trend was best exemplified by the television series, *Mr. Novak* (NBC-TV, 1963-1965). As a man, Mr. Novak was “shyly attractive, boyishly lovable,” and “endowed with a mind, a will, and a strong sense of values.” A first-year English teacher, John Novak was tough-minded,
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*Figure 11: James Franciscus as Mr. Novak*
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idealistic, intelligent, and ethical. Mr. Novak often got involved as a savior in the lives of his students and fellow teachers. The series dealt with a variety of student issues, including dropping out, drug use, gang violence, teen pregnancy, Russian defection, anti-Semitism, racism, deaths of a well-liked teacher and a star football player, unorthodox family, conscientious objectors, cheating, hazing, and a student sit-in. Mr. Novak also helped his fellow teachers with their troubles, including alcoholism, grade inflation, retirement, assaults, superintendent election, classroom management, and teaching methods. An ethical rebel, Mr. Novak defended himself, his colleagues, and the school from attempts at censorship, anti-communist attacks on the curriculum, parents concerned with the quality of education their children received, and a sex education controversy. Unlike Mr. Dadier, Mr. Novak was depicted as a member of a professional community. The principal, while wary of Novak’s methods, admired his devotion to teaching, as well as his willingness to take principled stances on issues important to his students, colleagues, and the school. His colleagues were well-intentioned, if flawed, professionals who wanted both to be and to work at being good teachers.

The difference in the “hero” teacher representations between Mr. Dadier and Mr. Novak reflected the differences in the American educational scene at the time of their respective presentation. Blackboard Jungle was published (1954) and released (1955) at the height of the post-World War II education “crisis.” Public school systems across the United States faced chronic teacher shortages, severely overcrowded classrooms, and inadequate school facilities. Critics charged that ineffectively administered schools
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employed permissive, lazy, and incompetent teachers who caused the “rise” of juvenile
delinquency rates.268 Many reviewers praised the book’s sociological perspective on the
pressing educational issues and thoughtful plea to improve the public school system.269
The blockbuster film became the talk of the nation: “Throughout the spring and summer
of 1955, the Blackboard Jungle was debated, denounced, banned, and scapegoated on
account of its violent content and its sharp educational critique.”270 The film was
marketed as a “fiction torn from big city, modern savagery” and as “Drama of Teen-Age
Terror!” The movie purposely used the first rock-n-roll soundtrack to signify a sense of
youthful rebellion.271 Film critics commended the film’s documentary-style realism and
the inherent morality of Mr. Dadier.272 Director and screenwriter Richard Brooks argued
Blackboard Jungle was not “something Hollywood dreamed up. The situation exists.”273
He hoped the film would bring much needed attention to the plight of overworked and
underpaid teachers.274 Proponents saw the dedicated, tough, and moral Mr. Dadier as a
hero capable of dealing with delinquents and possibly solving the school crisis. Schools
simply needed to find, groom, and reward heroic teachers like Mr. Dadier.
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Critics of *Blackboard Jungle* highlighted the film’s sensational violence. In 1955, politicians argued the Soviets could use it as evidence of America’s failings. Clare Booth Luce, the U.S. Ambassador to Italy, blocked a screening of the movie at the Venice Film Festival, referring to the film as “anti-American propaganda.” The Secretary of State supported Luce, arguing that the film advanced a “seriously distorted impression of American youth and American public schools.” The Senate Juvenile Delinquency Sub-committee declared the film had no beneficial effects on contemporary youth. Educators were also alarmed by the film’s depiction of schools. Administrators in large cities denounced the film as libelous. New York City teachers called the film a “gross exaggeration and bad art.” Teachers were distressed when the title became shorthand to describe, criticize, or defend urban schools. In 1957, Charles G. Spiegler, a New York City vocational high school teacher noted the *Blackboard Jungle*, “once only the title of a novel and a film, is now an accepted phrase in the language. It means switchblades instead of compasses on students’ desks. It means the ace of spades for bookmarks in the comic books. It means schools that are little beyond armed camps.” As late as 1965, recorded in an oral history of Chicago’s battle to integrate public schools, a “barrel chested Polish Catholic, science teacher” referred to the “Negro”
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elementary school he was assigned to as a “blackboard Jungle,” deriding “lazy” parents as “hostile to any white teacher” and describing his students as “savages” who had no self-control and manifested psychological problems. For better or worse, the film had entered into the discourse about the schools and its teachers. On the one hand, Mr. Dadier was a “hero” worthy of emulation. On the other hand, city schools were battlegrounds.

Mr. Novak ran from 1963 to 1965 when the school “crisis” seemed to be abating. Well-funded, new suburban schools had been built. The teacher shortage was lessening in most areas of the United States. Civil Rights activists were focused on securing voting rights and passing a federal civil rights legislation. The rising memberships and growing political clout of the AFT and NEA helped to secure significant improvements in teachers’ salaries, rights, and working conditions. Decades of “good” and “hero” teacher representations contributed to the public acceptance of teachers as essential actors in solving the nation’s social ills rather than as cause of them. Mr. Novak’s relatively short run “was not at all indicative of the critical acclaim” for being “first serious, realistic portrayal of a teacher on television” nor its popularity delivering “an audience of almost 20 million viewers.” The principled, devoted, and admired Mr. Novak represented a hero as a leader of a community of educational professionals. Public schools represented places where dedicated teachers helped students and their communities solve problems.
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Conclusion

Together, the popular representations of “bad,” “good,” and “hero” teachers informed the cultural milieu that the AFT and NEA had to engage to craft professional identities for teachers during the Baby Boom era (1946-1964). These images circulated in the public mind, administrators’ offices, teachers’ classrooms, and popular cultural texts. They had consequences for teachers and their organizations who worked diligently and intelligently to re-present teaching as a worthy profession. For critical media studies scholar Mary Dalton, the romanticized “hero,” idealized “good,” and ineffectual “bad” teachers tended “to dichotomize real teachers into camps of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in ways that are not only reductive but that also fostered a lack of trust in teachers, their training, and their professionalism.” After all, these teachers succeeded or failed as educators based on their basic personality traits, “natural” abilities, and/or their love of teaching. “Bad” teachers with their demands for automatic obedience and their stubborn refusals to make meaningful connections with students made “school an inauspicious place to be.” “Good” teachers with their “natural” desire to help others and willingness to sacrifice their own interests made a positive difference in the scholastic and personal lives of their students by fostering positive relationships in and out of the classroom.

With their commitment to the rugged individualism of ethical rebels and liberating saviors, “hero” teachers enacted a social cure centered on individual transformation, not on collective action taken by teachers or changes to the status quo in the school system.
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The AFT and NEA were acutely aware how popular representations of teachers impacted their attempts to professionalize teachers. They regularly promoted positive representations of public schools and its teachers. The NEA represented public schools as a primary institution strengthening the United States’ economy, politics, culture, and world leadership. It represented teachers as indispensable members within a community of educational professionals seeking to improve public schools. They also challenged negative representations of public schools and its teachers. The NEA criticized the film version of *Blackboard Jungle*. They argued that its hyperbolic depiction of an inner-city schools was “harmful.” They felt the film would scare capable people away from teaching “at a time when there is a dire shortage of teachers.” The NEA also worried *Blackboard Jungle*’s depiction of a rough-and-tumble pubic school filled with delinquents and staffed by incompetent educators who undermined its primary discursive strategy to elevate the status of public schools as a key Cold War institution and the educators worked in these schools as vital actors in achieving America’s Cold War goals.

The AFT carried a double burden. First, they represented teachers as the most important actors in creating the best possible public school system for the Cold War. Second, the AFT represented unionism as the best possible route to professionalism. While the “administrator-dominated” NEA focused on elevated public schools to improve teacher professionalism, the AFT focused on teacher welfare, such as salaries, and working conditions to elevate teacher professionalism. They crafted a pragmatic image of teacher unionism based in collective bargaining rather than political pronouncements. They argued that teachers as public employees working within a large
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bureaucracy needed a teachers-only union to achieve greater occupational autonomy, better compensation, and improved working conditions.290

The AFT and NEA debate over the “hero” teacher representation in Mr. Novak highlighted each organization’s concerns about and visions of professionalism. NEA leaders were actively involved in the production of the Mr. Novak as advisors to the producers on educational details. NEA publications and public relations departments promoted the show among teachers and to the public for drawing “attention to problems faced by teachers and schools with emphasis on the importance of the teachers’ job on the American scene.”291 NEA leaders hoped Mr. Novak would “do for the teaching profession as Kildare and Casey did for doctors or Prestons and Sam Benedicts did for lawyers.”292 The depictions of cooperation among teachers and with administrators aligned with the NEA vision of teacher professionalism. AFT leaders, cognizant of the NEA connection to the show, criticized its portrayal of a “lax” Mr. Novak and the unrealistic solutions offered to the problems faced by the students. Even worse, AFT leaders observed that Mr. Novak’s methods and solutions supported “establishment-type” leadership that diminished teacher professionalism.293

While both the AFT and NEA crafted, reinforced, and encouraged positive representations of teachers, they disagreed sharply on how to utilize these representations
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to lay claim to and gain confirmation of teacher professionalism. The NEA preferred a top-down, institutional approach to teacher professionalism. They linked the value placed on schools by the larger society to the professional status of all educators. They championed free, universal, nonsectarian public schools in face of anti-communist attacks on instructional practices, segregationists’ closure of integrated schools, and liberals' concerns with anti-intellectual curriculum. They represented teachers as members of a cooperative education community dedicated to providing a vital public service in the Cold War and developing their technical expertise to accomplish this task.

The AFT preferred a bottom-up, teacher-first approach to professionalism. They linked improving teacher welfare, such as salary, working conditions, and civil rights, to elevating the professional status of teachers. They constantly advocated for teachers’ rights as both instructors and citizens in the face of anticommunists’ attacks on academic freedom, segregationists’ repeals of tenure protections, and conservatives’ opposition to federal aid to improve teachers’ salaries. They represented teachers as curricular and pedagogical experts who deserved a voice in education policymaking. These differences continued as both organizations engaged in other Cold War discourses to bolster teacher professionalism. With NEA’s focus on public schools, it took the lead in representing teachers as key actors in promoting an inclusive Americanism and strengthening the United States’ position as leader of the free world. The AFT took the lead in representing teachers as first-class citizens dedicated to creating a more perfect democratic union and as enlightened consumers devoted to prosperity for all Americans.
Chapter 2: Consumerism and Teacher Professionalism

Following World War II and taking hold during the 1950s, a political and cultural consensus developed around a mass consumption economy as the most promising route to prosperity. As Lizabeth Cohen has argued this consensus envisioned maximizing the purchasing power of individuals as the best means to achieve economic security for all Americans. The more Americans bought, the more Americans would have better paying jobs, the more Americans would pay taxes that would help support public services and more money would flow to American companies that would make the American economy the envy of the world. The consumer took center stage in the American economy and democracy:

In our free-market economy the consumer, who is everybody, is sovereign. He has dollars, and with the dollars he certainly has economic votes…. American capitalism is both sensitive and responsive to the wishes of the individual, whether they are expressed in the open market place or in the privacy of a polling booth.

An enthusiastic public seemed to enjoy its newly available consumer choices after two decades of enforced thriftiness. In the Cold War context, where the United States’ free market capitalism competed with the Soviet’s centrally planned communism for world economic dominance, consumerism was linked to the preservation of the American way of life, the creation of an egalitarian economy for all Americans, and the assurance of
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economic and political freedom. In the midst of exceptional prosperity at home and a
certainty about consumer capitalism as the righteous path abroad, teachers joined into the
chorus glorifying consumer capitalism’s promise for social equality measured by the
individual’s purchasing power and the right to participate in consumption.

American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and National Education Association
(NEA) incorporated the consensus on the public good of consumer capitalism into their
arguments for higher salaries that would reflect teachers’ professional duties. The
concern was that teachers’ salaries did not compare favorably to the salaries received by
other professionals who had similar education requirements and provided public services.
The AFT and NEA understood that in a consumer-oriented society a profession’s status
was often determined by its ability to command a salary that allowed its members the
capacity to be consumers. Thus, a professional’s status depended on in part on the
ability to procure more of the best or latest goods and services. Both groups challenged
popular representations of teaching as women’s work, teachers as economic outsiders,
and teachers’ salaries as a burden for the tax-supported public schools. They represented
teachers as intelligent consumers with families to support and argued that the much
needed and long delayed increase in teachers’ salaries was a profitable investment.
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From 1946 to 1957, the AFT and NEA represented teachers as intelligent, family-oriented consumers who needed professional salaries so they could contribute to the American economy and serve as suitable consumer role models to their students. Prior to the Baby Boom era, teachers were often represented as middle-aged bachelors and old maids who did not need a large salaries to sustain their single life. The AFT and NEA challenged these representations by arguing that teachers were family men and women dedicated instilling in their students the practical skills and knowledge to participate wisely in consumer capitalism. Unfortunately, most teachers could only “keep up with Joneses” by moonlighting, having a working spouse, or leaving the profession. The AFT and NEA concluded that in order to recruit and retain the most qualified individuals who could serve as proper consumer role models teachers needed a professional salary.

From 1958 to 1965, the AFT and NEA argued that offering teachers adequate salaries to maintain a middle class standard of living was a highly profitable investment for the American economy and the American people. The popular representation of “good” and “hero” teachers was self-sacrificing public servants who forsook the business world and its material success to follow their “true” calling to educate generations of American youth. The AFT and NEA sought to represent teachers as key economic actors in their communities and for the nation. The vast expansion of public schools brought on by increasingly large enrollment of students and employers’ demands for better educated workers meant education was big business. Since the largest expenditure in public school budgets was teachers’ salaries, both organizations argued that the purpose for federal aid to education was to raise the teachers’ salaries to professional levels. After all, teachers were the driving force of education. The talent and competence of teachers determined
the quality of American education. In other words, an investment in public schools and their teachers was an investment in the American people.

While the AFT and NEA found themselves in agreement on most issues regarding professional salaries, their fundamental organizational identities kept them apart. Each organization saw the other organization as part of the problem. The NEA represented itself as an inclusive professional organization open to all educators. By joining the NEA, teachers joined the larger education community concerned primarily with the welfare of the nation’s children. The NEA focused most of its resources on securing federal aid to help underfunded public schools. They argued that improving public schools would bolster the professional status for teachers and justify teachers’ demands for professional salaries. Improvements in public schools’ budgets and teachers’ salaries could best be achieved through cooperation between teachers, administrators, policymakers, and communities. The NEA represented the AFT as counterproductive to professionalism. They argued that union tactics, such as across-the-board raises, strikes, and collective bargaining undermined political support for public school funding and diminished teacher professionalism, thus undercutting teachers’ primary claim for better salaries.

The AFT was an exclusive, teacher-only union. AFT leaders argued the first step toward teacher professionalism was the wide implementation of professional salaries. They argued that salaries allowing for a middle class standard of living could only be obtained by a teacher-only union that focused, first and foremost, on bread-and-butter issues. The AFT relied on strong locals and collective bargaining to boost teachers’ economic status. The AFT represented the NEA as an “administrator-dominated” organization serving the demands of budget-conscious administrators over the needs of
underpaid and overworked teachers. If teachers wanted to be able to raise families in manner similar to their neighbors, then they needed to join a teacher-only union that focused primarily on achieving professional salaries for teachers.

**Teachers and Consumerism in American Culture**

The origins of the Baby Boom era’s consumerism can be traced back to the industrialization of the early 1800s, the corresponding rise of the white middle class, the passage of Progressive era protective legislation, and the consumer citizen representatives in New Deal and World War II programs. During the early 1800s industrial revolution, several key factors led to the ascension of consumerism in American society. Consumer markets were enlarged by the uniformity and speed of manufacturing, the expansion of the United States’ empire across the continent, the improvement of transportation and communication technologies, the emergence of an industrial, urban working class reliant on consumer goods and services to fulfill everyday needs, and increasingly specialized industries supported by mass advertising campaigns that created and met consumer demands. These developments supported and were supported by the growth of a white middle class from the 1820s to the 1840s. In *Democracy in America* (1835), Alexis de Tocqueville was struck by the restless ambition, acquisitiveness, and industriousness of the middle class striving for upward mobility. Historian Burton J. Bledstein argues that the middle class culture was intensively acquisitive and its ambition was “not related to income but to styles of consumption and to patterns of psychological hopes, envy, and
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despair.”301 This acquisitive and ambitious middle class was the driving force in the proliferation of businesses and professions offering a variety of specialized goods and services for a growing number of consumer-oriented Americans.302

By the 1880s, these essential elements for a nationwide consumer society were established. Consumers began to take a more active role in the political economy.303 Midwestern, Western, and Southern farmers joined in the Populist movement seeking consumer protection from banks and railroads. In 1887, Populists convinced Congress to pass the Interstate Commerce Act, which created the Interstate Commerce Commission to regulate the railroads. In 1906 it expanded to regulate other monopolistic practices. Consumer activism continued as a driving force for Progressive reformers.304 Robert Wiebe argues that in the 1890s a new group of professionals working for interventionist government spurred Progressive reform movements. These professionals’ identities were based on their occupation and their specific area of expertise rather than where they lived or their personal reputation.305 They sought bureaucratic reforms within the existing system by focusing on flexible regulations and procedures to address complex, interrelated social problems. The goal of state intervention was to create a rational social order through scientific management to counter insecurities of wage labor, backwardness of the countryside, and instabilities of capitalist markets.306 These reformers also passed worker and consumer protection laws to abolish child labor, curtail monopolies, and
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assure the quality of consumer products. By 1900, Progressive reformers sought national solutions to social problems through centralized government led by civil servants dedicated to the common good and the rational management of resources. By the 1920s, bureaucratic values of stability and rationality were a significant part of the political culture.\textsuperscript{307}

Public schools were viewed by many Progressives as the cause of and cure for social ills. Education reforms tended to replicate the patriarchal family ethic of social work reforms.\textsuperscript{308} For example, education reformers pursued a “social hygiene” agenda. To counter the appeal of inappropriate popular culture entertainment, social hygiene courses included frank, open discussions of human sexuality that emphasizing women’s special role in protecting the family and bettering society.\textsuperscript{309} Most school districts also employed marriage bans forcing married women to leave the classroom to take on their proper social roles as wives and mothers. School officials minimized the costs of an expanding school system and compulsory attendance laws by hiring young single women as teachers who were paid one-third to one-half the salary of male teachers.\textsuperscript{310}

\textsuperscript{307} Wiebe, 295. In 1906, Progressive reformers and politicians led by President Theodore Roosevelt convinced Congress to pass the Pure Food and Drug Act and the Federal Meat Inspection Act, which required accurate labeling, sanitary work requirements, and product inspections, as well as providing for the prosecution of violators. In 1913, following a series of financial panics, the Federal Reserve Board was established to maximize employment, stabilize consumer prices, and regulate banks. In 1914, the United States Federal Trade Commission was created to administer consumer protection laws and promote competition by regulating interstate trade. (Chambers (1963); Samuel P. Hays, “Review,” \textit{The American Historical Review}, 73, 4 (1968): 1249; Robyn Muncy, \textit{Creating a Female Dominion in American Reform, 1890-1935} (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), xi-xii; Wiebe, 169-170, 207-208.)

\textsuperscript{308} Progressive reforms and policies rewarded men and punished women for working. Men received insurance and pensions for working outside the home while women received welfare benefits for having children and staying home. The reforms focused on the primacy of the mother-child relationship for the well-being of the family. A group of white, college-educated, native-born, single, middle class women carved out female “semi-professional” domains in social work, nursing, home economics, female medical specialties, and teaching. (Abramovitz, 36; Muncy, xv, 3.); Labor historian Daniel J. Walkowitz claims the “percentage of employed women classified as professionals grew from 8.2% to 14.2% between 1900 and 1930.” These female reformers embraced the Progressive belief that society could be perfected through the application of scientifically based, rationally administrated reforms. (Walkowitz, 1054.)
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resulting image of teaching as low paying women’s work tended to diminish its professional status in an American culture that privileged male professionals and workers, who served as their families’ breadwinners. However, teaching remained one of a few meaningful and relatively well-paid career opportunities available to educated women before the 1920s.

Progressive economic reforms created a template for consumerism as the basis for the American economy by the 1920s and the rise of the citizen consumer during the 1930s. Economic historians agree that the 1920s marked a fundamental cultural shift in the acceptance of consumerism by the majority of Americans who embraced mass consumption as the best path toward security, contentment, and pleasure. Several key factors contributed to the expansive consumer culture of the 1920s, including a mature advertising industry, the introduction of consumer credit through installment payments, the mass production of standardized goods on moving assembly lines, the growth of brand-name products sold in nationwide chain stores, the booming audience at a variety of entertainment businesses, and an increase in purchasing power and leisure time provided to more Americans by Fordist employers, Progressive politicians, and labor

union victories. Business leaders, advertisers, politicians, and the American public saw mass consumption as the solution to all economic issues. Not everyone was able to fully enjoy or benefit from the “prosperity” of the 1920s. The participation of racial minorities and women in the consumer society was limited by discrimination. Many workers lived in or close to poverty. Lizbeth Cohen argues that “the struggle for economic security, not the struggle to keep up with the Joneses, dominated working-class life in the prosperity decade.” While the wages and purchasing power of the average worker increased, their real income did not keep up with the cost of living.

In the 1920s, teachers, especially in large metropolitan school districts, benefitted from the drive to create more consumers, an unprecedented teacher shortage, and increased presence of the NEA and AFT in the nation’s public schools with substantial gains in salary, pensions, and tenure. During the 1920s, the real value of teacher salaries improved by more than 80%, although teachers’ salaries remained low compared to the earnings of manufacturing and white-collar jobs. The growth in the NEA’s
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membership, particularly the increases in dues-paying women teachers, helped the organization become a major national voice in educational issues. Beginning in 1900 and increasing after World War I, prominent educators Ella Flagg Young, Margret Haley, and John Dewey pushed the NEA to recognize teacher welfare issues and the need for women teachers to have a larger voice in the leadership of the organization. By 1920, Young and Dewey helped to restructure the NEA by allocating more power to the Representative Assembly. That body, in turn, passed several resolutions calling for higher teachers’ salaries, initiating yearly studies of teachers’ salaries and public school funding to be conducted by the Research Department, and alternating the presidency between men and women. Despite these changes, the NEA’s primary organizational goal and actions remained reforming public education rather than improving teachers’ salaries.

Frustrated with the NEA’s lack of interest in teacher welfare issues, especially their reluctance to lobby for better salaries, Margret Haley became one of the founders of the AFT in 1916. The AFT, with its goals and actions directed at improving teachers’ salaries, saw an initial surge in the formation of locals between 1916 and 1922. However, the AFT struggled to maintain earlier membership gains due to internal battles and anti-union actions taken by school districts, the courts, and the government. Union teachers faced job discrimination. In 1915, after several successful protests by the CFT, the
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Chicago School Board passed the “Loeb Rule,” prohibiting teachers from joining unions. During the 1920s, school boards across the country followed Chicago’s lead. These restrictions stayed until the mid 1930s when New Deal policies supported unions.321

The Great Depression (1929-1941) drove millions of Americans out of work and into economic uncertainty, but it did not diminish their faith in consumer spending as the best hope for a return to prosperity. The New Deal economic policies accommodated consumer capitalism by rebuilding markets through business-government cooperation.322 Cohen in A Consumer’s Republic (2006) argues that the federal government policies of the Great Depression reaffirmed the “Progressive Era discovery of consumerism as a social force” by establishing the consumer citizen as the voice of the public interest within the government and the savior of capitalist America in the culture.323 While most of these policies privileged married white men, racial minorities and women were able to utilize the official recognition of the consumer citizen as a means to assert their political power by pursuing their rights as consumers.324 Cohen concludes that the citizen consumer ideal reached its height during World War II. Wartime programs limited

322 Rodgers, 345. In terms of home ownership, the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation of 1933 and the Agricultural Adjustment Act in 1938 helped farmers and homeowners refinance their mortgages. In terms of personal wealth, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation founded in 1933 insured an individual’s bank deposits and the Social Security Act of 1935 provided for federal-state unemployment insurance and pensions. In terms of jobs, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (1932-1935) provided work and unemployment benefits for over 20 million people working on states’ public projects, the Civilian Conservation Corps (1933-1942) provided employment for over 3 million unmarried young men from 17 to 28 years old, the Public Works Administration (1933–1944) funded 34,000 projects mostly by private construction firms employing and housing millions of workers, and the Works Progress Administration (1935–1943) provided 8.5 million jobs, including thousands of teachers for adult education courses. (E. Arnesen, Encyclopedia of U.S. Labor and Working-Class History (New York: Routledge, 2007) 1540; “WPA Pays Up and Quits,” New York Times (July 1, 1943); Otis L. Graham, Jr. and Meghan Robinson Wander, Franklin D. Roosevelt, His Life and Times (New York: Da Capo Press, 1985), 336-337; George McJimsey, The Presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2000), 221; Jason Scott Smith, Building New Deal Liberalism: The Political Economy of Public Works, 1933–1956 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 87.)
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individuals’ consumption to support the war and defined “good citizenship and good consumernesship” as “inseparable.”\textsuperscript{325} The relationship between citizenship and consumers continued in the Baby Boom era but the focus shifted from the citizen consumer serving the general good to the purchaser consumer serving his or her own self-interest.

The Great Depression initially reduced public school funding. Local school districts’ budgets were cut due primarily to the loss of property tax revenues. From 1931 to 1935, school budgets decreased at a rate of 10% a year with small school districts, secondary schools, and segregated schools hit the hardest. Between 1929 and 1935, teachers’ salaries were drastically cut, many teachers lost their pensions, some teachers were paid in local scrip, and numerous teachers were dismissed.\textsuperscript{326} Beginning in 1935, state governments provided more funding for public schools. State funding increased from 19.5% in 1930 to 29% in 1935 to 41% in 1939 with only 1% from the federal government.\textsuperscript{327} This influx of state funds initially stabilized and eventually increased school budgets between 1935 and 1941. Teaching became steady work, especially compared to blue-collar jobs. School districts actively recruited older, married men to serve as teachers and enforced marriage bans for women.\textsuperscript{328} The percentage of women teachers overall fell from 86% in the 1920 to 70% during the 1930s.\textsuperscript{329}

Gender and racial discrimination continued in the school system. Minority teachers in poorly funded segregated schools were consistently paid far less than their white counterparts. By 1940, female teachers’ salaries rose to two-third of that of their

\textsuperscript{325} Ibid, 83.
\textsuperscript{326} Sedlak and Schlossman (1986), 97.
\textsuperscript{327} Cameron, 23; Murphy, 180; Sonnenberg, 31.
\textsuperscript{328} Ehlers, 30; Murphy, 177; Sedlak and Schlossman (1986), 98, 102, 114; Snyder, 28.
male colleagues. A main reason for the salary gains made by female teachers in relation to male teachers was the wide adaptation of the single salary schedule during the 1930s and 1940s. Male secondary teachers and administrators often opposed single salary schedules. Each group saw it as a threat to their professional status if elementary teachers, who were predominately women, earned as much or similar to what they earned. By the late 1950s, single salary schedules were nearly universal and based on a teacher’s preparation, experience, and degrees. These conditions favored secondary teachers and administrators who were more likely to have advanced degrees and on average had longer careers. Given that women and racial minorities had limited professional alternatives, teaching offered both groups a relatively good-paying and socially respectable occupation.

The NEA and AFT both began to negotiate formal, uniform contracts with school districts to mitigate the deprivations of the Depression for public schools and teachers. For the NEA, these contracts meet their organizational goal to bolster public schools by fostering cooperation among teachers, administrators, and policymakers. They also were a public relations tool, representing a visible alternative to the unionization of teachers by the AFT. For the AFT, these contracts represented the political legitimacy of teacher unions. The AFT made steady gains in membership from 1930 to 1940 despite internal
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leadership battles and accusations of communist infiltration. The AFT benefitted from labor unions’ lobbying for and government support of workplace rights, which boosted unions’ membership and political power. The Wagner Act (NLRA) in 1935 provided the legal right for workers in private industries to strike and collective bargaining. While the NLRA did not apply to public employees, the politically favorable climate for unions contributed to the growth of the AFT. The AFT was able to negotiate fair contracts for teachers in large cities that stabilized teachers’ salaries.

During World War II (1941-1945), most school districts faced a severe teacher shortage. Thousands of teachers left the classroom to pursue higher paying jobs in the war-related industries or to join the armed services. In December 1944, Commissioner of Education John Studebaker argued that the reason for the shortage was that teachers received the lowest pay of any professionals and could not keep up with the rising cost of living. As industrial workers’ real income rose 80%, teachers’ real income fell 20%. In an effort to recruit and retain more teachers, many school districts eliminated marriage bans for female teachers. Marriage bans were eliminated almost everywhere after the war. The elimination of marriage bans meant more family men and women could turn to teaching as a stable career. The AFT and NEA focused on promoting teachers’

334 Liberal AFT leaders, John Dewey, John Childs, and George Counts, consolidated control within the AFT and expelled communist-associated leaders and affiliates between 1935 and 1941. (Murphy, 176; Stinnett, 477; Urban (1989), 196-197.)
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337 John W. Studebaker, “Missing 115,000 Teachers,” Click 7, 12 (1944): 65-67. Studebaker claimed that as many as 115,000 teachers had left their classrooms, 15,200 teaching positions were unfilled, and 57,000 unqualified individuals filled teaching positions.
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patriotic duties rather than their economic needs. These changes created new obstacles to and opportunities for teacher professionalism. Underpaid teachers worked in poorly funded schools with overpopulated, inadequate classrooms. The Lanham Act, which included federal government funding public schools for child care centers in “war impacted areas” from 1942 to 1945, created a precedent for federal aid to public schools.

The Baby Boom era (1946-1964) was a celebration of mass consumption and the free market, that Cohen labels a consumer’s republic. Consumerism “dictated the most central dimensions of postwar society, including the political economy (the way public policy and the mass consumption economy mutually reinforced each other), as well as the political culture (how political practice and American values, attitudes, and behaviors tied to mass consumption became intertwined).” The self-interested purchaser consumer, who fulfilled his or her civic obligation by pursuing personal desires for more and more of newer and better goods and services became the quintessential American citizen. The white, middle-class, suburban family with a male breadwinner became the ideal unit of mass consumption. Politicians, business leaders, and union organizers supported policies to maximize families’ purchasing power. From 1945 to 1950, the median family’s purchasing power increased by 30% and the average household purchases of appliances rose 240%. With the introduction of the credit card, the debt-to-income ratio
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grew from 10.4% of 21.5 billion in 1950 to 16.1% of 56.1 billion in 1960 to 18.5% of 127 billion in 1970. By 1950, consumerism became the ubiquitous reality for Americans.

In the Cold War context, consumerism came to represent the American way of life at home and abroad. Economic historian Victoria de Garza argued that in the 1950s it became “axiomatic that access to consumer goods was a fundamental right of all peoples, that this right was best fulfilled by free enterprise, and that free enterprise operated optimally if guided by the profit motive unimpeded by state influence.” Consumerism was explicitly associated with democracy, freedom, and justice while communism was purposely tied to totalitarianism, oppression, and injustice. In domestic affairs, civil rights activists utilized the association between citizenship and consumerism to fight for their equal rights as consumers to access public spaces. Their victories in gaining access to public accommodation, private businesses, and public schools contributed to the white flight to the suburbs. Kevin Kruse argues that the most successful resistance to the desegregation was the mass migration to racially isolated suburbs. These suburbanites embraced the discourses of freedom of association, privatization, limited government,
and free enterprise to justify the exclusion of non-whites from their communities.\footnote[351]{Cohen (2003), 213; Kruse, 10.} This suburban development reinforced the self-interestedness of the purchasers consumer.\footnote[352]{Cohen (2003), 254-255.}

In foreign affairs, mass consumption in unfettered marketplaces represented the ultimate weapon of the Cold War by demonstrating to the world’s people that the “good life” in range for all American could be theirs by embracing consumer capitalism.\footnote[353]{Belmonte, 134, 262; Cohen (2003), 61, 126, 315, 378; May, 154-157; Susan E. Reid, “Cold War in the Kitchen: Gender and the De-Stalinization of Consumer Taste in the Soviet Union under Khrushchev,” Slavic Review, 61, 2 (2002), 222.} The Marshall Plan (1948-1952) purposely linked democratic governance and economic security to consumer capitalism.\footnote[354]{Belmonte, 127; Castillo, 267-268; Kroen, 709, 731-732.} The Department of State featured consumerism in its propaganda efforts to discredit communism and the Soviet Union.\footnote[355]{Belmonte, 2-5, 134; Castillo, 261-262, 281-282.} By 1960, the State Department had sponsored ninety-six U.S. trade exhibitions in twenty-nine countries reaching over 60 million people.\footnote[356]{Belmonte, 127.} The “Kitchen Debate” between Vice President Richard Nixon and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev occurred at the American National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959. Nixon equated the American way of life with the standard of living afforded every Americans through the spectacular array of consumer items they freely chose from. Consumers’ freedom of choice was connected to political freedom.\footnote[357]{Belmonte, 132; Castillo, 262; Cohen (2003), 126; Lears and Fox, ix; Mills, 10;}

In terms of professionalism, an occupation was expected to offer its members, at minimum, a middle class standard of living, or the means to be avid consumers and to raise a family with all the modern conveniences. The lack of a middle class salary was a
prime cause of the teacher shortage and the series of strikes in the late 1940s.\textsuperscript{358} In January 1947, a 30-year veteran teacher Henry Borchardt in \textit{Life} magazine claimed that poorly paid teachers were turning to striking.\textsuperscript{359} While the cost of living was steadily rising, teachers’ pay stayed “almost exactly what it was in 1929.”\textsuperscript{360} Most teachers had to moonlight to make ends meet, which drained their energy and distracted their attention from their professional duties as a teacher. Worse yet, most teachers did not ask for raises for fear of dismissal. Borchardt’s answer was convincing the public to pay teachers a living wage.\textsuperscript{361}

From 1946 to 1949, thousands of teachers vented their frustrations at their salaries and working conditions with a series of strikes across the United States that gained national attention. The high inflation that followed the war’s end negatively affected teachers’ purchasing power as their salaries, which had been depressed over the past two decades, could not keep up with the postwar cost of living.\textsuperscript{362} Despite the NEA’s and AFT’s no-strike policies and state laws prohibiting teachers’ strikes, numerous NEA affiliates and AFT locals struck from 1946 to 1949. In September 1946, the Norwalk (Connecticut) Teachers Association (NTA), an NEA affiliate, led 900 teachers on an eight-day walkout over the school board’s revoking its promised salary raise and defied a court injunction to return to work. The NEA and the NTA’s President Jack Ryan denied the walkout was a strike. They argued that since teachers did not have a contract, they

\textsuperscript{358} In 1946, there were 70,000 teaching positions vacant, over 100,000 teachers had only the minimum standards for a temporary certification, and another 280,000 teachers left the profession. Cole 29.
\textsuperscript{360} Ibid, 79.
\textsuperscript{361} Ibid, 80-82, 84.
\textsuperscript{362} Brown, 57; Cameron, 28; Cole 14, 28, 51; Donley, Jr., 38; Urban and Wagoner, Jr., 345.
could not go to work. Teachers attained the promised raise and the NTA was recognized as the sole bargaining agent for Norwalk’s teachers. Several other NEA affiliates participated in “walkouts” with varying success. At the national level, the NEA essentially ignored the teacher strikes and growing teacher militancy.

AFT locals participated in the largest teacher strikes in the postwar era. In the St. Paul Minnesota teachers’ strike of 1946, 90% of the teachers (1,165 total), who were among the lowest paid in the country, struck for five weeks during November and December with the slogan “Strike for Better Schools,” after voters defeated a tax increase to pay for teacher raises. In April 1947, after another tax referendum loss, the St. Paul Federation of Teachers successfully negotiated substantial salary increases.

In February 1947, the Buffalo (New York) Teacher Federation led 2,400 teachers in the “biggest teacher walkout in the nation’s history.” Although, New York state teachers were among the best paid teachers in the nation, they still struggled to keep up with the cost of living. With the support of the AFL and local unions, Buffalo teachers got
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salary increases. At the national level, AFT leaders stressed attaining collective bargaining rights for all teachers and lobbying legislatures to repeal anti-strike laws as their primary goals. While the AFT adopted its no-strike policy in 1920 as a condition for joining the AFL, their leaders supported these strikes. Officially they opposed the strikes. Quietly, they provided aid to the striking teachers, seeing the strikes’ value in arousing the public interest and improving teacher salaries.

These strikes had two opposing effects on teacher militancy and collective actions. First, the average teacher salary rose by 13% and their purchasing power increased by more than 20%. Second, there was “a backlash from state legislatures” which passed anti-strike laws for public employees. The template was set by New York’s Condon-Waldin Act of 1947, which called for the immediate firing of striking public employees and prohibited their reinstatement for five years. These anti-strike laws combined with the dominance of anti-communist politics, the related purges of “subversive” union teachers, and the strength of politically conservative anti-tax lobbyists effectively discouraged teacher militancy and strikes during the 1950s.

AFT leaders championed collective bargaining as the primary means for teachers to attain better salaries, thus bolstering teachers’ professional status in American society. AFT locals gained support among teachers as they fought successful for significant salary
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increases. While only a few cities approved collective bargaining for teachers in the late 1950s, the election of the United Federation of Teachers (UFT) AFT Local 2 as the sole collective bargaining agent for New York City teachers in 1961 was a turning point for the AFT, teachers’ collective bargaining rights, and for teachers’ salaries. On Nov. 7, 1960, 5,600 teachers led by the UFT went on a one-day strike for teachers’ collective bargaining rights in direct violation of the Condon-Waldin Act and with condemnation from New York Times. The school board approved an election for June 1961, which the UFT won easily. Following a strike by 22,000 teachers in April 1962 to protest the board’s refusal to implement a scheduled increase, the UFT won substantial across-the-board raises in 1963. The success of the UFT inspired a new wave of teacher activism with nearly 300 teacher strikes involving more than 40,000 teachers between 1961 and 1965. It also sparked an upsurge in collective bargaining elections in which the AFT and NEA competed. From 1961 to 1965, there were forty collective bargaining elections involving 10% of the two million teachers in the United States. The NEA won twenty-six elections, mostly in small cities, and added 21,000 members. The AFT won fourteen elections, predominantly in large cities, and added 74,000 members. Because of these collective bargaining victories and collective bargaining’s growing appeal among teachers, the AFT’s teacher-only membership rose from 39,000 in 1947 to 82,000 in 1963, about 5% of teachers, to 250,000 in 1972, or 12% of teachers.
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During the 1950s, the NEA continued to focus most of its organizational efforts on lobbying for federal aid to public schools. For most of the decade, federal aid was stalled by Southern Democrats, conservative Republicans, Catholic proponents for federal aid to private schools, and a budget-conscious Eisenhower Administration. The launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957 provided a spark for the passage of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) in 1958. Public schools received categorical aid for science, mathematics, foreign language, and vocational instruction, counseling for gifted students, and educational media programs. In the 1960s, opponents to federal aid blocked further attempts to pass federal aid bills. However, the NEA found support for federal aid in the media, Congress, and the White House. President Lyndon B. Johnson, a proud former teacher, led the drive for federal aid as central to his “Great Society efforts to eradicate poverty.” The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) in 1965 increased federal aid to public schools from a half billion dollars under the NDEA to three and half billion dollars under ESEA. It also expanded federal education programs from twenty under the NDEA to over three hundred programs under ESEA. These bills boosted the overall expenditures on public school by 69% in the 1960s and raised the federal government percentage of all education funding to 9% by 1970.

By 1965, the tremendous demand for teachers to accommodate the growing number of Baby Boomers, the AFT’s successes in securing collective bargaining rights

384 Sonnenberg, 31-32
for teachers, and the NEA’s effective lobbying efforts to pass federal aid contributed to the average teacher earning a middle class income and being able to participate in the avid consumerism of the period. Teachers’ salaries increased 40% during the 1950s and by another 30% during the 1960s. Teachers’ purchasing power almost doubled between 1950 and 1970. By 1965, the median salary for teachers rose to $6,279 and the median salary for starting teachers was $5,166, which placed them squarely in the middle class. The median income of all families was $6,900 and the middle range of family incomes went from $5,000 to $6,999. These increases in teachers’ salaries and buying power confirmed that teaching was a middle class profession.

**Teachers as Consumers, 1946-1956**

The initial usage of the consumerism discourse by the AFT and NEA emphasized the representation of teachers as family-oriented consumers. In terms of professionalism,
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teachers’ salaries compared poorly to the compensation of other professionals and denied teachers a middle class standard of living. First, both groups countered the “bad” teacher representations of incomplete men and women (unmarried or unmarriable) who could not or did not want to cope with the demands of the “real” world outside the classroom. The consensus on consumerism positioned the self-contained family unit at the center of the American economy. As the married person became the norm among the teaching ranks, the NEA and AFT associated their claims for professional salaries with the consumer needs and desires of family men and women. Second, the AFT and NEA portrayed “good” teachers as “purchaser consumers” seeking the American Dream for their families. The teacher strikes from 1946 and 1949 created a momentum for these representations of teachers as aspiring middle class professionals. Both organizations concluded that if communities, administrators, policymakers, and politicians wanted teachers to be proper Cold War role models, then they needed to be paid as professionals so they could pass on their knowledge and experience as consumers to their students.

AFT leaders and their allies argued teachers’ salaries were the principal cause for the teacher shortage. In 1945, Lyle Spencer, President of the education publisher Science Research Associates, argued that American education was deteriorating and the primary reason, or “first black mark,” was teachers’ salaries, which had “raised 60% as fast as other wages in the last 10 years.” Therefore, teachers were “quitting the profession at an unprecedented rate,” teaching trainees came from “the very bottom of intellectual ladder,” and the dedicated teachers who remained in the classroom were plagued by “low
morale.”388 This situation meant that the teaching profession would be represented by less talented, dispirited individuals who struggled to make ends meet. Even worse, this situation was occurring amid a booming economy. In 1946, Irvin R. Kuenzli, the Secretary-Treasurer of the AFT (1936-1953) and a Latin teacher in Springfield Ohio, saw teachers’ salaries as “a serious crisis in time of unprecedented prosperity,” since children were “suffering” in overcrowded classrooms staffed by unqualified teachers.389 With a high school diploma becoming a prerequisite for employment, public schools that developed individuals’ potentials, skills, and work ethic were fundamental to the strength and vitality of the nation’s complex consumer economy and democratic society.390

AFT leaders and locals concluded that if school districts did not offer salary schedules that afforded a higher standard of living to teachers then the public schools could not attract talented people to the profession and keep the best teachers in the classroom.391 And since the quality of teachers determined by the quality of education, the disgraceful status of teachers’ salaries would lead to the deterioration of public schools and eventually undermine the American economy. In 1950, the San Francisco Federation of Teachers (SFFT) argued that the progress of any country depended on the

388 Lyle Spencer, “Expert Opinion on Teachers’ Salaries.” (October 4, 1945). Located in the Mary Wheeler Box 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
390 San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61, “A Refutation of Superintendent Argument of June 14 and June 28 for Improving Salary Schedule,” (June 28, 1950). Located in the San Francisco Federation of Teachers, Local 61 Files Box 3, Folder 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; Arthur W. Walz, “Luxury or Necessity,” Chicago Union Teacher 11, 5, April, 1946, 2.
quality of its schools: “Failure now to improve the present inadequate system will result in staggering crisis in poorly educated, half-trained citizens.”³⁹² With less qualified teachers, students would not receive the education necessary to become productive workers, efficient managers, innovative entrepreneurs, and wise consumers, all of which made the American economy the envy of the world.

Teachers’ salaries made it untenable for skilled people to stay in the classroom if they wanted to live a middle class lifestyle or raise a family with a decent standard of living. In 1953, the Illinois Federation of Teachers represented the “terrible teacher shortage” as the meager salaries teachers received. In figure 12, a beleaguered male teacher surrounded by unpaid bills, late notices, a candle, and a “short beer” represents the plight of all the teachers unable to pay for the basic necessities of life. This “terrible teacher shortage” meant well-educated individuals would eventually leave the profession to pursue more lucrative careers, regardless of their love of teaching, their technical expertise in the classroom, or their dedication to public service.

The AFT knew exactly who was to blame: the “administrator-dominated” NEA. In 1946, Kuenzli claimed the disastrous state of teachers’ salaries was “both graphic and tragic proof of the professional inadequacy of non-union teaching organizations.”³⁹³ AFT leaders pointed out that teachers were systematically being excluded from consumer society by penny-pinching administrators more concerned with pleasing school boards than helping teachers gain entrance into the middle class. They pointed out the disconnect

³⁹² San Francisco Federation of Teachers (June 28, 1950)
³⁹³ Kuenzil (November 20, 1946).
Figure 12: “The Terrible Teacher Shortage” Illinois State Teacher (October 1953), 1.
between administrators’ perception, the reality of teachers’ salaries, and the expectation of professionals in a consumer society. The Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231 highlighted the comments of Rock Island, Illinois Superintendent Earl Henson in October 1949 issue of *Nation's Schools*. Henson proclaimed that, “teachers’ wives should work.” It was “good all around” for the “family’s budget, wives’ soul, and the children,” who would learn to be “more self-reliant.” To AFT leaders, Henson concluded that teachers did not deserve to lead “normal” family lives: “normal” being a suburban middle class life supported by a husband/father breadwinner. Administrators who dismissed teachers’ needs for better salaries were denying their “fellow educators” the chance afforded them “to support families decently and buy homes and purchase commodities necessary for a fair and decent standard of life.”

To make matters worse, administrators and policy makers expected teachers to cover for the deficiencies in staffing caused by a growing list of services demanded of public schools and the ever-increasing flood of students.

AFT leaders were confronting a long history of administrators and school boards requiring teachers to perform non-teaching duties, such as leading Sunday school, hosting community events, supervising student activities, running PTA meetings, nursing sick children, serving as postmaster, and maintaining the school, which included cleaning water closets, sweeping chimneys, scrubbing desks, mowing the yard, and plastering holes in walls.395 In the early years of the Baby Boom era, teachers had extracurricular
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duties, such as PTA meetings, double shifts, clerical work, and other odd jobs added to their workloads without receiving additional compensation. AFT leaders argued that teachers’ free labor subsidized administrators’ professional salaries and underfunded school budgets. If teachers wanted to be recognized as professionals, they needed to paid for all the work they performed. In 1946, the Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) sought higher salaries for all teachers that reflected the duties assigned to them and urged the adoption of a single salary schedule that recognized equal pay for equal work. It was, they claimed, a matter of simple justice. After all, “extracurricular work is WORK and should be paid for.” The reason teachers were not being paid was “the easy assumption” that new duties “dreamed up at central offices and added to a teacher’s work—probably giving the teacher something to do.” This “assumption” replicated “bad” teacher representations in which teaching was depicted as an easy job for social misfits who could not make it in the “real” world.

The AFT represented teachers as multi-faceted professionals who provided a multitude of services to their students and for their schools. In 1955, Rosalie “Research Rosie” Kraus, the “chairman” of the Illinois State Federation of Teachers Bulletin, depicted the multiple roles required of teachers on a daily basis:

“to try to earn part of a living as a part-time mother, nurse-maid, disciplinarian, arbitrator, psychologist, housekeeper, cashier, clerk,

---

playground supervisor----envoy extraordinaire and minister plenipotentiary---What Rosalie? Oh yes, in other words, a classroom teacher!”398

Given all the work they performed for their students, schools, and the communities, the Omaha Federation of Teachers Local 695 estimated that teachers in 1955 averaged “43 cents an hour.”399 These conditions and the lack of remuneration led many teachers to supplement their meager salaries by moonlighting.

The AFT bemoaned the fact that teachers had to work part-time during the school year and/or full-time in the summer to make ends meet. They saw moonlighting as a serious threat to classroom competence and to “normal” family life. Teachers forfeited “time and energy earning money” by working as bartenders, carpenters, garment workers, real estate brokers, sales clerks, security guards, truck drivers, and a variety of odd jobs “to eke out a living.”400 The more time and energy teachers spent outside the classroom and the home, the less time and energy they had to commit to their professional duties or pursue professional development opportunities at in-service trainings and summer university courses.401 It also meant teachers had less time to spend with their spouses and children. Thus, teachers found themselves living outside the dominant cultural ideal of the self-contained nuclear family that was expected to provide the primary source for an individual’s satisfaction and happiness. If teachers wanted professional salaries so they could avoid moonlighting and support their families, then they needed the AFT.
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AFT leaders argued that the best solution for teachers was to leave the administrator-led NEA and join the AFT’s teacher-only union. They believed building strong locals would help teachers gain their proper economic status. The AFT called union membership a “vital necessity” to the individual teacher who could easily be “completely lost in a large city school system without the saving identification” with other teachers that only teacher unions provided. Unionism with its principal focus on attaining better salaries and protecting economic interests was required to bolster teacher professionalism. A union representing a majority of teachers could convince the American public, the teachers’ “true employer,” to pay taxes that would adequately fund the public schools, provide teachers with professional salaries, and make teaching an attractive career. Thus, unions were “good for education as well as for the educators” going “far toward raising teaching to a really professional status, where the teacher’s energy and talents are conserved for the exacting job of educating the young.”

The AFT believed the union efforts that had raised many blue-collar workers into the middle class could help teachers do the same.

The AFT had to convince teachers that unionism was compatible with professionalism. In 1951, Raymond Peck, who served the Ohio Federation of Teachers as President, treasurer, and lobbyist (1937-1968), claimed administrators, school boards, and the NEA deluded too many teachers into thinking they were “pretty well off” financially and that their cooperation with the educational “leaders” would improve their salaries. He concluded teachers needed to join with the AFT to get accurate information, pragmatic
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advice, and vigorous support for their salary demands. By the mid-1950s, as the AFT made substantial membership gains in large metropolitan areas, their leaders intensified calls to unionize teachers as a best way to improve salaries. In 1955, the Omaha Federation of Teachers Local 695 claimed that teachers were “part of a great professional segment of this country that is grossly underpaid, the first step is to improve the labor spirit.” In 1956, Peck denounced NEA-back merit pay plans as inherently divisive and exploitative. In merit rating systems, administrators defined cooperation as compliance. “Teachers with vision, imagination, and courage,” who insisted on being treated and paid as professionals, were singled out for dismissal or forced to resign to maintain their dignity. He concluded that after “33 years of teaching” the “most satisfying” solution to the pitiful state of teachers’ salaries was the AFT principle: equal pay for equal training, experience, and work. For teachers to enter into middle class consumerism with the confirmation of professionalism that came with it, they needed to join the AFT. These representations of union teachers reinforced the association between consumerism and professionalism. They also formed the basis of the AFT’s arguments for collective bargaining into the 1960s.

The NEA’s initially used consumerism to advocate for adequate funding for public schools at the local, state, and national levels as the best means professional salaries for teachers. Since the largest expenditure for public schools was teachers’ salaries, the more taxes assigned to public schools, the more money there would be for
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teachers’ salaries. The NEA’s primary means of advocating professional salaries was providing accurate research to support their public relations and lobbying efforts. The NEA took a three-prong approach to bolster their claims. First, they stressed that cooperation among teachers, administrators, policymakers, and communities as the best possible method to achieve more public school funding and better salaries. Next, they represented teachers as role models for wise consumption both in the classroom and the community. Finally, they argued that quality public schools staffed by qualified teachers were essential to economic prosperity.

As a growing number of teachers, many of them were members of NEA affiliates, struck for better salaries and working conditions in the late 1940s, NEA emphasized the need for teachers to work cooperatively with all stakeholders to improve public education. NEA leaders argued that teachers’ salaries were one of the key causes for teachers’ frustrations and the persistent problems in public schools. In 1946 and 1947, NEA Journal editors championed state and local associations’ work to improve their school systems. Several articles highlighted cooperation between teachers, administrators, policy makers, business leaders, and civic groups. Together, these groups conducted research, published studies, ran public relations campaigns, and built political alliances in concerted efforts to raise school taxes, create reasonable salary schedules, strengthen certification standards, fund scholarships for teaching candidates, and improve teachers’ social status in their communities. The praise heaped on the “intelligent and

well-balanced ladies and gentlemen” of Topeka Kansas best typified the NEA approach. The all-inclusive Topeka Teacher Association and the Kansas Education Association worked “harmoniously with the superintendent and public-spirited Board of Education” to generate community support for increasing teachers’ salaries. These stakeholders created a personnel program that made Topeka’s schools a “safe and pleasant place for good people to work” and its enviable reputation among “professional workers” for “courageous and fair” policies had helped it to avoid the teacher shortage effecting school districts across the nation. Finally, the active participation of Topeka teachers meant they were “not expected to be the ‘third sex’ socially,” instead it was “known that a teacher can ‘be comfortable and count for something’ when he lives in the beautiful capital city of Kansas.” The NEA hoped to replicate these results throughout the United States.

A primary strategy was to focus on a teacher’s role in consumer education. They argued that a teacher who could only “do so only if his life is an example.” In a series of articles in the *NEA Journal* during 1946, Fred Wilhelms, the associate director of the Consumer Education Study from the NEA-affiliated National Association of Secondary School Principals, introduced the goals of consumer education and the roles of teachers.
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and Salaries,” *NEA Journal* 35, 9 (December, 1946): 586; Mildred Sanderson Fenner, “Our Affiliated Local Associations: Professional Methods Win Lancaster Salary Campaign,” *NEA Journal* 37, 2 (February, 1947): 110-113; F.L. Schlage and Willard E. Givens, “Inflation, Price Controls, and the Schools,” *NEA Journal* 35, 3 (March, 1946): 160; These praises continued into the 1950s at the state and national levels. The Washington Education Association (WEA) claimed Washington teachers’ median salaries were among the highest in the nation and the median raises of $400 negotiated by the WEA in 1953 were significantly higher than the national median raise of $170. (Washington Education Association, *Annual Teacher’s Salary Study* (Seattle, WA: Washington Education Association, January, 29, 1954).) The NEA also pointed out that local and state associations got raises for teachers through “excellent cooperation” between teachers, the press, administrators, policymakers, NEA departments, and civic group from Rumford, Maine to Cleveland, Ohio to Portland, Oregon. (“How We Got Our Salary Increases: A symposium - Teacher Welfare,” *NEA Journal* 45, 6 (September, 1956): 371-372.)

407 Ashby (September, 1946), 288-289; The TTA membership consisted of “every teacher, supervisor, and administrator, both white and colored.”

408 Ibid, 290.

He argued that every teacher was a teacher of consumerism. Every teacher had a responsibility “to contribute in his peculiar way to the total education of each young person toward that full, rich living which is the end product of wise consuming.” The purpose was to develop a desire for good living in students so their consumption contributed to rising the standard of living for themselves and their fellow citizens.

Wilhelms featured Mrs. Wood as the ultimate Cold War role model for wise consumerism in three articles. Mrs. Wood was a pleasant, self-assured, white-haired, practical consumer education teacher. She was joined in conversations by Mr. James, the “youthful” principal, and Miss Dixon, the “pretty” first-year teacher, on why consumer education was so essential to students and teachers. All three of these educators replicated and extended the ascending “good” teacher representations. Mrs. Wood was the wise old schoolmarm who devoted her life to the consumer education of her students and helping her colleagues understand their roles as consumers. However, she did not forsake a “normal” life to be a dedicated teacher or accept that teaching was its own reward. She was married, collaborated with other educators, and believed teaching needed to provide a professional salary. Mrs. Wood argued that educating students to be wise consumers and teachers to be role models of consumerism was “only half the answer, because you and all teachers simply must have more money.” Mr. James and Miss Dixon expressed similar sentiments. Miss Dixon was “discouraged” by not being able to lead “the sort of

410 Wilhelms (October, 1946), 396.
life you associate with the word ‘professional.’” Miss Dixon was not primarily concerned with finding a husband to rescue her from the drudgery of teaching. She was an aspiring professional seeking to carve a career in the classroom, which she hoped would provide her a middle class consumer lifestyle. Mr. James was “hitting the same stonewall” even with the “bigger checks” as an administrator as he faced mounting costs of “setting up a home” and starting a family.\footnote{413 Wilhelms (January, 1946), 32.} Mr. James was not an obstacle to the “good” teachers trying to do their job. He was a conscientious professional seeking advice from his peers on how to provide for his family as the head of the household and breadwinner. All three were working towards being consumer role models: as a competent teacher passing on practical knowledge about wise consumption and as “one who has been personally inoculated with the intelligent-buying bug.”\footnote{414 G. Edward Damos, “Consumer Education Has a Recognized Place in Most Highschool Curriculum Today,” \textit{NEA Journal} 41, 8 (November, 1952): 494.}

At the core of consumer education was inculcating students with the values of Cohen’s “purchaser consumers.” For Mrs. Wood, the end result for consumer education was to help students to “decide what they want, then to equip them with the practical competence to get it.” These goals were central to understanding modern life. First, the American economy had “become pretty much a \textit{money} economy” that required good money management and “smart buysmanship.” Second, the consumer had “a stake in the size of the [whole economic] output; as a democratic citizen you’re one of the mangers whose decisions count. So you’d better decide to be competent practical economist.”\footnote{415 Wilhelms (January, 1946), 32.} Students needed to learn how to consume wisely not only served to provide them with a
satisfactory life, but also served the general good by stimulating economic growth.\textsuperscript{416} In other words, wise consumer decisions were key to the proper functioning of the economy. Thus, public schools and teachers were fundamental to sustained prosperity.

The NEA stressed how public schools and their teachers strengthened consumerism at the local, state, and national levels. In January 1946, Willard E. Givens, Executive Secretary of the NEA (1935-1952), set the NEA’s tone on teachers’ salaries:

John Q. [Public] tends to forget that teaches are consumers. The bulk of their salaries is returned almost immediately to the national economy thru purchases of food, clothing, shelter, and the other necessities. Increases in teachers’ salaries put more money into circulation.\textsuperscript{417}

The NEA invited America’s leading industrialists, such as Charles Luckman, President of Lever Brothers, and Frank W. Abrams, the chairman of board for Standard Oil, to support their position that “education must be bought and paid for” since it helped to make America the land of opportunity and was essential to America’s continual prosperity.\textsuperscript{418}

In 1950, Forest Rozzell, chairman of the NEA Legislative Commission and director of Field Services of the Arkansas Education Association, stated that education was essential to a strong economy, since an “educated person wants more of the good things of life. He

\textsuperscript{416} Central to developing this practical competence was for students to fully understand their future roles as husbands and wives. In 1947, Stewart B. Hamblen, Applied Economics consultant to American Association for Teaching and Curriculum, highlighted curriculum in New Hampshire, Minnesota, and Mississippi schools that focused on being positive forces in helping the American people realize “their highest potential standard of living.” In 1949, Dora S. Lewis, chairman of Hunter College’s Department of Home Economics, asserted: “Economic security is essential to the maintenance of stable family living…. to provide the necessities, for some luxuries that make for refinement in living, and for social protection against emergencies and depends upon, in part, on intelligent consumption. In 1952, G. Edward Damos, the director of field services for the National Association of Secondary School Principals, claimed “more schools are teaching consumers how to be intelligent customers, with emphasis on knowing how to ask intelligent questions.” For students to be wise consumers, they needed to develop their economic literacy. After all, the economy depended upon the consumer for intelligent “participation in the everyday activities of a modern economy.” (Stewart B. Hamblen, “Teaching Them to Live: Fourth in a Special Series on the Sloan Experiment in Applied Economics,” \textit{NEA Journal} 36, 5 (May, 1947): 296-297; Dora S. Lewis, “Good Family Living is a Concern of the School,” \textit{NEA Journal} 38, 1 (January, 1949): 32; Damos (November, 1952): 494; Lee and Jones (April, 1957): 248.


wants more, earns more, spends more, produces more.” In 1955, Dr. Harold Clark, Professor of Education at Teachers’ College Columbia University, claimed Americans’ high standard of living depended “to a very large degree upon the audacity and complexity of the whole educational system.” If Americans wanted a powerful economy, then they needed to fund public schools so they could offer professional salaries to teachers. Adequate funding would assure the most capable people would gladly join the profession and the best educators would remain in the classroom to teach the growing number of Baby Boomers. These representations of education’s essential role in American prosperity reinforced the political and cultural consensus that citizens’ consumerism provided for the general good by pursuing the good life through mass consumption. They also formed the basis of the NEA’s economic arguments for their successful lobbying for federal aid to public schools in 1958 and 1965.

**Teachers’ Salaries as a Profitable Investment, 1957-1965**

The second use of consumerism discourse by the AFT and NEA was to re-brand the funding of public schools and the raising of teachers’ salaries to professional levels as profitable investments. Both organizations challenged the popular representations of self-sacrificing “good” teachers, who valued teaching as its own reward, and championed, instead, the popular representation of the hard-working “hero” teacher, who deserved greater financial rewards for excelling at the difficult tasks faced in modern classrooms. The AFT and NEA argued that increasing spending on public schools was an investment
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419 Forest Rozzell, “Why I Believe in Federal Aid: TO ME, the Irrefutable Arguments for Federal Aid make its Eventual Passage Inevitable,” *NEA Journal* 39, 7 (October, 1950): 502; Rozzell worked as a teacher, principal, and superintendent. He also served as the Executive Secretary for the Arkansas Education Association.

in America’s people, economy, and future. Both groups asserted that teachers’ talents and competence determined the quality of education. Therefore, increasing teachers’ salaries was the best use of additional funding.

Again, their differing organizational identities and goals kept the AFT and NEA from working together. The AFT focused its organizational and discursive efforts on securing collective bargaining rights for teachers at the local and state levels as the primary means to improve teacher salaries and their professional status. AFT leaders claimed that, all too often, the NEA, school boards, and administrators defined professionalism in negative terms, maintaining that “true” professionals did not join labor unions, pledge their allegiance to special interest groups, demand extra pay for extra duty, or agitate for better pay.421 By contrast, the AFT argued that teacher-only unions with their successes in improving and protecting teachers’ economic interests were the only path to professionalism in America’s consumer-oriented society. The NEA focused its organizational and discursive efforts on attaining federal aid to public schools, thus freeing up school districts’ budgets to increase teachers’ salaries. In contrast, the NEA argued that unionism was antithetical to professionalism. They claimed collective bargaining, across-the-board raises, and striking were mostly ineffective, often illegal, and ultimately self-defeating to teacher professionalism. In the end, union tactics created bitter conflicts among educators and any short-sighted economic gains made by unions in the long run harmed the public welfare. The NEA concluded that professional unity among all educators was the only true path to teacher professionalism.

421 Kansas City Federation of Teachers Local 691, “What is Professionalism: An Editorial,” The Kansas City Teacher 5.2 (December 1961). Located in the Mary Herrick Files Box 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
AFT leaders claimed that competitive salaries for teachers would confirm the professional status of teaching. In his Presidential Address at the Ohio Federation of Teachers’ 1957 convention, Raymond Peck argued that an increase in “teachers’ salaries will boost teachers in the eyes of the community.” In 1958, Joseph Jablonower of New York City Teachers Guild Local 5 stated that higher salaries served as “the stamp of public approval,” which assured the teachers “a higher status” in their communities. Better salaries would also keep the most capable individuals, who were “satisfied, happy, and gladly” taught, in the classrooms instead of chasing the more lucrative economic rewards offered by administrative positions. With the best teachers remaining in classrooms rather than moving to district offices, the quality of education would improve greatly and teaching would more likely be valued as a profession.

The AFT argued that competitive salaries boosted teachers’ dignity as human beings, recognized their roles as family providers, and enhanced their professional prestige as instructional experts. In 1960, AFT President Carl Megel declared in “our American society salary is an inescapable measure of the desirability of any job.” Teachers struggling to pay for the “barest livelihood essentials.” They were “deprived of status and prestige” in the communities where they lived and the nation they served. This disregard for teachers’ economic security led to the growing frustration and “deep

422 Raymond Peck, “President’s Address: More Effective Teaching?” *Ohio Federation of Teachers Convention Minutes* (March 1-2, 1957). Located in the Raymond Peck Files Box 3, Folder 11 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
dissatisfaction” felt by teachers across the United States.424 In the build-up to the New York City teachers’ strike in 1961, the Teachers Guild summarized these sentiments:

Teachers, like other people, have family responsibilities, children to bring up, older dependents to support. Like most of us, they want prestige, and whether we approve or not, prestige in our present society is frequently correlated with the size of income, should teachers then, because they are professionals, be criticized because they seek a decent income with its advantages?425

These AFT proclamations challenged popular representations of “good” teachers of people who sacrificed any semblance of a personal life outside the classroom to pursue their calling. Instead, the AFT stressed teachers’ desire for better salaries as a reflection of the vital public service they delivered their communities, a responsibility as married people to provide for their families, and, when achieved, as a confirmation of their professional status.

The AFT supported collective bargaining was the way to achieve professional salaries for teachers. While the NRLA guaranteed private sector employees the right to bargain collectively, laws in most states either ignored or prohibited collective bargaining rights for public employees, including teachers, until the 1960s. In the 1940s and 1950s, the AFT locals that were officially recognized as bargaining units relied on the school boards’ goodwill to operate as a representative for teachers. The AFT wanted collective bargaining to be recognized by local and state officials as a legal right.426 In 1959, the

425 “Teachers’ Stoppage in Perspective,”; James Hemsley, “The Teacher and the Administrator,” The Colorado Teacher, May 25, 1961, 3. Located in AFT President’s Office File Box 70, Folder 21 the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; Carl Megel and George S. Ruether, Jr., Current Fears of Teachers (Chicago IL: American Federation of Teachers, July 1960), 1. Located in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
426 “Collective Bargaining Bill in the Hooper,” Illinois Union Teacher, March 1, 1953, 1-2; Mary P. Wheeler, “Teachers’ Unions and Collective Bargaining,” Chicago Union Teacher 12, 4, February 1947, 6-7; In 1960, Wisconsin was the first state to pass collective bargaining legislation for public employees, including teachers. During 1960s and
AFT maintained that the “abyss between the teacher and the administrator” precluded them from finding “common ground” on improving teachers’ salaries and America’s public schools. 427 This situation would persist unless every AFT local had “a written collective bargaining agreement with the board of education.” 428 The UFT’s victory as the bargaining unit for New York City teachers in 1961 opened the door for the AFT to champion the cause of collective bargaining nationally as teachers across the United States clamored for their own collective bargaining elections. 429

Between 1960 and 1962, during the UFT’s battle, the AFT represented collective bargaining as the only path to confirmation of teachers’ professionalism by local and state authorities. In 1960, John Ligtenberg, the general counsel to the AFT, argued that collective bargaining was a “just, wise, ethical, and professional procedure” that will “benefit the teaching profession.” It counteracted the undemocratic, arbitrary power of school officials by promoting “a free and open discussion of all relevant factors, with full disclosure of truth about district finances” among educators. 430 In 1961, Hollywood Federation of Teachers Local 1021 reminded readers that the AFT took “a strong stand on raising teachers’ salaries” to reflect their education attainment, to match teaching experience, and to compare favorably with other professionals’ salaries by supporting
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430 John Ligtenberg, *Right of Teachers to Bargain Collectively* (Chicago, IL: American Federation of Teachers, 1960), 2, 4-5. Located in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
collective bargaining between “competent, intelligent educators.” At the 1962 AFT Convention in Detroit, leaders proclaimed a new era of collective bargaining had dawned for the teaching profession. Megel argued that collective bargaining had given teachers the much needed autonomy to determine their salaries and working conditions. UFT President Charles Cogen (1960-1964) argued that AFT was fighting for a new image for American teachers as “self-confident and militant,” fighting for their economic interests, “but at the same time, responsible and proud” professionals providing perhaps the most important public service in Cold War America. These representations fit the dynamic popular representations of tough-minded, dedicated, married, and professional “hero” teachers who fought for “his” students right to learn and “his” right to teach. AFT arguments for collective bargaining presumed that teachers were competent professionals who would not settle for anything less than salaries that reflected their training, experience, duties, and service. The main obstacle was teachers’ troubling allegiance to the NEA, a group that was “too slow, too conservative, and much too remote” due to its administrator-oriented philosophy.

As the AFT won collective bargaining elections in large metropolitan areas,

432 Carl J. Megel, “President’s Address,” in AFT 46th Convention Proceedings Detroit Michigan, edited by Mary Herrick (August 21, 1962), 43. Located in the Mary Herrick File Box 4 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
which more than doubled their membership in the early 1960s, AFT leaders ramped up its attacks on the NEA as a “vicious company union” compromised by its “dual role” of advocating for administrators and teachers. They maintained that collective bargaining and unions offered teachers “a logical, practical, and meaningful way to develop more professionalism among teachers” and sped up the progress towards a wider acceptance of teacher professionalism by giving teachers a strong collective voice in determining their salaries. In 1963, the New Mexico Federation of Teachers claimed that the NEA’s “administrator-controlled leadership” was its greatest failing in an era marked by growing teacher militancy. While the AFT was making substantial economic gains for teachers, the NEA pursued “collective begging” from “autocratic” administrators. In 1964, Cogen argued that despite NEA’s new rhetoric about teacher welfare, they still favored the political interests of administrators over the economic needs of teachers. With the NEA, “teachers depended on public relations, research, lobbying, and paternalism” which resulted in slow progress towards teacher professionalism, especially in terms of public prestige and adequate salaries. Cogen concluded that the AFT’s focus on “teacher unity” to obtain competitive salaries, rather than the NEA’s calls for teachers’ cooperation with the education hierarchy, was the only path toward teacher


437 “A Tale of Twin Failures for NEA,” New Mexico Union Teacher 3, 13, August 29, 1963. Located in the Howard Hursey Files Box 3 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.


439 Cogen (June 4, 1964), 5.
professionalism.440

The AFT re-branded teacher unionism as teacher professionalism. Given that professionalism in America’s consumer-oriented society was primarily determined by salaries, they suggested that collective bargaining rights for teacher-only unions was the “only foundation which teaching as a true profession can be built.”441 From 1960 to 1965, the AFT gained significant ground in membership due mostly to winning collective bargaining elections. AFT locals and state federations used collective bargaining to secure single salary schedules, equal pay for equal work, and extra pay for optional extra-curricular duties. In California and New York, state federations negotiated salary schedules adjusted to cost of living increases. California teachers had a legally defined roles in making and administering salary policies.442 As a result, teacher salaries in these states were highest in the nation, moving teachers into the upper middle class incomes.443 These victories reinforced and extended the AFT’s re-branding and re-presentations of union teachers as professionals who earned a comfortable middle class standard of living.444 They also helped the AFT’s teacher-only membership grow from 37,000 in

440 Cogen (June 4, 1964), 1.
441 Ohio Federation of Teacher (October, 1965). Located in the Howard Hursey File Box 3 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University. Also see, Peck (March 1-2, 1957); Elam (December 13, 1965).
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443 Sedlak and Schlossman (1986), 101; U.S. Census Bureau (1967), 1.
444 Education scholars and union leaders validated the AFT’s claims about teacher unionism and collective bargaining. In 1964, Myron Lieberman was “a well-known advocate for rigorous standards and greater professionalism in American education.” During the Baby Boom era, Lieberman taught high school in St. Paul (1948-49), taught at the University of Illinois (1949-52), taught at the University of Oklahoma (1953-56), chaired the Department of Education at Yeshiva University (1956-59), directed the Educational Research Council of Greater Cleveland (1960), taught at Rhode Island College (1963-69), and served as a collective bargaining consultant for the AFT. He argued that a “teacher cannot be fully professional without collective bargaining!” One teacher could not improve the economic or professional status on his or her own. They needed the collective power of teacher unions to effective agents of change. For teachers to ignore the power of collective bargaining was to ignore a teacher’s professional responsibility. (Frederik Ohles, Shirley M. Ohles, and John G. Ramsay, Biographical Dictionary of Modern American Educators (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1997), 204; Myron Lieberman, “Is Collective Bargaining Professional?” The Highway Called Professionalism (1964), 1. Located in the Mary Wheeler Files Box 1 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; Myron Lieberman, “Teachers Organizations,” The Clearing House, 34, 6 (1960): 348; Lieberman (1956), 10.; In 1964
1939, to 42,000 in 1947, to 82,000 in 1963, and to more than 200,000 in 1970.445

For the NEA, teacher professionalism was directly determined by the social and economic status of the public schools they served. From the 1920s, the NEA sought to bolster local and state funding with federal aid for public schools, though these efforts were suspended during the 1930s and World War II. With a period of sustained prosperity starting in 1946, and given new life with the launch of Sputnik in 1957, the NEA intensified its lobbying efforts to procure federal aid. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, a group of young, militant, urban, male secondary school teachers, frustrated by the conservative NEA leadership and the successes of the AFT in large cities, began to agitate for prioritizing teacher welfare issues. With increased organizational power allotted to the Department of Classroom Teachers and the Representative Assembly, these teachers gained larger roles in the NEA leadership. The NEA responded by re-focusing its lobbying efforts for federal aid as the best way to secure salary increases.446

The NEA argued that adequately funded public schools assured Americans would continue to benefit from the nation’s potent consumer economy. First, larger school budgets meant higher teacher salaries, which could help attract the brightest college graduates to teaching and retain capable professionals in the classroom. Second, the quality of education would improve greatly with more qualified teachers. Third, better

Walter Ruether, President of the United Auto Workers (1946-1970), challenged the “double talk about professionalism” regarding teachers. Teachers were expected serve a “higher moral purpose,” but they were “denied compensation comparable to what other professionals can get” that require similar training. In receiving the “short end of salaries” teacher subsidized school budgets. Ruether concluded that collective action was “vital to the future of American teacher, the labor movement, and society.” (Walter Ruether, Jr., “Guest Speaker: Labor Leader,” in AFT 46th Convention Proceedings Detroit Michigan, edited by Mary Herrick (Chicago IL: American Federation of Teachers, August 20-24, 1962), 147-149. Located in the Mary Herrick File Box 4 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
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public schools would provide more intelligent consumers and productive citizens for the nation. In 1957, the Division of Public Relations of the Texas State Teachers Association reasoned that “money builds schools, hires teachers, encourages bright college graduates to enter the profession.” Even more importantly, the money consumed by public schools paid serious dividends given the “direct relationship between education level and earning power and, therefore, buying power in our total American economy.” In other words, public schools were the engine of the consumer economy driving America’s prosperity. However, the engine would not continue to function properly if the American public did not direct more of its total income toward public education and if they refused to pressure their representatives to approve federal aid for public schools.

The NEA reminded the American public and the federal government that they could afford to and should pay for education. Americans’ standard of living had been growing rapidly for more than a decade and their consumer options abounded beyond imagination. American citizens spent more and more of their paychecks on new cars, television, hi-fis, and a galaxy of household appliances that made their lives more comfortable and enjoyable. Thus, John Q. Public had the financial means to invest in teachers’ salaries for capable individuals to teach their children and their neighbor’s children. Meanwhile, the federal government spent liberally on military equipment, highway systems, and subsides to agriculture, industry, and housing. While these expenditures supported economic growth, public schools contributed to increased
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production for all industries, efficient management for all businesses, and intelligent consumption for all Americans. The NEA warned that politicians seemed disinclined to spend more on public schools or its teachers.\textsuperscript{450} A major obstacle was that “this rich nation does not look upon teaching as a profession which deserves an income even approaching those prevailing in other professions.”\textsuperscript{451} The NEA sought to overcome this reluctance and perception by re-branding public school funding as an essential investment in the economy and teachers’ salaries as the best means to improve education quality.

While most of the NEA discourse during the lobbying for the NDEA focused on teachers’ roles in supporting America’s position as leader of the free world, NEA leaders also highlighted how public schools and teachers contributed to strengthening America’s consumer economy. In 1957, Dr. John K. Norton, chair of Educational Administration at the Teachers College, Columbia University, argued that financing schools was “problem of policy, not of resources” for politicians and “a matter of choice, not of ability” for the American public.\textsuperscript{452} After all, “education is one of the indispensable foundations our economy.” And “fully qualified teachers” were the most productive workers of all since they laid “the foundation of all progress, economic as well as moral and spiritual.”\textsuperscript{453} This representation of “productive” teachers by the NEA challenged the “bad” teacher tropes of social misfits and economic outsiders undeserving of suitable remuneration for their services. The NEA represented teachers as central to the proper functioning of the
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economy, because they taught the movers and shakers who would drive America’s prosperity how to be wise shoppers, engaged consumer citizens, and effective producers. These teachers were “heroes,” instilling in their students the economic values and skills that made the American economy the most productive in all of human history.

Following the passage of the NDEA in 1958, the NEA focused on extending the limited federal categorical aid. In 1959, Dr. Walter Weller, chair of Economics at the University of Minnesota, argued that the value of education exceeded the investment in education both as “a consumer good and producer good.” Education was “economically important as a means of enlarging our capacity to enjoy the fruits of our labor or as an investment in productivity and enlarged income.” After all, education was an investment in “brain power,” the source of innovation, and the “most important commodity” in winning the economic, political, and military battles of the Cold War. Education was the “commodity” the American public needed to consume in greater portions if they wanted their prosperity and country to continue to thrive.

As the NEA entered the 1960s with President John F. Kennedy, a reliable federal aid advocate, they sought to re-brand public education spending, especially on teachers’ salaries, as the best possible investment for Americans’ tax dollars. Between 1959 and 1962, the NEA Research Division concluded that teaching was “priced too low” to attract and keep a substantial number of highly qualified individuals away from other more profitable occupations. In 1959, Sam Lambert, director of the Research Division,

---

stated that higher teachers’ salaries was “the price the nation must pay to secure and keep professional people in the teaching profession.”

In 1961, William Carr, Executive Secretary of the NEA from 1955 to 1967, claimed that public apathy about teachers’ salaries derived in part from the popular representations of “good” teachers, who were “born and not paid.” Sam Lambert, Director of NEA’s Research Division, argued that the American public ought to be buying a much better brand of education. That better brand started with directing more of the national income into schools and investing more of school budgets into adequate salaries for teachers. Lambert concluded that salaries:

more than any other factor, determines the relative strength or weakness of any occupational group to attract and to hold competent persons. The financial reward offer in teaching thus becomes a most critical issue.

If Americans wanted quality public education led by capable, knowledgeable, and dedicated professional teachers, then they needed to invest their tax dollars in their local school districts, as well as persuade their elected representatives in state capitols and in Washington, D.C. to dedicate more funding for public schools.

For the NEA, increased fiscal support for public schools needed to be attained through professional methods, such as institutional cooperation, community outreach, research studies, political lobbying, and bipartisan compromises. The NEA found union


tactics counterproductive. Collective bargaining might have its place in industry, but it did not fit the needs of professionals in the school system. Foundational to the NEA worldview was that teachers, administrators, and policymakers were equally concerned with the efficiency of the school system. Lambert argued that teachers had “the ultimate aim of providing the best possible education for all the people. It is a professional calling and a public trust. Boards of Education have the same aim and share this trust.”

Teachers needed to seek consensus with other educators on how to serve the children of the nation. For the NEA, this meant “professional negotiations” instead of collective bargaining and “professional sanctions” instead of strikes. Following the UFT victory in 1961, the NEA focused more of its efforts on the countering the AFT’s membership gains. NEA leaders passed resolutions approving professional negotiations in 1961 and professional sanctions in 1962 to preserve the dignity, standards, and unity of the teaching profession. Both “professional” measures functioned like the “unprofessional” union strategies of collective bargaining and strikes. By 1963 the NEA established twenty professional agreements in seven states. In Birmingham Michigan, a suburb of Detroit, the Michigan Education Association with help from NEA lawyers negotiated a three-year contract with better salaries, including a

---
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15% pay raise, as well as extra pay for extra-curricular duties and in-service training.\textsuperscript{462} In 1964, the NEA invoked sanctions on Utah and Oklahoma after their governors vetoed school funding bills. NEA teachers refused to sign their contracts and NEA leaders advised teachers not to apply for jobs in either state. In both cases, the state governments increased state funding and the NEA lifted the sanctions.\textsuperscript{463} The NEA also created the Urban Project, which focused on city membership drives and salary consultant services in effort to make inroads into AFT strongholds.\textsuperscript{464} The NEA’s lobbying and “negotiations” helped to increase its membership, which included administrators and non-teaching staff, from about 200,000 in 1941 to 700,000 in 1958 to 860,000 in 1966.\textsuperscript{465}

**Conclusion**

By 1965, the combined efforts of the AFT and NEA were relatively successful in securing greater financial rewards for teachers. The increase of teachers’ salaries in the 1960s stayed just ahead of the cost of living.\textsuperscript{466} The increase in salaries helped to alleviate the teacher shortage in terms of sheer numbers, even though elementary schools and certain subjects, such as science, mathematics, and foreign language failed to attract the needed supply of teachers to meet the demand.\textsuperscript{467} Higher teacher salaries and abatement of the teacher shortage, which paralleled the demographic shift to married men and women, helped to stabilize the teaching profession. While teachers continued to receive
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lower salaries than other professionals with similar training and social services, the AFT and NEA helped make teaching a middle class profession in terms of pay.468

Political leaders validated the claims of the AFT and NEA on behalf of teachers’ economic status. In January 1962, President Kennedy praised the AFT’s efforts “to improve professional teaching standards and assume more adequate reward for classroom teachers.”469 Kennedy also echoed the NEA’s claims about public schools as profitable investment in his Special Message on Education to Congress on February 6, 1962:

…education is the mainspring of our economic and social progress-it is the highest expression of achievement in our society, ennobling and enriching human life. In short, it is at the same time the most profitable investment society can make and the richest reward it can confer.470

Furthermore, Kennedy lamented that teachers’ salaries were still not high enough to attract and retain all the capable teachers the public schools needed. In fact, “there is no other sector of our national economy do we find such a glaring discrepancy between the importance of one’s work to society and the financial reward society offers.”471 In February 1964, President Johnson called for “a renewed and continuing national commitment to education as the key to our nation’s social and technological and economic and moral progress.”472 Liberal Democrats like Kennedy and Johnson argued that if public schools and teachers were going to make substantial contributions to American prosperity, then their budgets and salaries must reflect their importance to the economy.

469 United Teachers of Los Angeles Local 1021, “President Kennedy Congratulates AFT,” The Union Teacher 15,1 (January 1962). Located in the Mary Herrick Files Box 4 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
Federal legislation confirmed the NEA’s and AFT’s claims about the importance of public schools and teachers to strengthening America’s economy. The categorical aid of the NDEA allocated a portion of the half billion dollars in total funding to improve science, mathematics, and foreign language instruction in public schools; vocational education in scientific and technological fields; testing, guidance, and counseling to help identify and encourage gifted students; and experimentation with educational media. While the NDEA made more of an impact on the budgets of higher education institutions, it did set an important precedent for expanding the role of the federal government in the public schools. The passage of the ESEA in 1965 helped meet this goal. ESEA’s three and half billion dollars in funding for over three hundred programs was available to virtually every school district in the nation. The influx of federal tax dollars helped public schools enlarge the budgets considerably, which in turn allowed them to meet the salary demands of the AFT and NEA.473

473 The reauthorization and amendments to the ESEA in the 1970s and 1980s increased the federal government role in funding in America’s public schools. From 1975 to 1979, the federal government allocated $12 billion dollars to public schools which increased overall federal authorizations for education by 23%.
Chapter 3: Democracy and Teacher Professionalism

Since the founding of the country, the promotion of American democracy has consistently been used as a rationale for the establishment, maintenance, and expansion of public schools. Advocates heralded free, universal, nonsectarian public schools as essential instilling citizens with republican virtue and democratic habits.474 The Cold War made this ideal role of public schools an imperative. Communism threatened the survival of democracy at home and abroad. Education for Cold War citizenship was promoted as the answer. In 1949, Christian Science Monitor editors Millicent Taylor and Tully Nettleson proposed to counter the ideological threat of communism with “education for freedom.”475 After the Brown decisions (1954, 1955), public education took center stage in the political drama surrounding desegregation. Massive resistance to integration by Southern states led to public school closures and the firing of teachers. Their representatives in Congress blocked federal aid to education bills. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), along with other Great Society legislation and federal court decisions, authorized rigorous enforcement


and funding requirements that helped to diminish state-sanctioned massive resistance, led to more integration of public schools, and protected teachers from political retaliations.

Both AFT and NEA used the political and cultural concerns over the preservation of democracy to represent teachers as knowledgeable, experienced experts in citizenship education. Both organizations argued that teachers’ pedagogical experience, training, and skills were an crucial public service. They confronted representations of “good” teachers as apolitical public servants whose political lives and citizenship status were subject to restrictions dictated by administrators and/or the community. AFT and NEA leaders focused on two interrelated issues to challenge these representations and to lay claim to teachers’ professionalism. From 1946 to 1955, they advocated for teachers’ rights as American citizens. Both organizations focused their claims on teachers’ public service in instilling democratic habits and principles through citizenship education.476 To fulfill this role, they argued that teachers must have the same rights as other citizens. From 1956 to 1965, AFT and NEA leaders championed teachers to be politically active. They maintained that teachers provided role models how to be democratic citizens for their students. To be proper role models in classrooms and true professionals in their communities, teachers needed to participate in the political system both individually and collectively at all levels of government. In doing so, teachers insured their civil rights were recognized, the integrity of public schools was protected, and the education needs of students were met.

The AFT and NEA disagreed over the support for and approaches to integration of school systems, school staffs, and teachers’ organizations. This disagreement reflected a larger difference between the organizations’ approach to teachers’ rights and political activism. The AFT took a more liberal position on civil rights. From 1947 to 1952, the AFT sought to eliminate segregated locals within their organization. By 1955, they joined civil rights activists in calling for the immediate integration of public schools, teaching staffs, and professional groups. AFT leaders promoted their liberal stance on civil rights both to recruit teachers and to attack the conservative, “administrator-dominated” NEA’s failure to support civil rights. The NEA with its large Southern membership and extensive network of political allies in Washington, D.C., endorsed a gradualist approach to desegregation. From 1946 to 1963, NEA leaders and publications largely ignored the external and internal debates over desegregation of public schools and their affiliates. NEA leaders argued the best means to resolve the desegregation debate was to focus efforts at the local level where concerned citizens would cooperate with the proper authorities to ensure the orderly application of the law. In 1964, after years of debate and a change in leadership, the NEA adopted a pro-integration policy for its organization, teaching staffs, and public schools.

*Democracy, Race, and Public Education*

Democracy, race, and public education have been linked since the founding of the United States. Public education was envisioned as a primary means to sustain the...
American republic. Many of the Founders, including John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Benjamin Rush, George Washington, and Noah Webster, argued that the education of the common people was key to preventing governmental tyranny, securing personal liberty, creating a virtuous citizenry, and building a durable republic. Their vision of a locally funded and administered education system in every district or ward was limited to white children at the primary, or grammar, school level. The Founders’ primary goals for public education were twofold: (1) the diffusion of basic skills, scientific knowledge, and democratic ethics to enable (white) Americans to be virtuous republican citizens, and (2) expanding the talent pool from which political leaders (white men) could be drawn, the Jeffersonian “natural aristocracy” was determined by merit.

---


As the United States expanded its empire westward in the 1770s and throughout the 1800s, the federal government acted on and expanded the Founders’ vision for public education. Congress utilized federal land grants and conditions for statehood to support public schools. In the Land Ordinance of 1785 and the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, the Congress of the Confederation designated specific sections in every township for public schools and established funding through the lease or sale of federally granted lands for the maintenance of public schools in the Ohio Valley and Great Lakes regions. The rationale for public schools replicated the Founders’ faith in education to solve social problems, create a cohesive society, and strengthen republican institutions. Article 3 of the Northwest Ordinance stated: “Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be encouraged.” Both ordinances became constitutional law and templates for the various Enabling Acts that set conditions for statehood from Ohio in 1803 through Alaska in 1959. Due to these legislative actions, 30 states received a total of 77,630,000 acres of federal lands used for the establishment and maintenance of public education.

---


485 Center on Education Policy (2011), 10; The language in the Enabling Acts regarding education became more proscriptive over time, shifting from maintenance of schools to support for schools to the use and benefit of common schools. The authority for allocating land and funding to public schools moved from local districts to county seats to state governments to account for population needs or accessibility of material resources in specific states. (Center on Education Policy (2011), 11; Onuf, 1997, xvii; Tyack, et al (1987), 39.)
s Schools.\textsuperscript{486} In the long term, the resulting model of federal, state, and local collaboration on educational policies and funding laid the foundation for more expansive federal aid programs offered by the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (NDEA) and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA).\textsuperscript{487} In the short term, the land grant stipulations supported the expansion of common schools beyond the Northeast.

By 1800, a growing number of Americans saw public education as a right, favored using public funds to support schools, and pushed politicians to provide federal aid to establish their state school systems.\textsuperscript{488} Between the 1820s and 1850s, educators and social reformers in the Midwest and Northeast began to consolidate rural district schools and urban charity schools into a centralized system of common schools that was open to all white children, regulated by state supervisors, and supported by state funds. By 1850, public schools were common in small towns and large cities.\textsuperscript{489} These attitudinal and structural shifts coincided with extensive social, economic, and political changes during the early 1800s. These changes included the large influx of immigrants from Northern and Western Europe, the spread of industrialization and urbanization in the Northern states, the emergence of two national political parties supported by local political machines, the increasingly bitter sectional factions over slavery, and the expansion of voting rights to all white men. For many people, these changes provoked anxiety about the future of American democracy. Social reformers envisioned public schools as the
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crucial institutions to limit partisan excesses, develop cohesive social mores, and produce virtuous citizens and leaders.  

With the emerging consensus around education, common school proponents, such as Catherine Beecher, Horace Bushnell, James Carter, Henry Barnard, and Horace Mann, utilized the discourses about the fate of republicanism in the United States to advocate for tax-supported, non-sectarian, universal, and free public schools across the United States. These advocates argued that the very survival of the American republic depended on the expansion of public education to all (white) children. They saw a state-supervised and locally-administrated system of common schools was the most effective way to create a virtuous citizenry needed to sustain public institutions and unify Americans around a collective national identity. In 1840, Horace Mann, a nationally recognized advocate for common schools, proclaimed: “Schoolhouses are the Republican line of

---


fortifications.” To ensure the survival of the republic and the success of democracy, proponents envisioned a public school system designed to inculcate citizens with a desire to fulfill their civic responsibility, to develop the habits of self-governance at an early age, to disrupt the spread of false knowledge by political partisans and confidence men, and to solve the an array of social problems. This vision of education prioritized character development, personal responsibility, and citizenship training over the acquisition of academic knowledge. To ensure this system would function, proponents argued they needed virtuous education leaders to supervise the system and republican role models to teach the next generation how to be worthwhile citizens.

Common school proponents saw education as a neutral process, it could be used for evil or virtuous ends. They insisted the righteousness and effectiveness of common schools depended on respected experts to administrate the system and properly trained teachers in the classroom. Horace Mann and Henry Bernard led the reformers’ campaign to professionalize education by creating teacher associations, developing professional literature, establishing professorships of education, and formalizing teacher training in publicly funded state normal schools. Mann saw normal schools as a means

---
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to improve the quality and range of instruction in common schools by diffusing “both the art and science of teaching more widely though our community than they have been diffused before.” Reformers preferred the teacher-centered simultaneous instruction, in which the teacher directs learning for all students in a graded classroom. In this model, the teacher was the authoritative educational expert and definitive role model for all students. The “good” teacher built lessons around students’ interests, developed affective bonds with students, governed the classroom even-handedly, and served as a lasting guide how to be a virtuous individual. Administrators, mostly upper class men who were well-respected members of the community, assumed paternal roles with students and teachers. They hired, disciplined, and dismissed teachers; monitored teaching methods; advised on classroom management; and selected instructional materials. This republican ideal for public schools and educators articulated by common school proponents prevailed as the central theory on education into the twentieth century.

These early 1800s reformers’ vision of public schools was restricted by race and gender. All white children were expected to go to primary schools, usually up to third grade, to learn literacy and numeracy. Only white males were expected to continue to more advanced educational levels based on scholastic merit or their families’ ability to

---
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pay for school. White females were expected to learn basic skills in primary schools so they could fulfill their socially approved roles as republican mothers, which included serving as their children’s first teacher. In the early 1800s, female social reformers gradually extend the opportunities for upper and middle class white women mainly through the establishment of secondary education institutions for girls. They argued that educated women were needed to fulfill their civic duty as selfless teachers of morality to their families. These institutions and their rationale were central to the burgeoning acceptance of women as primary school teachers during the expansion of common schools between 1820s and 1860s in Northern and Midwestern states.500

Before the Civil War, the education of African Americans was extremely limited. In the South, teaching slaves to read or write was severely prohibited and punishable by law. After a series of slave insurrections in the 1830s, the fines and punishments for educating slaves increased significantly. Pro-slavery ideology fostered strong anti-North attitudes which muted support for a common school system for white children due in part to its association with Yankee culture.501 In the North, a system of de facto segregation emerged. Before the 1820s, the education of free African Americans was primarily confined to privately funded missionary and philanthropic efforts.502 In the 1830s and
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1840s, these schools were absorbed into the common school system on a separate and unequal basis. Across the Northern states, African Americans who fought for an integrated common school system faced fierce resistance. In the 1840s and 1850s, Massachusetts, the leader in common schools, contested, upheld, and outlawed school segregation. However, politicians helped local communities continue the practice of de facto segregation. Education reforms reflected larger cultural and political trends and laws defining whiteness as a prerequisite for full citizenship and racial minorities as anti-citizens, who were unfit for freedom. By the late 1850s, the exclusion or separation of African Americans in the North and Midwest, Asian Americans in the far West, and Hispanic Americans in the Southwest from public schools was the norm.

During the Reconstruction era (1865-1877), Republicans led the drive to form a more perfect and equal democracy. They ratified the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments that abolished slavery, broadened the definition of citizenship, required equal protection under the law, and prohibited racial discrimination in the voting rights of male citizens. They also passed two civil rights acts to protect the economic rights of African Americans. These amendments and acts redefined full citizenship status to include all native born and naturalized men and positioned the federal government as the protector of civil rights. Republicans turned to free public education as a primary

means to incorporate millions of newly freed men and women into American democracy. Between 1865 and 1872, the Freedman’s Bureau established free public schools, colleges, and normal schools for freed African American children and adults to help them with the transition from slavery to citizenship. The Bureau rented buildings, supplied textbooks, transported teachers, supervised schools, and offered military protection for students and teachers. Northern aid societies, missionary groups, and African American organizations recruited, supplied and funded three thousand teachers for more than 1,000 schools in the South.505

The promise of a more equal democracy during Reconstruction was undermined by the violent resistance of white vigilantes, key Supreme Court decisions, the political maneuverings of the Democratic Party, and frustration among Americans outside the South with the slow process of change. By 1871, Southern state constitutions required establishing and maintaining a tax-funded, universal, free public school system. These states merged the Bureau schools into their systems on a separate and unequal basis, as

chronically underfunded and understaffed “colored” schools. In 1873 and 1875, the Supreme Court undermined the Fourteenth Amendment by finding that civil rights fell under the states’ control and declaring the Civil Rights Act of 1875 unconstitutional. These decisions contributed to the increase of the racial segregation of public schools. Reconstruction officially ended with the Compromise of 1877, crafted by Southern Democrats and agreed to by weary Republicans, with the withdrawal of federal troops. Southern states created and preserved a dual system of citizenship and schools, providing separate and unequal civil rights and public schools for “coloreds” into the 1960s.

During the Progressive era (1880s-1920s), growing numbers of pressure groups, social reformers, and government bureaucrats sought to eliminate the corruption of political machines. Liberal progressives pushed for direct democracy to ensure that all white citizens would control the destiny of the nation. From 1880s to the 1900s, the Progressive movement gained strength by pursuing local and state reforms. Liberal progressives empowered voters and applied scientific management methods to local,
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state, and national governance. They added recall, initiative, and referendum provisions to state constitutions and mandated public primaries for political parties. They restructured government by empowering centralized bureaucracies run by the impartial experts dedicated to civil service and the common good. These experts had great latitude to administer policies and manage resources. In the 1900s, reformers began to apply these measures at the national level with the result that Progressivism became the dominant political ideology and helped to shape the policies of New Deal.

Progressives turned to public schools and teachers to ensure that their democratic reforms would be embraced, lived, and sustained. The rapid expansion of public schools across the United States replicated the progressive bureaucratic approach. Between the 1880s and 1920s, school districts were consolidated and administration was centralized under state boards of education and superintendents. Many teachers, relegated to the lowest rungs of the bureaucracy, resisted these reforms by joining teachers’ councils and unions. They campaigned for more democratic governance of public schools and official recognition of teachers’ rights as citizens. In 1916, politically active teachers and unionists, including African Americans, seeking greater political clout formed AFT under

---


the slogan “Democracy in Education, Education for Democracy.” While teachers made some real gains in tenure, pensions, and salary, by the mid-1920s, administrators with the help of the NEA solidified their control over public school systems. They reigned in or dismissed politically active union teachers, and helped to craft a popular representation of public schools as nonpolitical institutions, with school administrators as educational experts above the rancor of partisan politics, and teachers as apolitical public servants.511

For progressives, the effectiveness of direct democracy depended on the quality of citizenship education.512 Education historian Kathryn Wegner argued that reformers saw “citizenship as accessible through education,” defined “citizenship as participatory,” and expanded access to citizenship and “democratic politics” for all white Americans and immigrants.513 Progressive educators such as Jane Addams, George Counts, John L. Childs, John Dewey, Harold Rugg, and Walter Lippman argued that public schools should help reform American society and democracy by teaching students how to be informed, active, and conscientious citizens. They claimed the best way to achieve this result was to redefine teaching practices around a child-centered pedagogy based in an empirically-tested and socially aware curriculum that focused on developing critical
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thinking skills. In *Democracy and Education* (1916), John Dewey envisioned democracy as “more than a form of government; it is primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint communicated experience.” The aim of education was to give students with “continued capacity for growth” by teaching them the “habits of mind” to function within “flexible forms of associated life” as individuals striving to fulfill personal interests and as members of society working for the common good. The ideal teacher served as a guide for students as they engaged in an authentic and free inquiry into socially relevant issues. The goal was to empower students to act as citizens for the public good. By the 1920s, progressivism emerged as the dominant education philosophy in the United States, AFT, and NEA. It remained dominant until the 1980s despite withering attacks against progressive ideals and practices in the 1950s.

From the 1880s through the 1920s, these progressive ideals for direct democracy and citizenship education were limited by widespread racism. African Americans were disenfranchised and segregated. Asian Americans were either denied legal citizenship or tolerated as partial citizens. Hispanic Americans were redefined as nonwhite and as second-class citizens. Native Americans were designated as dependent non-citizens until 1924. Their limits on citizenship were supported by state and federal legislation, Supreme Court decisions, state-sanctioned white vigilantism, Social Darwinism, and increasingly strong nativist resentment directed toward non-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Whiteness became the political, legal, cultural, and scientific claim to and confirmation of one’s citizenship. The prescribed inferiority of the “colored” races justified their exclusion from citizenship.


519 Hale, 7-8, 23, 83-84, 281-285; Roediger, 59, 177-180; In 1896, the Supreme Court utilized the prominent racist logic of the era to uphold the constitutionality of racial segregation in American society and schools, the Court’s decision in Plessy v. Ferguson established the separate but equal doctrine. In the majority opinion, Justice Brown claimed that segregation was a “reasonable regulation” designed for the preservation of “good order.” He argued that 14th Amendment did not abolish racial distinctions or demand social equality. “If the civil and political rights of both races be equal, one cannot be inferior to the other civilly or politically. If one race be inferior to the other socially, the Constitution of the United States cannot put them upon the same plane.” (Henry Billings Brown, Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (May 18, 1896), 544, 550, 551-552; Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore, Gender and Jim Crow: Women and the Politics of White Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896-1920 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press 1995), 20, 226; Hale, 23, 48; Hunter, 295-298; Vanessa Siddle Walker, Their Highest Potential: An African American School Community in the Segregated South (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 180.). Between 1899 and 1927, the Court applied the separate but equal doctrine to public education upholding states’ rights to allocate school funds unequally, prohibit interracial instruction, and define “nonwhite” students. In Cumming v.
Between 1880s and 1920s, Southern legislatures institutionalized de jure racial segregation and white Southerners crafted a national culture of segregation that enshrined white supremacy as the social norm. “Colored” people who tried to exercise their civil rights or crossed racial boundaries faced assault, dismissal, harassment, intimidation, imprisonment, and murder by public officials, vigilante groups, and individual citizens. Minority communities worked together to protect their citizens. In the 1910s and 1920s, large numbers of African Americans migrated to the North and Midwest to escape this oppressive racism. Outside the South, a system of de facto segregation was built on racial discrimination in housing, employment, and schools. This system was reinforced by state legislation, court decisions, residential zoning, and police harassment.

One of the most effective civil rights groups was the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Founded in 1909, the group focused initially on running publicity campaigns to stop lynching, organizing demonstrations, protests, and voter registration drives, lobbying state legislatures and Congress, and using lawsuits to end segregation. In the mid-1930s, the NAACP shifted its legal strategy to attack the separate but equal doctrine in public education, focusing on graduate schools, secondary education, and equalization of teachers’ salaries. By 1941, they won about half of their cases, but failed to overturn *Plessy*. However, these cases set valuable precedents for the
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Brown decisions (1954, 1955) that outlawed de jure segregation and empowered federal courts to supervise the desegregation of public schools across the United States.520

Before the Brown decision, minority communities, students, and educators were relegated to underfunded, understaffed, and overcrowded “colored” schools located in inadequate and poorly maintained buildings. The schools were staffed by underpaid, undertrained, and overworked educators supplied with racist, outdated, used, and incomplete instructional materials. White superintendents and boards of education seeking to cut costs for “colored” schools also shortened school terms and limited access to secondary schools. Minority communities, organizations, and educators worked together to overcome these obstacles. They built schools, supplied instructional materials, publicized the deplorable conditions at their schools, and negotiated with the all-white educational bureaucracy to improve school buildings, instructional materials, curricular offerings, and teacher quality.521 Despite these efforts, separate and unequal conditions persisted into the 1960s as Southern states resisted attempts by the federal government to enforce the Brown decisions while Northern and Western states struggled to find politically viable solutions to uproot entrenched de facto segregation practices.


The Great Depression (1929-1941) and World War II (1941-1945) created new challenges for democracy, public education, and institutional racism in American society. The collapse of free enterprise corporate capitalism threatened to undermine American democracy. Democrats led by President Roosevelt pursued New Deal policies designed to strengthen capitalism and democracy through government regulation and management. While progressives sought to form a more perfect direct democracy, New Deal liberals focused on securing economic rights and financial security for consumer citizens to form a more perfect industrial democracy. They established an array of regulatory agencies to alleviate underlying social issues, such as the Social Security Administration, National Labor Relations Bureau, and Consumer Advocacy Board. New Dealers were sympathetic to the plight of racial minorities and civil right activists, but they prioritized economic rights and social welfare rather than political rights and social justice. Nonetheless, civil rights activists challenged racism at home utilizing the wartime discourses of building an arsenal for democracy and turning public school into citadels of democracy. The most prominent example was the Double V campaign led by African American newspapers that sought victory against fascism abroad and against racism at home. These efforts helped minorities build political alliances with white liberals and craft an inclusive American identity. They gained legal support from the federal government outlawing racial discrimination in war industry and inspired the postwar civil rights movement. Due to New Dealers’ focus on economic rights and the demands of fighting a global war, however, despite valiant efforts of civil rights activists, racial segregation and discrimination continued to plague the United State into the Baby Boom era.522

The New Deal and World War II eras were a boon for progressive liberalism in public education. Progressive educators led by George S. Counts of the Teachers College at Columbia University promted the education theory and practices of social reconstructionism. They argued that public schools should be centers for enacting social reform. Liberal politicians and educators found this ideal appealing. New Dealers saw reconstructionists as key political allies in achieving their social and economic agendas. Administrators, who implemented reconstructionist principles, saw its association with the leading educational thinkers as a means to claim and be affirmed as educational experts themselves. Many public schools expanded their curricular and extra-curricular
offerings, including courses in life adjustment, civics, history, and social studies. Social reconstructionist Harold Rugg’s *Man and His Changing World* (1929) was a best-seller social studies’ textbook during the 1930s and 1940s. Leading social reconstructionists were also active members and national leaders in the AFT and NEA. The widespread acceptance of social reconstructionism in the education community, teacher groups, and political arena helped education departments to secure a valued place in universities and to position their professors as preeminent experts in the science of education.523

Social reconstructionists argued that teachers had to be politically active. In *Dare the School Build a New Social Order?* (1932), Counts called on teachers to “increase sufficiently their stock of courage, intelligence and vision” to “become a social force of some magnitude.”524 Reconstructionists wanted teachers to be expert role models for a rational citizenship in a pluralistic democracy. The goal was for students to learn how to be active citizens who would remake the United States into a more equal, just, and free society. Teachers who embraced social reconstructionism saw its practices and message as helpful in overcoming popular representations of teachers as political neutrals.

Reconstructionist practices positioned teachers as democratic partners with administrators in curriculum development and as dedicated experts in citizenship instruction. They


provided a vital public service by helping to enact social reforms. However, in the economic turmoil of the Depression and the patriotic fervor of war, public school teachers, especially politically active ones, did not fare as well as the professors and administrators in establishing their professionalism.  

While some teachers, especially those in large metropolitan areas, had the support of progressive-minded administrators, most teachers still faced constraints on their political expression. “Good” teachers were expected to be apolitical public servants who represented patriotism, tradition, and stability rather than radical social change or political activism. In the turmoil of the Depression and world war, teaching was stable work. An oversupply of teachers in both eras meant those who did not fit the “good” image were vulnerable to being dismissed. Leadership trends in the NEA and AFT hampered their efforts to support and expand the political rights of teachers. While the AFT made substantial membership gains beginning in 1935, internal leadership battles during the 1930s and early 1940s limited its political effectiveness and ability to protect teachers. The NEA, whose leadership was controlled by administrators, prioritized maintaining the integrity of public schools in the face of dramatic budget cuts over safeguarding the civil rights of teachers. Although, the NEA did create the National Committee for the Defense for Democracy through Education (NCDDE) in 1942 to uphold tenure laws, protect teachers from unjust dismissal, and defend public education from right-wing, anticommunist ideological attacks. During World War II, the AFT and
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NEA were committed to the war effort and put aside demands regarding teachers’ rights. By 1946, most teachers remained second-class citizens by law and custom.526

In the Baby Boom era (1946-1964), American democracy seemed imperiled from the creep of communism across the globe and internal strife over how to insure a more perfect union. Conservatives and liberals, anticommunists and segregationists, each fashioned their own answers to strengthen American democracy. Each political faction saw public schools as the central institution and teachers as primary agents to realize their vision.527 One of the most significant events of the Baby Boom era in determining one’s political allegiance was the Brown decisions in 1954 and 1955 that outlawed racial segregation and positioned the federal government as the protector of civil rights.

Conservatives in the Republican Party, led by the moderate Dwight Eisenhower (1953-1959) and the right-wing Barry Goldwater (1964-1968), believed individualism was the foundation of democracy. They campaigned for limiting the policing powers of government and expanding personal liberties by dismantling the New Deal welfare state. They feared liberalism led to undemocratic socialist practices. Eisenhower conservatives supported federal aid for school construction only. Eisenhower conservatives also took a


laissez-faire approach to civil rights and integration. Eisenhower intervened only after the overwhelmingly critical national and international press coverage of segregationists’ open contempt for law and order during token integration of Little Rock’s Central High School in 1957. In 1958, spurred into action by the launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957, Congress passed the first federal-aid-to-education bill, National Defense and Education Act (NDEA), that directed funding to math, science, and foreign language instruction mainly in higher education. Conservatives worried that federal intervention in local desegregation efforts and broad federal aid packages would lead to federal control of public schools.528

From 1947 to 1955, anticommunists led by FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover, Joseph McCarthy (Republican, Wisconsin), Pat McCarran (Democrat, Nevada), and Harold Velde (Republican, Illinois), rose to political dominance with the help of conservative Republicans and Southern Democrats. They believed communist agents had infiltrated American institutions, including public schools, and must be exposed immediately. They claimed that liberals were too weak or naïve to stop the Soviet infiltration, that civil rights activists were communist agents, that federal aid to education was a socialist plot, and that progressive educators were propagandists for collectivism. While anticommunism


Southern Democrats, or Dixiecrats, fought with the national party over its support for racial integration and civil rights. They crusaded for strengthening states’ rights to protect individuals’ freedom of association and sustain local control over public schools. They feared liberals outside the South would dominate the Democratic Party leaving them politically irrelevant and racial integration would destroy their powerful all-white political base in the South. In response to the \textit{Brown II} (1955) order to integrate public schools “at all deliberate speed,” Dixiecrats pursued a policy of massive resistance. At the local and state level, they refused to follow court orders, delayed desegregation plans, instituted token integration, closed public schools, offered tuition grants to white students to attend private schools, buoyed white flight to suburbs with discriminatory zoning laws,
and fired teachers affiliated with civil rights organizations or supportive of integration. In Congress, Southern Democrats allied with conservative Republicans blocked federal aid to public schools on grounds of avoiding federal control of education. In 1964, Southern Democrats felt betrayed over the passage of the Civil Rights Act. Between 1964 and 1972, white Southerners joined the Republican Party in ever larger numbers.531

Liberals in the Democratic Party, led by Harry Truman (1945-1952), John Kennedy (1960-1963), and Lyndon Johnson (1963-1968), supported a pluralistic view of democracy. They campaigned for empowering governmental agencies to protect the civil rights of all citizens. Liberals argued that the denial of full citizenship to any American undermined the constitutional rule of law that was the basis of American democracy. They pursued a civil rights agenda beginning with Truman’s desegregation of the military in 1948, accelerated by Kennedy’s New Frontier programs, and culminating with Johnson’s maneuvering to pass the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and the Voting Rights Act in 1965. Liberals also pursued an expansive federal aid program to education to mitigate the costs of the expanding Baby Boom population and to create an enlightened citizenry for a pluralistic democracy. They championed intercultural education, expansion of civics programs, and the end of racial segregation in public schools.532

This liberal agenda was constantly challenged, constrained, and blocked by Southern Democrats allied with conservative Republicans. Liberals finally overcame this resistance with inclusion of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and the passage of the ESEA. Title VI authorized the Department of Justice (DOJ) to investigate incidents of racial discrimination in public schools and initiate desegregation lawsuits. Title VI also allowed the Health, Education, and Welfare Agency (HEW) to withhold federal ESEA funds from segregated public school systems. Consequently, the integration of students into Southern public schools rose from 2% in 1965 to 24% by 1968. The integration of teaching staffs would have to wait until the mid 1970s as the Johnson administration, DOJ, and HEW prioritized integration of students over the massive displacement of African American teachers and the increasing racial segregation of teaching staffs.

---


Beginning in 1946, the AFT and NEA began to push back against decades-old restrictions on teachers’ citizenship rights. The chronic shortage of teachers, the rise of anticomunist attacks on public schools and their teachers, and the growing power of teachers’ organizations provided both motivations and means for teachers to ensure their civil rights were protected. The AFT and NEA argued that the recognition of teachers’ civil rights meant that they could fulfill the vital public service of inculcating their students with democratic habits and values. They claimed communities’ disrespect for teachers’ rights as citizens meant fewer qualified people would enter the classroom and more quality teachers would leave. The NEA took a moderate path advocating for teachers’ rights outside the classroom, but advising teachers to steer clear of partisan politics in their communities. They recognized the right of communities and school officials to monitor teachers’ politics in the classroom, but discouraged them from censoring teachers’ political beliefs in their private lives. The AFT took a liberal stance on teachers’ rights. They fought for teachers’ rights in and out of the classroom. They argued that intrusive community members and authoritarian school administrators hampered teachers’ ability to perform their public service of educating future citizens.

The NEA’s cautious approach limited their advocacy for teachers’ civil rights. In 1946, Raleigh Schorling, professor of education at the University of Michigan, called for teachers’ “right to those personal liberties which other respectable citizens assume for

themselves as a matter of course.” He suggested that capable individuals rejected teaching careers because of “the petty restrictions and prohibitions” that communities inflicted on teachers. While the community had a legitimate interest in the “decency and idealism of its teachers,” it had no right to scrutinize their politics as long as teachers kept them out of the classroom. No professionals should put up with these “trivialities.” These policies deprived their children of teachers who provided “strong leadership for the high ideals” of democracy. By insuring teachers had the rights enjoyed by other citizens, Americans would improve the quality of citizenship education by ensuring talented citizens would enter teaching and remain in classrooms. By improving citizenship education, Americans ensured there would be an enlightened citizenry into the future.535

The NEA saw teachers’ citizenship rights primarily as a pedagogical issue. They argued that every teacher should be a teacher of citizenship and that citizenship education should permeate every school activity. In January 1951, the NEA Journal ran a special feature on citizenship education. Stanley Dimond, director of Detroit’s citizenship education study and professor of education at University of Michigan, reminded readers what was at stake: “Today teaching democracy is recognized by many as essential for survival.” In divided world, students needed every teacher to serve as a role model and a knowledgeable instructor of democracy. Every teacher helped by “aiding in the satisfaction of basic human needs” of each student and developing the skills for “rational

inquiry” into important problems. Having all teachers teaching democracy would ensure the survival and vitality of democracy for the next generation of Americans.

The premise the public schools and their teachers were central to the survival of democracy was driven home again and again in the pages of the NEA Journal. In December 1952, Roland Crary, on leave from Teachers College at Columbia University to serve in the Federal Civil Defense Administration, argued that America’s public schools were “democracy’s first line of defense” against totalitarian practices in the American political arena and the “lack of faith in the future, apathy and indifference” from its own citizens. To properly defend democracy, Americans needed to protect and extend teachers’ civil rights in the classroom. Teachers must be first-class citizens so they could help students believe in the vitality of democracy, understand the basic soundness of the American political system, and be “critically aware of weak spots and political malpractice without succumbing to cynicism or distrust.” In other words, recognition of teachers’ civil rights allowed teachers to perform their primary public service, building better democratic citizens for America’s future political success.

The NEA’s arguments for teachers’ rights as citizens formed the basis for their lobbying for federal aid for education. They argued that federal aid was a necessity to preserve American democracy into the future by equalizing educational opportunities for all Americans and to attract the most able young people into teaching by improving

working conditions in public schools.\(^{538}\) R. B. Marston, director of the NEA’s Federal Relations Division, claimed the failure to pass federal aid legislation meant the “denial of millions of young people of a chance to mature into citizens qualified to shape the country’s future.”\(^ {539}\) A significant part of NEA lobbying efforts was the teacher citizen cooperating with education stakeholders and political groups to build a viable consensus for federal aid legislation. The NEA leaders encouraged teachers to inform themselves on federal aid issues, write letters to politicians and lay leaders in support of federal aid bills, and work with their local, state, and national teacher associations to bolster public opinion in favor of federal aid.\(^ {540}\) The NEA’s version of the teacher citizen was twofold. Outside the classroom, teacher citizens were to seek cooperation, compromise, and consensus-building to improve public schools. They should avoid partisan politics that damaged their professional impartiality. In the classroom, teachers were to be role models for impressionable young minds by acting as and teaching how to be responsible democratic citizens.

The AFT advocated more directly for teachers’ rights than the NEA. In part, the AFT replicated to the labor union movement’s turbulent involvement with politics in the postwar years. Unions faced an emergent free market ideology from politically influential


business leaders and powerful fiscal conservatives within the Republican Party. This alliance turned their ideology into political action. In 1947, Congress considered over 250 union-related bills. Raymond Peck, who served the Ohio Federation of Teachers as President, Treasurer, and lobbyist (1937-1968), argued that these “vicious anti-labor bills” were crafted to “decrease organized labor power,” which had been “the greatest force of democracy in United States.” Congress eventually passed the business-friendly Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, overriding a veto by President Truman. The Act banned unions from making political contributions, strikes that threatened national security, secondary boycotts, excessive dues, and admitting communists to their ranks.

“After passage of the Taft-Hartley Act, the number of union victories in NLRB elections declined.” These bills hampered union organizing, reputation, and rights across the United States. AFT leaders recognized that if unionism was going to viable path to teacher professionalism then the AFT needed to protect teachers’ rights as citizens.

Beginning in 1950, the AFT went on the offensive against the representations of political teachers as public enemies. They argued that teachers needed to be visible and active citizens in their communities. AFT publications and speakers highlighted the benefits of the teachers as active citizens to their communities, states, and the nation. Editors at *The Detroit Teacher* stated: “A political schoolteacher is actually a public benefactor.” Indeed, one of the teacher’s first duties was to be active citizens. Democracy

demanded “more honest people,” like teachers, “to take up politics.” Since teachers held important positions in local communities, they had a special responsibility to inject themselves into local, state, and national politics to influence matters of public education and good government. By being visible American citizens, teachers satisfied their vital public service as role models of active democratic citizenship for their students.

While the NEA’s “Bill of Rights for Teachers” focused almost exclusively on working conditions, the AFT’s “Bill of Rights” in 1951 prioritized civil rights in and out of the classroom. To ensure every teacher a “life of dignity equal to the high standard service that is justly demanded” by the profession, they must have the rights to think freely. They also had to “express themselves openly and without fear” including “ideas contrary to the majority,” assemble peacefully, “be free from politicalized influence or public clamor,” join the professional organization of their choice, adequate compensation, advanced educational materials, due process, to bargain collectively, and “take part in social, civic, and political affairs.” The fate of the public schools and the nation rested on the status of teachers’ rights as citizens: “These rights are based upon the proposition that the culture of a people can rise only as its teachers improve. A teaching force accorded the highest possible professional dignity is the surest guarantee that the
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546 Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231, “Politics Promote Community Spirit,” The Detroit Teacher 8, 6, February 13, 1950, 11. Located in the Helen Bowers File Box 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University. Also See, Raymond Peck, “Address of the President,” in Ohio Federation of Teachers Convention Minutes, edited by Raymond Peck (May 21-22, 1954). Located in the Raymond Peck File Box 3 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; Arthur Stewart, Speech on Political Activity of Teachers (San Francisco, CA: San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61, 1954), Located in the San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61 File Box 8 Folder 6 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
547 Schorling’s 1946 “Bill of Rights for Teachers” included the rights to personal liberties enjoyed by all citizens, smaller class size, planning time, 45-hour week, “helpful and constructive supervision,” adequate compensation, proper instructional materials, appropriate facilities, in-service training, internships, and participation in curriculum and policy matters. (Raleigh Schorling, “An Evolving Bill of Right for Teachers,” NEA Journal 35, 8 (November, 1946): 479.)
blessings of liberty will be preserved.” The AFT’s vision for the teacher citizen was expansive. Its leaders argued that since education questions were political questions, every teacher’s ethical responsibility was to ensure their civil rights were not be limited. In doing so, teachers assured that they could perform their public service as citizenship instructors freely and effectively.

*Teachers as Political Actors, 1955-1965*

Teachers faced political reprisals from anticommunists into the mid 1950s and from segregationists following the *Brown II* decision in 1955. The NEA and AFT shifted their focus to attacking restrictions on teachers’ political activity and countering the popular representations of teachers as apolitical public servants. This position challenged several decades of community expectations and administrative dictates that teachers should remain neutral, if not silent on political issues, in and out of the classroom. A “good” teacher upheld the “traditional norms and values of the community,” but did “not to participate in civil affairs.” The NEA and AFT reminded teachers that public schools had been, were currently, and would continue to be combative political issues.

The South’s massive resistance to integration made it nearly impossible to ignore the political nature of public education. Both organizations hoped to move teachers from passive instructors of democracy in classrooms to active agents of democracy in their
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classrooms, communities, states, and nation. Teachers gradually accepted this new role in politics, becoming more active in extending and protecting their own and their students’ civil rights during the late 1950s and into the 1960s.

A hidden discourse surrounding gender and politics runs beneath the rhetoric used by AFT and NEA leaders to argue for the political engagement of teachers. Teaching had been and continued to be a profession dominated by women. A significant part of the apolitical image of teachers before World War II was the fact that young, single women filled up to 90% of the teaching positions and the attitude persisted in American society that women, despite winning the right to vote, were unfit for the rough-and-tumble world of politicians, a profession dominated by men: “Politics is dirty business and nice people, teachers particularly, had better not get embroiled.”550 The AFT and NEA addressed this issue on two fronts. First, they presented a form of political involvement that was acceptable for women as active participants. They assured teachers that politics was the business of every citizen, especially highly educated professionals who served the common good. And the more citizens involved themselves in politics the cleaner and more responsive to the people it would become. Even worse, if teachers shunned politics the dirtier it would become.551 Second, they purposefully used male pronouns to refer to individual teachers engaged in political actions or use the more generic terms teacher to avoid association of political activism with women.

The NEA took a cautious approach to political activism for teachers. The best example is a 1955 NEA Journal article by Dr. Earl James McGarth, former United States

Commissioner of Education (1949–1953), President of University of Missouri Kansas City, and the chairman of NEA’s Commission on International Education. He argued that teachers needed to organize their profession for nonpartisan political action “to improve the status and condition of education.” Teachers should channel their political activity through professional associations, like those nearly every other occupation had “formed for the advancement of their own interests.” Teachers, however, should avoid working “within the political party machinery.” McGarth’s article represented a shift for the NEA. It acknowledged fears of overzealous teachers bringing partisan politics into the classrooms, while offering a less threatening, well-trodden path of occupational advocacy by professional organizations. McGarth was clear that politics and education are linked. Thus, teachers needed to interject themselves collectively into the world of politics.

By 1957, the NEA’s cautious approach to political activism began to shift to an endorsement of partisan political activities in support of public education. The launch of Sputnik and the campaign for the NDEA served as a catalyst for this shift in the NEA’s approach. Beginning in 1957 and running through 1965, the NEA Journal began a series on teacher-politicians that highlighted educators who successfully ran for office, including city councilmen, mayors, city attorneys, and state legislators, as well as their activities in civic organizations and the NEA. These teachers were meant to be examples for their colleagues to follow into the politics. In 1958, William Carr, the Executive
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553 Elmon S. Ousley, the 1963 National Teacher of the Year from Bellevue, Washington, argued it was an absolute necessary for teachers need to take an active interest in politics if they expected “to receive proper respect and to win essential support for education.” As president of the Bellevue Education Association (BEA), Ousley “set an example for other teachers to follow through his participation in political affairs” by setting up a political program in which the BEA interviewed candidates for the state legislature, actively supported candidates friendly to education regardless of
Secretary of the NEA (1955-1967), encouraged teachers to “claim their full civic rights and accept their full civic obligations.” When teachers did not have firsthand civic knowledge to build their lessons upon, their “communities are penalized” and “effective democratic government is impaired.” As long as the teacher did not use the classroom as a forum for partisan political beliefs, a teacher should register to vote, study the issues, vote regularly, express opinions outside the classroom, “and, if he wishes, participate in the proper activities of his political parties and serve as a candidate for public office.”

By 1959, the NEA listened to its increasingly militant teachers in the Representative Assembly that in order to be respected as true professionals in the classroom they needed to be politically active at the local, state, and national levels.

Frustrated by the NDEA’s limited categorical funding for K-12 public schools and by Southern Democrats’ blocking federal aid bills, the NEA exhorted their members to go all-out for the cause of public education. The NEA called on its members to embrace their “job of helping citizens understanding what is really happening to education. Millions of children are suffering… the situation calls for sensible action without further debate.” It called on its local associations to distribute reprints of NEA materials from business offices to local media, engage PTA and other civic organizations in discussion, and organize speaker’s bureaus to build support for local taxes, as well as state and federal aid to education. The Citizens Committee called for every teacher to
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political party, collected funds, distributed information, and worked door to door to secure favorable vote for educational issues and candidates, and paid for a legislative liaison who held monthly and weekly meetings with state legislators on behalf the BEA. Mr. Ousley was the leader the NEA wanted for its affiliates, a well-respect professional who understand the necessity for political action to benefit teachers and children. (Eula May Taylor, “Teacher Influence in Politics,” NEA Journal 53, 1 (January 1964): 64.)


register to vote, inform himself on the issues, study the candidates and their records, vote regularly, seek to make his influence felt through the avenues open to him within the framework of the law, enjoy the privilege of participating in the political party of his choice, and privilege of running for public office if he so chooses. However, the NEA’s version of teachers’ activism did not extend to the Civil Rights movement or the desegregation of schools.

The NEA tended to sidestep issues of race and segregation throughout most of the Baby Boom era. Before Brown, the NEA issued general statements about assuring equal educational opportunities, eliminating prejudice, and endorsing intercultural education. These assertions did not directly address legal racial segregation or extralegal racial violence. The NEA met the momentous 1954 Brown decision with a single article that

556 Citizenship Committee (April 1960), 1. The NEA found allies for its new position in the media and on Capitol Hill. In 1962, Palmer Hoyt, the editor and publisher of Denver Post, argued that to improve public schools, Americans must overcome their unrealistic prejudices against political active teachers and “recognize the importance of teachers’ participation in politics.” Among professionals only the teachers were expected to be “a political mute.” Hoyt concluded the only way to improve our educational system was for “teachers everywhere return to a real status of community leadership.” In 1963, Francis Keppel, the United States Commissioner of Education (1962–1965) agreed. “As individuals and as citizens, teachers have both the right and the responsibility to learn the facts and issues involved, and to make their views and opinions known.” (Palmer Hoyt, “The Teacher: A Political Mute,” NEA Journal 51, 6 (September 1962): 25; Francis Keppel, “Guest Editorial: Rights and the Responsibility,” NEA Journal 52, 7 (October 1963): 15.)

557 The resolution platforms of the National Education Association along with NEA Journal articles are interesting examples of this approach. The 1947 Platform included a section on “Education and Minority Group.” The NEA stated “the existence of democracy will be seriously affected if group prejudices and antagonisms get out of control or if the causes of such prejudices and antagonisms are not removed or reduced.” In 1947, while extolling the virtues of intercultural education, the NEA Journal comes a bit closer to identifying the problem but still veers away from direct naming of the situation. Here prejudices and antagonisms are a direct challenges to and even and a responsibility for education. “Achieving democracy in racial and cultural relations, including right and privileges for all, must be shared by members of dominant and minority groups alike. The denial of democracy to any group of people in this country may result eventually in its denial to all the American people.” here is never a mention of racial segregation when NEA Journal articles address a racially separated school district and the Joint Committee of the NEA and American Teachers Association (ATA). In the February 1950 article, “By Their Own Bootstraps: A Success Story of how a Negro Community Improved Itself by Improving its Schools,” G. S. Ivory, the Superintendent of the Oak Grove School District in Arkansas that is the focus of the article, commending the school district as “a truly powerful force in the democratic life of the community it serves — a monument to the years of hard work of the leaders of the district” without one reference to or mention of the legally enforced segregation of students. (“Resolutions Adopted at Buffalo,” in NEA Handbook 1946-1947 (Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, August 1946), 159. The Platform of the National Education Association,” in NEA Handbook 1947-1948 (Washington, D.C.: National Education Association August 1947), 153-157; “Charting Intercultural Education,” NEA Journal 36, 2 (February, 1947): 135; G.
did not comment on or critique the decision. After a brief introduction, the decision was reprinted in full. The most interesting element in the reprint was the NEA decision to highlight one paragraph that does not directly reference the outlawing of racial segregation in the public schools, but does replicate the NEA’s position on education’s role in society: “education is perhaps the most important function of local and state government” because of the “importance of education to our democratic society...It is the very foundation of good citizenship.” By 1955, the NEA found itself at odds with civil rights leaders over federal aid. Evelyn A. Casey, chairman of NEA Legislative Commission, sharply criticized Representative Adam Clayton Powell Jr.’s “so-called anti-segregation amendment” that denied federal funds to states which had not begun to integrate their schools. Casey argued that integration was “to be decided by the courts” making Powell’s “amendment unnecessary and contrary to the Supreme Court’s rulings.” The NEA’s 1957 legislative program for the 85th Congress stated “legislation to enforce compliance with the decision of the United States Supreme Court on the issue of segregation in the public schools contradicts the principle of federal aid without federal control.” In effect, the NEA allied itself with the Southern Democrats who sought to block any legislation that required or enforced the integration of schools.

When the NEA finally addressed racial segregation and civil rights in 1963, they remained tentative. In April, the NEA Journal featured a “Symposium on Desegregation.” The articles focused on politicians, administrators, teachers, and communities that
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worked together to solve the problems of desegregation. The only harsh words spoken were delivered by W. A. Bass, the Superintendent of Nashville City Schools, who declared the only “unrest” in a city “full of tension” was caused by “disruptive” nonresidents “led by impassioned rabble-rousers.” Even when confronted by the school closures to avoid integration, the NEA refused to attack segregationists. They focused on the obligation of states to maintain public schools: “The survival of democracy requires that every state maintain a system of free public education and safeguard the education of all.” In twenty articles published by the NEA between 1963 and 1965, there is only one direct reference to segregation and it is a quote from the Equal Opportunity Commission on de facto segregation: “Segregation on ground of race is bad.” Between 1966 and 1973, the NEA gradually desegregated their organization and took a liberal stance on civil rights.

The AFT actively supported the Civil Rights movement and the integration of public schools. They envisioned a politically progressive path for teachers by actively working toward an integrated union, profession, school system, and democracy. Between 1947 and 1952, the AFT banned new locals that were segregated and wrote amicus briefs in support of public school desegregation cases. Following the Brown decisions, they
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564 The AFT also published articles that argued for an extensive civil rights program. American Teacher editors “prominently and regularly” featured articles by Dick Parrish, a New York City teacher and the Chairman of the Human Relations Committee, who sided with the civil rights activists and called for end to segregation. In 1949, the Washington Teachers Union supported the integration of public schools and the teacher staff. They argued schools should provide “fair education opportunity for all children” and “fair employment opportunity for all teachers.” They asked that “all personnel actions” should be directed towards “establishing and maintaining integrated schools” and for an associate superintendent to be assigned full time to integration. The Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231 (DFT)
passed resolutions calling for the immediate integration of teacher organizations, public schools, and teaching staffs. Between 1955 and 1958, the union suspended and expelled several locals after they refused to integrate, including one of the oldest and largest locals in Atlanta. Beginning in 1959, AFT leaders and members joined civil rights activists on the front lines. They staffed summer schools in Virginia’s Prince Edwards County when the Board of Supervisors closed its public schools to avoid integration between 1959 and 1964, joined Freedom Riders in their efforts to desegregate interstate travel in 1961, marched on Washington, D.C. for Jobs and Freedom in 1963, worked in freedom schools to support voter registration drives during the Mississippi Freedom Summer of 1964, faced police brutality on the March from Selma to Montgomery in 1964, and publicly lobbied for the Civil Right Act from 1961 until its passage in 1964.565

The AFT attacked the South’s massive resistance to integration as undemocratic attempt to circumvent the rule of law. At the 1958 Convention, Selma Borchardt, the AFT’s national lobbyist, argued that segregationists’ “open defiance of the law” was
cited integration as necessary component to improving public schools and American democracy. (Murphy, 207; “Letter from Washington Teachers’ Union Local 27 to Subcommittee on District of Columbia of House Appropriations for Planning. Should Public Schools Integrating Takes Place in D.C.?” (Seattle, WA: Washington Teachers’ Union Local 27, February 4, 1949). Located in the William Simons Files Box 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231, “Democracy Result of Neglect, Says Dr. Howard Lane” The Detroit Teacher 9, 8, April 18, 1951. Located in the Helen Bowers Files Box 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; Megel and Rueten, Jr., (July 1, 1960), 5-6; Executive Council of the California State Federation of Teachers, “Statement on Southern Crisis,” The Oakland Teacher 16, 2, October 1958. Located in the Oakland Federation of Teachers Local 771 File Box 3 Folder 6 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61, “Is Citizenship Unprofessional,” The Federation Reporter 8, 6, March, 1960. Located in the San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61 File Box 8, Folder 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University; Judge George Edwards, “Guest Speaker,” in AFT 46th Convention Proceedings Detroit Michigan, edited by Mary Herrick (Chicago IL: American Federation of Teachers, August 1962). Located in the Helen Bowers Files Box 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.)

dangerous for American democracy. She urged teachers to “call on the President of the United States to establish schools on federal property and call upon public schools to be open for all entitled to attend.”

The AFT passed resolutions affirming support for the Brown decisions stating that “racial segregation violated constitution,” and the “democratic principle of equality of educational opportunity.” It asked communities, the President, and Congress to take actions immediately to end segregation. Integration also offered the AFT an opportunity to differentiate itself from NEA.

The AFT painted the NEA as unwilling “to do the right thing.” The NEA did not support legal challenges to segregation or political activism for integration. Instead, they relied on the “fair play and goodwill of the American people” and solutions based on “citizens working together for the common good.” NEA leaders failed to take sides on the Brown decision until 1961, when they passed a resolution that “mildly endorsed the Supreme Court decision on desegregation.” AFT leaders attacked the NEA’s “slow and unenthusiastic” approach to integration. Carl Megel denounced the Virginia Education Association inaction on Prince Edward County as “prejudicial and un-American.” The New Mexico Federation of Teachers characterized the hypocrisy of preaching desegregation while maintaining segregation within its organization as the “modus
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operandi for NEA.” AFT leaders saw the NEA stance as a recruiting tool. California teacher Sidney Watson Jr. claimed he grew disenchanted with the NEA and joined the AFT due in part to their stance on integration. He criticized the “callous disregard of NEA” in their support for “Goldwater’s argument for states’ rights.” He concluded that teachers’ “professional responsibilities compel him to join support for the Civil Rights Bill.” These attacks on the NEA “cowardice” proved successful. AFT membership climbed steadily from the mid-1950s to 1965, in part, to their liberal stance on integration.

**Conclusion**

The AFT and NEA both fought against the restrictions on teachers’ citizenship and political rights throughout the Baby Boom era. At the national level, their lobbying efforts contributed to the 1949 amendment to the Hatch Act that excluded teachers from its prohibition on political management or campaigns by public employees; the passage of the NDEA in 1958 that affirmed the public service teachers provided for the defense of democracy through science, mathematics, and foreign language instruction and nurturing gifted students; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 that enabled the Department of Justice to investigate and sue public school systems that refused to integrate; and ESEA in 1965 that affirmed the teachers’ service in strengthening democracy through a wide
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range of programs to eradicate poverty. The AFT and NEA also took action on the local and state levels. As the wave of anti-communism crested in the mid 1950s, liberal Democrats ascended to power in the early 1960s. Collective bargaining became common for teachers in the 1960s and 1970s, and the AFT and NEA negotiated with school districts to remove or ignore restrictions on teachers’ citizenship and political activity. During the 1960s, teachers accepted a more active political role in their communities, states, and the nation. Inspired by the Civil Rights Movement, teachers utilized strikes, sanctions, demonstrations, boycotts, and protests to confront racial discrimination in public schools and to fight back against restrictive policies. Teachers also held political office and participated in political campaigns. By 1968, most teachers saw almost complete relaxation of school policies regarding their political lives.

Chapter 4: Americanism and Teacher Professionalism

The politics of anticommunism infiltrated every aspect of American life in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Conservative politicians and right-wing activists made threats from communists seem ubiquitous. In foreign affairs, anticommunists represented the alien political ideology, imperialist foreign policy, and growing nuclear arsenal of the Soviet Union as a constant reminder that the American way of life was threatened by an international communist conspiracy. In domestic policy, anticommunists focused their attention on communist agents seeking to corrupt the nation’s morale, especially that of the youth, and to infiltrate the government at all levels. In many ways, Americanism became synonymous with anticommunism. To be a true American meant to disavow all associations with socialism, communism, and collectivism. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Americanism took on a more positive connotation as anticommunists lost their dominant position on the American political culture. Americanism came to be associated with individual freedoms, free enterprise capitalism, and democratic government.

With the Baby Boom reality of constantly enlarging school populations of impressionable young Americans and the Cold War discourse on the importance of education to the survival of the American way of life, the teaching profession came under suspicion of communist influence or, worst yet, infiltration. Teachers, in their central function of preserving, venerating, and passing on American heritage to their students, were seen as key contributors to and possible saboteurs of the American way of life. Teachers were charged with producing new generations of cold warriors ready to defeat
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communism at home and abroad. However, many Americans feared communists and their sympathizers had infiltrated the teaching ranks in order to indoctrinate their students in communist dogma and thus undermine the American way of life.\footnote{Ibid, 16.} These fears were fanned by stories in the national media, investigations led by conservative politicians, pressure tactics of right-wing groups, and policies of school boards. Between 1947 and 1955, legislation authorizing loyalty investigations into teachers’ lives and requiring loyalty oaths for teachers became more common. The increased media attention and governmental oversight contributed to a climate of repression and intimidation for teachers across the nation. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, teachers with the support of liberal politicians and organizations fought back against anticommunist critics. By 1965, teachers gained more control over educational policies and practices through the AFT’s collective bargaining agreements and the NEA’s lobbying efforts to extend tenure laws.

During this period, teachers gained recognition of their important role due to the Baby Boom and Cold War imperatives to inoculate students against communism while inspiring an appreciation for Americanism. The AFT and NEA used this discourse on Americanism to represent teachers as staunch anticommunists, loyal Americans, and patriotic defenders the American way of life. While both groups accepted the underlying assumptions of anticommunism that the teaching ranks had been infiltrated by communists, they found anticommunists’ claims to be greatly exaggerated and the pressure tactics employed by anticommunists unethical.\footnote{Ibid, 136.} The NEA focused on an institutional and national approach. Through the National Commission on the Defense of
Democracy through Education (NCDDE), the Committee on Tenure and Academic Freedom (CTAF), and the Committee on Professional Ethics (CPE), the NEA represented itself as the objective arbiter for criticism of public education in order to maintain an “image of neutrality” for the teaching profession. The answer to anticommunist critics was disseminating unbiased information, passing tenure legislation, and codifying teachers’ ethics. The AFT represented themselves instead as “liberal leaders of democracy.” Their leadership focused its efforts on establishing strong locals. The AFT, having endured anti-labor legislation in the 1940s and 1950s, saw no need to cultivate relationships with conservative Republicans and Southern Democrats who dominated anticommunist politics. They used their opposition to these “enemies” of teachers and public schools to bolster their organizational identity as the staunchest advocate and defender of teachers. The AFT presented the path of union solidarity and collective bargaining as the best approach for dealing with anticommunist politics.

In these two approaches, teachers had a choice between the moderate, institutional approach of the NEA that stressed professional unity, and the liberal, confrontational approach of the AFT that emphasized professional strength. Regardless of the path, teachers benefited from the responses by the NEA and AFT. The key professional issue was occupational autonomy over entry into, proper conduct within, and dismissal from the profession. Beginning in 1946, the AFT and NEA challenged representations of “good” teachers as compliant public servants who served at the will of the community.
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The NEA portrayed “good” teachers as equal partners with administrators, policymakers, and communities to guarantee free inquiry for students and academic freedom for teachers. The AFT embraced “hero” teacher representations that rose to prominence after 1955. They represented teachers as dedicated pedagogues who negotiated with stakeholders to protect their academic freedom from interference by enemies of public schools and by educational bureaucrats. Together, the AFT and NEA redefined teachers as experts in preserving, venerating, and passing along the Americanism to millions of school children. They crafted a convincing rationale to support structural efforts to secure a degree of professional autonomy for teachers and win political support for these efforts.

The Red Menace in American Classrooms

Since the beginning of public education in the United States, communities consistently maintained the right to pry into the lives of teachers for the sake of their children and the future of the nation. In 1953, the widely known writer and lecturer on philosophy of education from Ohio State University H. Gordon Hullfish declared: “The American educator has always had to conduct his life under the watchful eyes of the community.”

Education historian Karen Graves claims that teachers were fired, forced to resign, and had their credentials revoked based on “conduct not related to their job” and what “society deemed questionable character.” Legal scholar Michael Sletcher contends that the Red Scare of 1919-1920 and the reaction of political conservatives to the rise of populist politics during the Great Depression added concerns about loyalty to the public oversight of teachers. Patriotic societies, most prominently the Daughters (and
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Sons) of the American Revolution, lobbied state legislatures “to pass a teachers’ loyalty bill.” Four states passed such legislation. In the midst of political unrest at the height of the Great Depression between 1934 and 1935, loyalty oath proponents found more sympathetic legislators. Patriotic societies, most prominently the American Legion, the Catholic Church, and the “Anti-Red Crusade” by the Hearst press, convinced twenty-two states to pass legislation that required teachers to take an affirmative oath of allegiance to the federal and state constitutions and governments as a condition of employment.  

After World War II, the demands for more stringent loyalty legislation intensified. By 1946, twenty-six states had passed similar laws.

According to education historian Stuart J. Foster in Red Alert! (2000), in the late 1940s and early 1950s, the call for more stringent loyalty legislation reflected the prevailing belief among the American public that there was a “very real and dangerous communist threat within and outside the United States.” Many Americans felt their way of life was actively being challenged by the Soviet Union and being betrayed by internal subversives loyal to Moscow. Bad news from abroad and at home, including the tightening of the Iron Curtain in Eastern Europe (1946-1949), the imprisonment of the Hollywood Ten for contempt charges of the House Un-American Activities Committee (1947), the fall of China to Communists (1949), the Russian acquisition of the atom bomb (1949), Senator McCarthy’s list of card carrying communists in the State Department (1950), the Korean War (1950-1953), and the atomic espionage of Alger
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Hiss (1950) and the Rosenbergs (1951), provoked fears and anxieties in the hearts and minds of many Americans. From 1947 to 1955, anticommunists used this palpable sense of fear to push their political agendas. Foster claims that few institutions or individuals “saw the practical wisdom of challenging dominant anticommunist orthodoxy.”

Liberal Democrats and moderate Republicans, who despised anticommunists’ practices, accepted the basic assumption that communism was a relentless, evil, and alien ideology dedicated to destroying the American way of life. As a result of their political opportunism, anticommunists successfully equated their attacks with defending Americanism.

Anticommunists used their dominant political position to lobby state and federal governments for loyalty legislation and investigations. In their roles as molders of young minds, teachers became prime targets. Education historian Marjorie Murphy argues that, partly in response to more than one hundred teachers’ strikes for salary increases and better work conditions between 1946 and 1949, “tax conscious and the old patriotic coalitions pressured state legislatures” to pass or revise loyalty legislation as a means to remove militant teachers from schools.

According to political historian Donald Critchlow, quoting a 1955 report on grassroots conservative activism, there were 185 conservative or anticommunist organizations and 135 publications with the primary objective of fighting communism in all its forms.

Foster identified three categories of critics. The first category was patriotic groups or organizations, such as, the Daughters (and Sons) of the American Revolution, the John
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Birch Society, and the American Legion. These “vigilantes” or “super-patriots” focused on eradicating the “gulliblism” of liberal educational policy and “Communist-inspired progressive education” from public schools. The second category was business and tax associations that sought to lower or eliminate the tax-based financial support for public schools. They believed that teachers “explicitly denounced American ideals and free enterprise while promoting socialism and communism in classroom practices.” The third category was politicians and political groups who accused the teaching profession of subversive and un-American activities. The majority of anticommunists and their allies came from either the Republican Party or Southern Democrats seeking to lower taxes, dismantle New Deal reforms, and limit government’s policing powers, mainly in terms of racial integration. Anticommunist groups collaborated with each other. They distributed one each other’s literature, spoke at each other’s events, and raised money for each other’s operations. Together, these anticommunist critics convinced the American public, school officials, and politicians of the need to insure the loyalty of America’s teachers.

On March 27, 1947, the federal government set a template for the states to follow. President Truman issued Executive Order 9835 creating the Federal Loyalty-Security Program. The program gave loyalty review boards the power to investigate and fire federal employees when “reasonable grounds” existed to believe that they were disloyal. From 1947 to 1956, more and more state governments crafted new or
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597 Robert H. Ferrell, *Harry S. Truman: A Life* (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 1994) 301; The criteria for dismissal were expanded in 1951 and again in 1953. Between 1948 and 1958, the FBI ran initial reviews of 4.5 million government employees and, on an annual basis, another 500,000 applicants for government positions. It conducted 27,000 field investigations. Some 2700 employees were dismissed between 1947 and 1956. Thousands more
amended loyalty legislation. Loyalty laws concerning public employees, including teachers, increased from twenty-six to forty-two states and more than 2000 local jurisdictions, as well as, the District of Columbia, Alaska, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and U.S. possessions. Loyalty oaths now included a negative declaration, or “a nondisloyalty oath,” that the teacher “is not, has not been, and will not knowingly become a member of” or connected with any subversive organizations that advocated the overthrow of the government of the United States. These laws also authorized legislators to conduct investigations into subversive influences in schools. Teachers who refused to answer questions faced dismissal and criminal penalties for contempt. Teachers could also be charged with perjury if the committees concluded they willfully made false statements.

The Feinberg Law in New York State is a prime example of the newer loyalty legislation.

The Feinberg Law was passed in March 1949 by the New York legislature in order to purge communists and their sympathizers from the public service, especially from the teaching ranks. It prohibited employment of persons preaching the forceful overthrow of the government. School authorities were required to designate officials to report on the loyalty of all teachers. Teachers were also required to submit to loyalty
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tests. Any refusal to cooperate with school officials constituted “prima facie evidence of disqualification for appointment to or retention of any office or position in the school system.”602 The AFT, NEA, and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) objected to the law by staging protests and pursuing legal challenges. They argued the “jammed through legislation” undermined “basic American principles.”603 In Adler v. Board of Education of City of New York (1952), the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of loyalty oaths. In the majority opinion, Justice Sherman Minton stated “school authorities have the right and the duty to screen the officials, teachers and employees as to their fitness to maintain the integrity of the schools as a part of ordered society.” Minton concluded that government employment was a privilege and not a right.604

From 1953 to 1965, the Supreme Court heard several cases regarding the constitutionality and limitations of loyalty oaths and investigations. With the appointment of Earl Warren as Chief Justice in 1953, the Court favored the rights of the individual over the power of the state.605 Between 1956 and 1960, court decisions that limited the scope of loyalty laws focused primarily on due process, or the right to a fair and impartial hearing.606 They did, however, confirm the states’ right to dismiss public employees who refused to answer questions from investigation committees.607 According to The Yale Law Journal, “the next step in the extension of due process came with the application” of the vagueness and overbreadth doctrines. Between 1959 and 1964, the court stated that
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the negative loyalty oaths were too ambiguous and overreaching to be enforceable. In 1959, the court also constrained loyalty investigations by declaring that they must be “carefully limited in its scope to communism, and did not aim at academic freedom.”

As a result of these decisions and legal support from the NEA, AFT, and ACLU, more than a thousand teacher dismissal cases dealing with “unAmerican” or “subversive” conduct in the classroom went to court from 1947 to 1965. Despite the limitations imposed by the courts, their affirmation of the constitutionality of loyalty oaths and investigative powers of legislatures meant that teachers faced scrutiny of their political beliefs, professional lives, and private affairs from federal, state, and local officials.

Loyalty investigations signified grave threats to teachers in terms of the publicity they generated and the power of legislators to subpoena teachers and their personnel records. From 1947 to 1955, FBI agents, congressmen, state legislators, and school administrators launched numerous investigations into teachers’ professional, political, and personal lives in order to uncover communists in public schools. Tens of thousands of teachers faced invasive loyalty checks across the nation. In 1947, the California Senate Factfinding Subcommittee on Un-American Activities (1941-1970) compelled the Los Angeles Board of Education to submit all 30,000 teachers to loyalty checks. By 1949, Murphy argued that “growing fears of subversives in the classroom” sparked a “red hunt”
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for communist teachers.613 Congressional investigations of public schools reached their height following the 1952 election, when Republicans gained control of Congress largely on the strength of grassroots organizing focused on anticomunism.614 Between 1952 and 1953, three congressional committees held hearings in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, New York City, Boston, Chicago, and Los Angeles.615 In 1952, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee (SISS, 1951-1977) found that “there are yet many hundreds of teachers, who are Communists,” and who “radiate an influence much greater than their proportionate numbers.”616 While the committees had no legal authority over educational policies or employment practices, their chairmen understood their power derived from public exposure. They could identify and question teachers with ties to communism. Once exposed, committee members believed these teachers would be dismissed or decertified by state or local authorities.617 All three committee chairmen “understood the enormous political capital” and celebrity to be gained in anticomunism politics. Foster argues that McCarran, McCarthy, and Velde were regularly “quoted in the national press— radio stations clamored for their bombastic statements, and television
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networks eagerly covered their dramatic Congressional investigations.” Metropolitan newspapers, such as, *New York Times*, covered the drama of uncovering “Red” teachers. National magazines, such as, *Time, Life, McCall’s, The Saturday Evening Post, Collier’s,* and *The Atlantic Monthly*, ran regular articles and special features on educational issues, including anticommunist criticism and loyalty investigations. Some articles were critical of teachers’ lack of Americanism while others defended teachers.619

As a result of highly publicized congressional investigations, as well as state and local loyalty investigations, Foster argues that teachers worked under a “debilitating shadow of repression and mistrust.”620 In classrooms across the nation, teachers became “more cautious in action and conservative in methods.” As a result of the loyalty investigations between 1947 and 1955, hundreds of teachers were dismissed, including 380 teachers in New York City.621 Historian Randall B. Woods noted that during this period, “an estimated 600 public school teachers and 150 college professors lost their employment, most because they had taken the Fifth Amendment before congressional or state committees—an action that essentially amounted to ending one’s teaching or academic career.”622 Thousands more teachers were intimidated into naming names, silence, self-censorship, or resigning.623 As a result of these actions, many teachers lived
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in a state of constant anxiety fearing unwarranted dismissals, diminished status in their local communities, and loss of their professional integrity.

Beginning in 1954, anticommunism’s dominant position in American politics began to fade. Foster argued that a series of events led to the decline: “McCarthy had been censured by the U.S. Senate, the Korean war had ended, the Rosenbergs had been executed, the Republicans controlled the White House, and Stalin was dead.” The national press criticized the practices and motivations of leading anticommunists. On March 9, 1954, Edward Morrow broadcasted a See It Now special titled “A Report on Senator Joseph McCarthy” using the Senator’s own words to criticize and contradict his claims and practices. Tens of thousands of positive responses flooded CBS, running 15 to 1 in favor of Murrow’s criticism of McCarthy and his anticommmunist supporters. In May 1954, Eric Severeid, CBS’ chief Washington, D.C. correspondent, speaking at the 1954 Convention of American Association of School Administrators (AASA), argued that anticommunism was in large part anti-intellectual and far more dangerous than any communist conspirators: “In the name of patriotism, these ugly forces seek, perhaps unwittingly, to destroy the essence of what the first American patriots fought to implant in their new land of liberty.” Critchlow claims that liberal politicians effectively attacked anticommunists as dangerous extremists. They argued anticommunists’ tactics and beliefs were more closely related to Nazism and totalitarianism than to American democratic values. Republican politicians distanced themselves from the more extreme
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anticommunist critics, such as, John Birch Society. They shifted their campaigns’ focus to the importance of national security through building a strong military with first-strike capabilities.628 As a result of these changes in the political culture, 1955 to 1957 marked a respite in the intense anticommmunist criticism directed at public schools and teachers. It also allowed the AFT and NEA to solidify political support for greater teacher autonomy.

After the launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957, a new wave of anticommmunist politics surfaced. However, anticommmunists faced a more determined and organized opposition at the state and federal levels. Investigative committees found their efforts to uncover communists challenged by the Supreme Court, civil rights attorneys, and student activists. The Supreme Court under Earl Warren curtailed investigative committees’ powers to punish witnesses. The court overturned contempt citations by HUAC and state committees, upheld the right of witnesses to refuse to testify, and reversed fourteen Smith Act convictions.629 These decisions meant that the anticommmunists’ most effective tactics were now unavailable to them. Teachers now had viable legal recourses to challenge and repel attacks by anticommmunists. On the federal level, loyalty oaths and investigations came under attack by liberal political leaders.

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, liberals supported by the NEA and AFT started to challenge the validity of loyalty oaths. In 1959, Senator John F. Kennedy called for the elimination of Title X, Section 1001(f) of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (NDEA) that required loyalty oaths for students, researchers, and educators who received federal aid. Recipients had to swear that they did not advocate the overthrow of the U.S.
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government and had never belonged to a subversive organization. Kennedy described the loyalty oath requirement as “superfluous at best and discriminatory and subversive of the purpose of the Act at worst.” Between 1959 and 1962, representatives from 153 education associations, student organizations, and universities protested the loyalty oath requirement. The loyalty oath section of the NDEA was repealed in 1962. Supreme Court decisions, press criticism, and political attacks on anticommunists proved to be effective tools for teachers and others challenging state and federal loyalty investigations.

The declining power of anticommunists and loyalty legislation was exampled by Florida’s attempt to investigate teachers. In 1956, the Florida Legislature Investigating Committee (FLIC) began to investigate un-American activities in public schools and universities. The FLIC’s primary purpose was to impede integration efforts by connecting civil rights organizations to communism. From 1956 to 1959, the FLIC relied on the usual anticommunist tactics of coercion, circumstantial evidence, guilt by association, hearsay, and intimidation. Civil rights lawyers and university professors turned the hearings into a forum to present their political agendas of equal rights and academic freedom. The NAACP slowed the FLIC’s anticommunist attacks with a series of court cases which ended with the Supreme Court overturning contempt charges in 1963.

These successful challenges to the FLIC were replicated in other states as teachers used
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legal precedents to impede anticommunists and public forums to challenge repeal their attacks on teachers’ professional autonomy.  

Anticommunists also failed to maintain public and media support. In 1959 and 1960, student activists held demonstrations that forced HUAC to postpone its hearings on public education in San Francisco. The reporting of protests was sympathetic to the students’ concerns and criticized HUAC responses. HUAC produced the film *Operation Abolition* (1960) to discredit the student protesters. They contended that communist agitators initiated the protests in an effort to destroy the committee. The film was popular reaching an estimated 15 million people. The AFT, NEA, and others denounced the film as “full of distortions,” anticommu

In January 1962, HUAC chairman Walter admitted to the *US News and World Reports* that their film was contrived to represent demonstrators as communists. This incident coincided a larger shift in the political culture away from the anticommunists’ politics of fear toward the liberal emphasis on civil rights. Kennedy’s New Frontier and Johnson’s Great Society programs helped to redefine Americanism as egalitarianism, or the
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assurance of equal opportunity for all Americans regardless of race, religion, or creed.\textsuperscript{640} Consistent criticism from the media and unabashed denouncements from prominent liberal politicians, activists, and organizations began a steady decline in HUAC’s power beginning in the late 1950s and continued as the 1960s progressed.\textsuperscript{641} On January 14, 1975, HUAC, called Internal Security Committee since 1969, was terminated.

\textit{Teachers as Anti-Communists, 1940-1947}

Between 1947 and 1954, teachers and public schools made several concessions to anticommunists regarding regulations and procedures for hiring and firing teachers. The AFT and NEA strove to maintain a modicum of professional autonomy by establishing due process protections for teachers. To garner support these measures, the AFT and NEA represented teachers and their organizations as staunch anti-communists. Before, during, and after World War II, the AFT and NEA took proactive approaches regarding anticommunism to bolster the status of the teaching profession. They argued that teachers understood the threat of communist influence in the public schools. The AFT focused on building strong locals to repel anticomunist attacks. Leaders proclaimed that the AFT locals were and continued to be liberal leaders in combating communism in the teaching profession. The NEA took an institutional approach by establishing national commissions and committees dedicated to protecting teachers from unwarranted attacks and informing the public of the true motivations of anticomunist critics.

The professional organizations reiterated that if teachers were to be accepted as professionals then they needed to be able to police themselves by creating and enforcing
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policies for admission into and proper conduct within the profession. The first step was to remind the public and politicians that these organizations were on the forefront of anticommunist crusades. The AFT represented itself as leader in the fight against communism and union teachers as stalwart anticommunists. In 1949, Sidney Hook, philosophy chairman at NYU, declared that the AFT was one of the first groups in the United States to ban and expel communists.642 At the height of anticommunist attacks in 1953, AFT President Carl Megel reminded teachers and the public of the AFT’s long-standing, “unequivocal opposition to communism” and “communists’ maneuvers” within the teaching profession.643 “Already in 1940 and 1941, long before the nation as a whole was aware of the dangers of communism, the AFT faced the issue squarely and took decisive action to thwart the attempts made by communist to gain a foothold in the AFT.”644 The AFT passed resolutions banning communists from membership and expelled local affiliates, such as, the New York Teachers Union, that refused to comply with the ban. After all, because of the “important influence which teachers exert on the minds of their students, it was to be expected that the Communist would try, as one of their first steps, to gain control of a teacher organization as active and effective as was the AFT.”645 The Detroit Federation of Teachers, Local 231, proclaimed their pride that the AFT was “one of first organizations that faced the communist problem.”646 In this recitation of the AFT’s anticommunist history, the AFT was showing that union teachers
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were not only aware of the threat communist posed to public schools and the teaching profession, but also that they had taken proactive steps through the AFT to curtail any influence communists could exert over the minds of impressionable young people. In other words, the teaching profession had and would continue to police itself.

The NEA focused instead on an institutional approach to anticommunism at the onset of World War II. In 1941, the NEA set up the Defense Commission to defend teachers and to gain support for public schools.\textsuperscript{647} It conducted investigations of cases with national significance in which educators were unfairly dismissed or under attack. They organized regional and national educator-lay person conferences that helped to build relationships with powerful community and national business and political leaders. They co-sponsored American Education Week with the Department of Justice and the American Legion, which brought national attention to the contributions of public schools and teachers made to the preservation of the American way of life.\textsuperscript{648} The Commission also orchestrated robust public relations campaigns. They published reports of investigations, pamphlets on dealing with criticism, information toolkits for school districts under attack. With the National School Public Relations Association (NSPRA), the Commission produced articles for NEA publications, metropolitan newspapers and national magazines, as well as providing content for radio and television coverage of public schools and teachers.\textsuperscript{649} The NEA believed that once the public knew the facts as presented in objective and rational manner they would side with the public schools and
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Finally, the Commission also worked with the CTAF to lobby state legislatures to pass strong tenure laws. They recommended tenure laws be applied statewide; include a reasonable probation period for new teachers; limit dismissal to certain specified violations; incorporate detailed procedural guarantees against unfair dismissals, salary reductions, or reassignments; and provide assurance of continuous contracts for teachers who proved their competence. In short, the Defense Commission sought the freedom to teach without unwarranted censorship. The work of the Defense Commission and CTAF efforts helped increase tenure laws from 5 states in 1938 to 32 states in 1955 covering 81% of teachers.

The NEA’s Commission on Professional Ethics (CPE) focused on setting ethical standards for setting up cooperative relationships among educators, administrators, and the community. Their approach was highlighted in their 1946 Code of Ethics. They prescribed that each teacher should avoid “partisan politics, sectarian religious views, or selfish propaganda” and “should be loyal to the school system, the state, and the nation, but should exercise his right to give constructive criticisms” while his “personal conduct should not needlessly offend the accepted pattern of behavior of the community in which he serves.” This representation of an nonpartisan teacher dedicated to the common good and to community service reflects a pre-World War II ideal. It also asserted a new,
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more engaged professionalism for postwar teachers. Teachers had the right to be critical evaluators in order to improve schools. They had the responsibility to work collaboratively with administrators and communities to establish acceptable professional behaviors for teachers in and out of the classroom.

The NEA also addressed the issue of communists in the classroom and in professional organizations. The NEA wanted to avoid any association with communism. After many years of debate and compromise within the NEA regarding the fitness of communist to be members of professional organizations or public school teachers, the NEA decided to ban communists. At the 1949 annual convention, and reaffirmed in 1957 and 1961, the NEA passed a ban on communists: “Members of the Communist party bar themselves from the teaching profession. Communists may not join the National Education Association, nor should they be permitted to teach in American schools.”

This resolution made it difficult for the NEA to support any teacher accused and suspected of being a communist once investigations began.

The association of unionism with communism was difficult for the AFT to counter. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, many teachers were fearful of being perceived as communist agents, dupes, or fellow travelers avoided union membership. The NEA took advantage of these concerns to recruit teachers. NEA leaders avoided any association with militancy or labor activism. The NEA opposed union tactics, such as collective bargaining and strikes, as unprofessional activities and unions as
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unprofessional association for teachers. The AFT countered NEA’s criticism of unions and teachers’ reluctance to join unions by arguing that the NEA was dominated by administrators who were more concerned with political compromises than meeting teachers’ needs. These factors made it difficult for the AFT and the NEA to work together to oppose anticomunist attacks on teachers and the teaching profession. Yet, their efforts to re-present teachers as anticommunists stalwarts were well received by teachers and the public. These efforts placed teachers squarely in accord with the dominant political culture, in which any threat of communist infiltration needed to be eliminated immediately. The representation also helped their organizations and members to navigate and survive the height of anticommunist attacks. The next step was to convince the public of teachers’ unwavering loyalty to the American way of life as an essential component of their professional ethics.

_Teachers as Loyal Americans, 1947-1957_

As anticomunism reached its height between 1947 and 1955, teachers and their organizations cautiously navigated criticism directed at them. As Foster argues, few people in the AFT or NEA were “prepared to stand and fight.”\(^{657}\) Both organizations were much more prepared to defend teachers with their words than with their actions.\(^{658}\) They shied away from defending teachers suspected or accused of having communist ties. In 1952, an AFT resolved that the “union will not defend a teacher whose actions are subject to communist or other totalitarian control.”\(^{659}\) Both organizations also advised teachers to cooperate with investigations and to take loyalty oaths. They did highlight the

\(^{657}\) Ibid, 19.
\(^{658}\) Ibid, 194.
\(^{659}\) Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231 (September 3, 1952), 1.
undeniable loyalty of the vast majority of teachers to the American way of life. After all, teachers dedicated their lives to educating generations of young people how to be good citizens who would uphold and defend Americanism.

The primary objective of the AFT and NEA during this period was to counter the negative effect of loyalty legislation on the autonomy of the teaching profession. Both argued that loyalty legislation meant non-educators and non-teachers could control who was admitted to and retained in the teaching profession. One of the core elements of professionalism was the autonomy over who trains for, gets to join, and remains in an occupation. If teachers surrendered the power to define who was a suitable teacher and who was a ‘undesirable’ teacher, then they would surrender a vital claim to teacher professionalism. The AFT and NEA represented loyalty investigations and oaths as inefficient, undemocratic, and unnecessary. They claimed that loyalty requirements only punished conscientious teachers who asserted their civil rights, while communists would readily comply with the rules to avoid detection. The AFT took an assertive discursive approach to represent teachers as community leaders in the fight against communism. Its primary strategy was to attack the motivation of anticommunists and the destructive nature of loyalty legislation. The NEA took a more measured discursive approach. They represented teachers as partners with the community. They relied on public relations and building alliances to neutralize anticommunists’ attacks and loyalty requirements.

The assertive nature of the AFT discourse reflected their call for teachers to be leaders in the fight against communism and against unethical critics who helped to create a repressive climate for teachers. In 1955, Megel argued it was not enough for unions to expel communists and for teachers to denounce communism. Teachers needed to take the
lead in erasing communist influence from American society and “in securing better education for our students to advance democracy and combat communism.” After all, according to the AFT, teachers were the experts in the duties and responsibilities of American citizens. They also worked day-in and day-out to preserve and transmit the values embedded in the American heritage. These skills and experience made teachers the best available role models in their classrooms and communities for the vitality of the American way of life. According to the AFT, loyalty legislation represented a major obstacle for teachers assuming their proper roles as community leaders.

AFT leaders argued that loyalty legislations were undemocratic attempts by anticommunists to counter professional gains made in tenure laws, salary schedules, collective bargaining, and teachers’ rights. While the AFT had no issue with dismissing teachers for being members of the communist party or for advocating communism, they were concerned with the vague nature of loyalty requirements. In 1950, John Eklund declared: “A truly patriotic and democratic teacher must stand for something not just declare what he is not.” After all, the function of teaching was “to build for better citizenship” and “to serve the basic tenets of democracy.” Teachers could not live up to this function if they allowed “fear and prejudice” to enter the classroom. In the same year, the San Francisco Federation of Teachers, Local 61 (SFFT) questioned loyalty laws:

Is there a clear depiction? Does a teacher have to testify against himself? Are teachers guilty of association? How do loyalty oaths affect tenure, academic freedom, and teachers’ workload? Does the present situation

661 Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231, “Eklund says Oaths are Negative,” The Detroit Teacher 9, 4, December 11, 1950, 3. Located in the Helen Bowers File Box 3 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
require legislation? What about the precept that an individual is innocent before presume guilty? To AFT leaders, these laws seemed designed by anticommunist groups, right-wing politicians, or school officials to dismiss union teachers they deemed unsatisfactory or troublesome despite their performance in the classroom. It was doubtful any oath or investigation made anyone loyal. Instead, as Hullfish noted, these oaths and investigations were used as weapons against what anticommmunist considered non-conformist teachers. The AFT’s primary solution was to use collective bargaining to clarify the requirements for hiring teachers, promotion, and specific reasons for dismissal. To bolster their negotiating positions, the AFT attacked leading anticommmunist leaders, organizations, and institutions as petty tyrants who denigrated the American values of justice, liberty, and equality.

AFT leaders claimed that the attackers’ loyalty that was truly in question. AFT leaders argued that the “true” purpose behind these attacks was to oppose taxes for public schools and impose the attackers’ illiberal versions of Americanism on students. In 1951, The Detroit Teacher claimed that teachers were attacked “by paid slanderers.” In 1952, Dr. John W. Nason, President of Swarthmore College (1940-1953), observed that teachers were being “intimidated by ‘pressure groups’ seeking to impose their views on the nation’s educational system.” He reminded The Detroit Teacher’s readers that the “overwhelming majority of teachers are loyal, courteous citizens,” and declared that the imposition of “loyalty oaths on them is disgraceful.” This intimidation of teachers had an

662 San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61, “Study of State Loyalty Oaths Leads to Many Questions,” Special Membership Meeting (October 12, 1950). Located in the San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61 Box 3 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
663 Hullfish (1953), 12.
664 “Schools under Attack,” The Detroit Teacher, September 5, 1951, 11.
adverse effect on both the children and the profession. “When teachers are intimidated the children suffer. You get few good student going into the profession.” In 1953, Megel affirmed: “There is no more loyal group than teachers. To single out teachers or any other group of society, is intolerable discrimination.” In other words, there was no need for loyalty oaths or investigations into the teaching profession. AFT leaders purposely represented teachers as conscientious professionals fighting to preserve cherished American liberal values of individual freedoms against the selfish desires of dictatorial individuals seeking to impose their illiberal version Americanism on both the teaching profession and the children they taught.

Beginning in 1952, AFT locals and national leaders took strong stances against HUAC and McCarthyism. Again, the AFT focused its attacks on the motivations and practices. In 1952, The Detroit Teacher called the accusations by HUAC of “200 communist teachers in Detroit schools…an injustice to teachers.” They argued that AFT must push for due process protections for teachers. In 1953, Megel was “gravely concerned” over HUAC inquiries and abhorred the “techniques used by congressional committees investigating the loyalty of teachers.” At the 36th AFT Conference in 1953, the AFT passed several resolutions condemning McCarthyism and outlining legal protection for teachers. The resolutions called for procedural safeguards guaranteeing the constitutional due process rights for witnesses and for a Congressional investigation into
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the bigotry, suspicion, and fear employed by Senator McCarthy and the members of HUAC.670 Following McCarthy’s censure in 1954 and death in 1957, the AFT continued to attack HUAC as a undemocratic legislative body, calling for its abolition 1963.671 By demanding political accountability for McCarthy, HUAC, and anticommunists on the grounds of protecting due process for teachers, the AFT positioned itself and union teachers as a liberal force in the political culture.

The NEA took a more measured approach to anticommunists. Its leaders represented the NEA as an objective, neutral, and judicious arbiter of the truth. They wanted to get the facts out to the public through sound reporting. The goal was to build support from the public for teachers so the two groups could work cooperatively toward a common cause.672 Through their national commission and committees, the NEA observed critics, compiled dossiers, and published reports on anticommunist activists. In 1947, the

670 Resolution 5 called for “procedural safeguards guaranteeing rights to witness before Congress,” including the rights to council, to inspect adversarial testimony, to cross-exam witness, to present witness with evidence for own defense, and forbidding adverse evidence or testimony except for concurring rebuttal. Resolution 12 affirmed “the security of the nation against communists and fascists can properly be maintained with due regard for rights and liberties guaranteed to all Americans” and called upon “Congress to conduct an inquiry for the purpose of eliminating abuses and injustices of McCarthyism.” American Federation of Teachers’ Resolution 35 charged HUAC with exaggerating the extent of communist conspiracy that “implicated innocent men and women” and decried the “dismissal of competent educators.” (American Federation of Teachers, Resolutions from 36th AFT Conference (August 17-21, 1953), 3, 6. Located in the Carl Megel File Box 4 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.)

671 At the AFT 43th Convention (1959), two more resolutions passed that addressed HUAC investigations contributing to the “increasing climate of fear and intimidation” that harmed the profession and teachers. Resolution 49 “Academic Freedom and HUAC” stated “the freedom from fear is an indispensable condition for effective teaching in a democracy” and the “real threat to democratic education” is the fear that “the house committee inspires.” It also condemned “the undemocratic and prejudicial procedures” used by HUAC investigations as a serious disruption to American education. Resolution 27 “Democratic Process” charged HUAC with conducting “trails of witnesses accused of no crime.” (American Federation of Teachers (August 17-21, 1953), 2-3.) Between 1959 and 1961, HUAC investigations in San Francisco faced angry protests from university students, challenges by ACLU to validity of HUAC evidence, and hostile witnesses who publicly denounced the committee. The AFT joined the criticism wholeheartedly. (San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61, “A Question on Division of Politics” The Federation Reporter 8, 1 (September 1959). Located in the San Francisco Federation of Teachers Local 61 File Box 8 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.) Maurice Engleman, the Second Vice President of the California Federation of Teachers (CFT), praised San Francisco teachers who defied and refused to obey the committee. These brave teachers brought to light the “shabby legacy of McCarthy era.” (Maurice Engleman, “Arbitrary Ruling Ends a Career: Case Number 200,” The California Teacher 13, 1 (September-October 1960). Located in the AFT President’s Office Part 1 File Box 70 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.)

NEA understood that teachers were vulnerable to sensationalistic criticism that could provoke community fears and new legislation. To counter the destructive nature of anticommunist criticism, the NEA argued that the “organized profession must make itself heard...It is the privilege and the duty of every teacher to keep himself informed, watchful, and interested in the state legislation program.” The Defense Commission took the lead within the NEA in refuting anticommunist criticism.

By 1953, the NEA felt a strong, well-funded Defense Commission would help the teaching profession police itself, keep teachers informed, and arouse the public to help schools fight off unfounded attacks. While admitting the possibility of a few subversive teachers, the NEA contended that it was their job, as a professional organization, to deal with them. Richard Kennan, chairman of the Defenses Commission, reminded the public that it was the teaching profession’s job “to investigate alleged subversive teaching and to expose any teacher whose attention is focus to be inimical to the best interest of our country.” It was the teaching profession’s job to take “deliberate, forthright steps to challenge untrue statements and false propaganda” that was “increasingly becoming the stock in trade of the enemies of public education” who were “accusing teachers and the teaching profession of being Communistic or un-American.” Kennan reminded teachers that the Commission’s major emphasis was “not on the defense of teachers as its was on defense of democracy thru education.” After all, “it was far greater importance to establish a reputation of integrity in defending only the right rather than defending
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educators whether right or wrong.” While praising the Defense Commission for protecting teachers against anticommunists, they also reminded teachers that they needed to be seen to act like good Americans if they wanted NEA support.

An important NEA strategy was to build alliances among educators and community leaders to help mitigate anticommunists attacks. The Defense Commission sought to cooperate with laypersons to cut through the confusion, fear, and suspicion created by anticommunists so that “our American Way of Life is to be maintained and advanced in the years ahead.” In 1954, the Defense Commission sponsored a series of regional educator-layperson conferences titled, “Public Education in a Dangerous Era.” Part of the impetus of these conferences was to “emphasize the fact that public education itself is being threatened.” While acknowledging the need to be “on guard against the Communists and against Communist activities designed to damage or destroy us,” NEA alleged that many of the attacks initiated by anticommunists were “aimed deliberately at the destruction of the whole or part of our American system of public education.” Robert A. Skaife, Field Secretary for the Defense Commission, argued that these authors were “self-appointed protectors of the public interest have succeeded in creating a climate of hysteria” that resembled the nascent stage of totalitarianism. If teachers and the
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NEA did not counter these arguments from a noisy minority with indisputable facts, constructive criticism, and professional vigor, then Americanism could be in trouble.681

Again, the NEA offered a measured response to anticommunists’ attacks on teachers. While decrying the climate of fear provoked by anticommmunist critics, the NEA accepted the underlying assumptions that schools were staffed by a few communists who needed to be removed and the inculcation of patriotism was a central function of teaching that needed to be emphasized.682 They also reminded politicians, critics, and the public that a free, universal, nonsectarian system of public schools was what keep Americans free, strong, and safe. For schools to function properly they needed professional teachers who understood threat of communism and knew how to convey American democratic values. Yet they stopped short of the AFT’s demands of political accountability for anticommmunist critics. While the NEA devoted a considerable amount of their energy countering these critics, the most powerful anticommmunists (Senators McCarthy of SCGO, McCarren of SISS, Velde of HUAC, and FBI chief Hoover) were virtually absent in their reports.683 The NEA’s institutional focus on building political alliances to facilitate their lobbying efforts may explain this absence. If the NEA wanted the


682 During Public Education in a Dangerous Era conferences, the NEA identified two prominent and repeated solutions to anticommmunist attacks. One solution was “a greater stress be placed on the teaching of an appreciation of the American Heritage.” It was important that teachers instill in American students, seemingly trapped in “an air of cynicism, even disillusionment,” with love of freedom and of country” primarily through social science courses and patriotism-inducing activities. (Standifer Keas, “Group Two,” in Proceedings of Oklahoma Conference on Public Education in a Dangerous Era (Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1954), 19; Rabbi L. Elliot, “Group II: The Schools and Our Fundamental Freedom,” in Proceedings of First National Conference on Public Education in a Dangerous Era (Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1955), 17.)

683 This editorial and research pattern continue throughout the second half of the Baby Boom Era (1957-1964). The FBI, HUAC, or SISS were mentioned in reference to incorporating their publications into instructional materials in the public schools. They also published a guest editorial by J. Edgar Hoover in February 1962 on dangers of communism and an “uniformed citizenry” to the American enterprise. (J. Edgar Hoover, “Guest Editorial: A Two Edged Sword,” NEA Journal 51, 2 (February 1962): 31.)
government to respect the role of public schools and educators played in preserving the American way of life, then the NEA needed to respect legislators’ and government agents’ legitimate exercise of their institutional power. With the NEA’s prominent lobbying position in Washington, D.C. and state capitals, its leaders saw little benefit to criticizing elected officials who were pursuing the constitutional duties of their offices. The NEA positioned itself in the center of the American political culture.

*Teachers as Defenders of the American Way of Life, 1957-1965*

Between 1957 and 1965, successful challenges to anticommunists demonstrated to the AFT and NEA that they no longer needed to surrender the professional autonomy of the teachers they represented. In fact, they had powerful political allies both groups could rely on to defend the teaching profession from unwarranted attacks. Following the launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957, and between the signing into law of the NDEA on September 2, 1958, and the ESEA on April 11, 1965, the AFT and NEA had a national platform to lay claim to and confirm teachers’ professional autonomy. Public schools and teachers were alternatively blamed for following behind the Soviets and presented as the solution to catching up and surpassing the Soviets. The AFT and NEA shifted from the earlier defensive representations of teachers as loyal anticommunists toward more affirmative representations of teachers as patriotic defenders of the American way of life. Both organizations sought to eradicate anticommunists’ power in public schools and to expand teachers’ professional autonomy over employment, pedagogy, instruction, and curriculum. The NEA concentrated on lobbying state legislatures for stronger tenure laws for educators. The AFT focused on collective bargaining agreements with local school districts to secure due process protections for teachers. Both organizations promoted
academic freedom as essential to securing teachers’ professional autonomy and strengthening the American way of life.  

Academic freedom was the consistent theme in NEA publications and policies during the Baby Boom era. Before 1957, the NEA position on academic freedom was tempered by the dominance of anticommunism. Many teachers were wary of engaging with controversial, unpopular topics or employing innovative pedagogy. They turned to self-censorship to avoid criticism and dismissal. While the NEA promoted academic freedom, they conceded that the “opinions and customs of the community” limited their claims for autonomy over instruction and curriculum. They reminded teachers that

684 In the “1940 Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure,” the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), an affiliate of the NEA, crafted a widely recognized statement on academic freedom applicable to university professors and K-12 teachers. They argued that the “common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition.” They defined academic freedom as a teachers’ right to: (1) “full freedom in research and in the publication;” (2) “freedom in the classroom in discussing their subject, but they should be careful not to introduce into their teaching controversial matter which has no relation to their subject;” (3) be “free from institutional censorship or discipline” when they speak or write as citizens,” but that professors and teachers must insure that “at all times be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for the opinions of others, and should make every effort to indicate that they are not speaking for the institution.” The AAUP concluded that tenure was the best means to achieve academic freedom. They defined tenure as written agreement that the “precise terms and conditions” of employment and due process provisions for termination of tenure. (American Association of University Professors, “1940 Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure,” (1940), 14-15. Accessed on May 3, 2014 from American Association of University Professors.org at https://www.aaup.org/file/1940%20Statement.pdf.)

685 In their 1946 platform regarding teachers, the NEA stated academic freedom was “a public safeguard” and “the surest guarantee of orderly change and progress.” The first three planks dealt directly with the rising tide of criticism facing teachers at the onset of the Baby Boom era: “[1] The teacher’s conduct should be subject only to such controls as those to which other responsible citizens are subjected. [2] Teachers should have the privilege of presenting all points of view without the danger of reprisal by school administrations or by pressure groups in the community. [3] Teachers should have the right of protection from intimidation thru fear of loss of position, reduction of salary, loss of opportunities for advancement, or deprivation of their usual assignments, responsibilities, and authorities. (National Education Association, “Platform,” in NEA Handbook 1946-1947 (Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, August 1946), 154.)

686 Foster, 1, 99.

687 In 1948, the NEA’s Committee on Tenure and Academic Freedom recognized that academic freedom often depended on community outreach and the professionalism of teachers: “Building community attitudes that provide a climate of justice, tolerance, and fair play favorable for freedom in teaching in a positive duty of educational leaders. Public understanding can grow under careful planning. Ultimately academic freedom depends upon the skill, preparation, ethics, scholarship, and good judgment of the individual teachers. The history of every profession has been colored with persecution so long as the profession contained incompetent and irresponsible practitioners. Through technical knowledge, research, scientific attitudes, and human understanding a profession builds prestige and public confidence. No teacher is entitled to academic freedom simply because he is a teacher, but he does deserve freedom when he possesses the recognized skills and capacities of his profession. A wise teacher respects the opinions and customs of the community; he seeks to lead, not to push, the people toward high social goals and behavior; he deserves public confidence because he deals ethically with the public. (Committee on Tenure and Academic Freedom (1948),
academic freedom did not mean one could “parade pet prejudices” or “push partisan or doctrinal ideas.” No teacher or self-appointed critic had the right to impose their version of Americanism on his or her students. If teachers wanted to be professionals, then they needed to work with community leaders and be sensitive to local sensibilities. Teachers had to account for the political sensibilities of school officials who had the power to hire and fire them. Finally, teachers had to develop public confidence in their technical expertise and professional ethics by demonstrating an inclination to cooperate respectfully with all the stakeholders in the public schools. The NEA reminded teachers they were only one part of a larger cooperative system.

After 1957, the NEA joined the AFT in promoting a dynamic version of academic freedom. Both groups agreed that academic freedom was essential to the survival of the American way of life. The AFT argued that teachers’ academic freedom needed to be protected from political machinations of anticommunists and businessmen politicians on school boards. In 1958, Robert Butler of AFT Local 771 in Oakland California, represented teachers as public intellectuals dedicated to the “spirit of liberalism.” The ideal of the “Teacher-Intellectual” was a creator who made learning flourish, taught “young people what the possibilities of life are,” and led “his” students “out of the chaos

23.) The NEA’s 1952 Code of Ethics kept the prohibition on partisan politics and expectations of loyalties. “The teaching profession occupies a position of public trust” which requires “friendly, cooperative, and constructive” relationships. A teacher’s obligations included maintaining “an objective point of view” and working “to improve education in the community and to strengthen the community’s moral, spiritual, and intellectual life,” (“New NEA Code of Ethics: A Guide for Teachers,” NEA Journal 41, 6 (September 1952): 372.)

688 Hullfish (1953), 3-4.


of ignorance.” The public schools needed “his voice” and “his active guidance” in the creation of curricular content, instruction materials, and employment policies.\textsuperscript{691} The AFT’s case for academic freedom focused on teachers’ roles in and out of the classroom. They argued that only a teacher-only union with collective bargaining rights could effectively protect teachers’ academic freedom from calculating politicians, dictatorial administrators, and anticommmunist critics. Using legally binding collective bargaining agreements, the AFT could mandate administrative support and legal recourse to counter the unfair charges lobbed at teachers by anticommmunist critics of academic freedom.

The NEA championed teaching controversial issues, especially teaching about communism, as necessary for a proper democratic education for the Cold War. In the January 1957 \textit{California Teachers Association (CTA) Journal}, the CTA’s Commission on Educational Policy argued that life in the Cold War demanded “an ability constantly to deal with the controversial; therefore, the school must offer experiences to assist students in learning to handle issues intelligently.” The teacher was “the most important member of the school staff in the actual handling of controversial issues.” The key tasks for the teacher were to select age-appropriate topics, provide impartial materials that covered all points of view, allow students to practice freely discussing the issues, and ultimately “to help students arrive at conclusion in the light of all available evidence.” For the CTA, this was a matter of academic freedom since the “freedom of the student to learn is dependent

upon the freedom of his teacher to teach.” The NEA’s case for academic freedom remained focused on teachers’ roles in the classroom. They wanted teachers to pursue this professional goal by cooperating with administrators and policymakers while remaining free from interference from cynical non-educators.

For the AFT and NEA, the individual freedoms at the center of the American way of life and guaranteed by the Bill of Rights were best preserved by encouraging free inquiry for all students and protecting the academic freedom of teachers. Given the dire state of the world, students needed professionals who could bring a critical-analytical approach to teaching. With expert guidance from professional teachers, these students would understand their responsibilities as citizens in defending America from communist influence and infiltration. To make their case for free inquiry and academic freedom, the NEA joined the AFT to go on the offensive against anticommunist critics. They worked to discredit anticommunist critics as extremists and propagandists. They saw the unethical tactics and hyperbolic rhetoric of anticommunists as destructive to academic freedom. They stressed the “Machiavellian” tactics used by anticommunist groups, such as emotional appeals, idle gossip, smear campaigns, witch hunts, and unrelenting harassment to undermine the public trust in public schools, to abuse educators central to the success of schools, and to bully teachers into eschewing their professional duties.  

The AFT portrayed anticommunists as anti-union and anti-tax “super-patriots.” They deliberately created a climate of fear to discredit teachers’ professional autonomy, undermine the support for public schools, and characterize teacher unions as communist fronts. In doing so, they besmirched the groups and individuals fighting hardest “to provide the strongest spirit of Americanism in schools.” AFT leaders maintained that anticommunists’ “extreme ideologies” were “incompatible with our American way of life.” They also condemned their tactics and ideas as fundamentally undemocratic and prejudicial. The AFT identified HUAC as the primary culprit in damaging the status and autonomy of the teaching profession. Teachers’ academic freedom needed to be protected from the arbitrary whims of ultraconservative extremists and from cowardice of weak-willed administrators if the public schools and its teachers were to preserve and extend the American way of life for future generations.

The NEA and their allies declared that anticommunists wanted to impose their own version of Americanism. Jack Nelson, journalist at the Atlanta Constitution and coauthor of The Censors and the Schools, claimed that between 1958 and 1963 ultraconservative groups carried out concentrated campaigns in state legislatures to
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censor textbooks and fire “progressive revolutionaries.” These propagandists argued that the United States was “losing the Cold War, largely because distorted history texts have indoctrinated students with un-American ideas” that paralleled “the Communist line.”

In 1965, Jennelle Moorhead, President of the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, claimed that these anticomunist extremists were “dangerous foes” to free public schools and a free nation. These foes were intolerant of the cultural and political diversity that was “the lifeblood of democracy and freedom.” They wanted to insure loyalty by compulsion and indoctrinate students in the “deadening conformity” to their own sterile ideas by stamping out dissent rather than support a nonsectarian public education based on the “freedom to teach and to learn” that liberated students’ minds and promoted “independent thinking.”

The AFT and NEA challenged the legitimacy of their educational criticism and undermined their claims for political power. The NEA utilized loaded terms, such as indoctrination, propaganda, extremism, and demagoguery, to define anticommunism because of their popular association with totalitarianism, fascism, and communism. NEA leaders argued that these propagandists and extremists associated everything they hated or feared with communism and demanded teaching “love of God and Country” above all.
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else. In doing so, they were helping communists’ efforts to destroy Americanism by replicating Soviet counter-dissident controls and undermining educators’ “commitment to a free society—to individual dignity, to personal liberty, to equality of opportunity.”

To bolster their counterattacks on anticommunists, the NEA promoted teachers’ constructive roles in creating public schools that reinforced a truer version of Americanism.

In contrast to anticommmunist extremists, the NEA and AFT represented teachers as neutral arbiters of truth. Teaching students to distinguish between propaganda and facts was a Cold War priority. Central to nurturing this ability was safeguarding academic freedom for teachers and free inquiry for students. At the AFT’s 43rd Convention in 1958, they resolved that “freedom for fear and intimidation” were indispensable conditions” for effective teaching in a democracy.” The AFT’s solution was securing job security for all teachers through tenure, collective bargaining, and freedom to select a professional organization.

In 1961, Roland Upton, superintendent of Olympia, Washington, claimed that teachers could “assure survival of the American way, as well as the fundamental beliefs on which it is founded” if they were “free to teach the truth,” presented the facts objectively, and scorned the “mere flag waving” of “demagogues.”

The NEA argued that teachers must be able to help their students become critical readers of propaganda and astute interpreters of its deceptive meanings. In 1962, D. W. Tieszen, Dean of Central Missouri College and member of the Joint Committee of the American Legion and the NEA, called for teachers to engage in a “factual, straightforward analysis” of the
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history and doctrines of communism as the best way to expose its inherent fallacies.

“Among people free to think for themselves, nothing is so effective as simple truth.”705

The representation of teachers as impartial experts had three purposes. First, AFT and NEA leaders wanted to present teachers and anticommunists as diametrically opposed. Anticommunists were self-important rabble-rousers who wanted to impose their dogmatic version of Americanism on the public schools. Teachers were committed professionals devoted to helping students to learn how to expose harmful propaganda and to uncover the truth. Second, they sought to portray teachers as experts in choosing, applying, and evaluating subject matter, curricular content, and teaching methods. This expertise served as the primary rationale to expand teachers’ professional autonomy, to pass stringer tenure laws that protected teachers’ academic freedom, and to dispute non-educators’ claims for control over the teaching profession. Third, as liberalism came to dominate American politics in the early 1960s, the NEA’s dynamic stance against anticommunism and for academic freedom placed them at the center of the political culture once again and affirmed the AFT’s long-standing liberal political positions.

**Conclusion**

The early part of the Baby Boom era (1946-1957) was marked by the efforts of the AFT and NEA to defend teachers’ professional autonomy against the intrusive politics of anticommunism. Anticommunists’ dominance made professional autonomy one of the most pressing issue facing teachers during this period. If teachers were intimidated into self-censorship or leaving the profession, then teachers would lose their

fight for greater autonomy. Both organizations sought to shift from the popular representations of “good” teachers as compliant public servants and towards their own representations of teachers as loyal American professionals who could be trusted to police their colleagues. They also worked to establish official policies that assured due process protections for teachers. In the second half of the Baby Boom era (1957-1965), the NEA and AFT represented teachers as defenders of American freedoms to mitigate the adverse effects of loyalty requirements on the professional status of teachers. Teachers were portrayed as capable experts who understood the dangers inherent in communism and who objectively taught their students the benefits intrinsic to the American way of life. As experts, they needed decision-making power in developing policies and practices regarding employment, curriculum, instruction, and teaching methods.

Beginning in 1959, teachers gradually gained greater professional autonomy. Liberal politicians, civil liberty organizations, and federal courts limited legislatures’ investigative powers and enforcement of loyalty oaths. The AFT and NEA made significant inroads in expanding teachers’ professional autonomy. Following significant gains in membership and victories in collective bargaining elections in the late 1950s and early 1960s, AFT locals negotiated legally binding employment policies and grievance procedures which protected teachers’ due process rights. These agreements also gave teachers more control over curricular content, instructional materials, and pedagogical methods. The NEA secured greater professional autonomy for educators by lobbying for stronger tenure laws. These laws were drafted to protect educators from unwarranted intrusion into their classrooms, unfair dismissals based on non-professional factors, and
political reprisals from enemies of the public schools. By 1965, their lobbying helped to secure stronger tenure laws in most states outside the South.706

706 Many southern states repealed tenure laws and passed “right-to-work” legislation as part of the Massive Resistance strategy to forestall the racial integration of public schools. Southern school state board of educations and local school boards used these repeals to harass, transfer, and fire teachers who were members or supporters of civil rights organizations. (Cremin (1989), 259-272; Kruse (2012), 131-160; Perrillo, 82-115.)
**Chapter 5: World Leadership and Teacher Professionalism**

The specter of the Soviet Union not only sparked fears of communist infiltration into American society, it also represented a grave challenge to American leadership in the world. The political, economic, and ideological competition between the United States and the Soviet Union for world leadership captured everyone’s attention. The nuclear arms race and the space race made the world seemingly a smaller and more dangerous place than ever before. The fate of human civilization seemed to hang in the balance. American politicians, journalists, and scholars depicted a free, universal, nonsectarian public school system as the principal democratic institution to achieve international cooperation, national security, and technological progress.

Presidential administrations from Truman to Johnson argued for the centrality of public schools in maintaining and extending America’s world leadership. The United States-led Allied occupation forces in Japan (1946-1952) and Germany (1946-1949) instituted American education policies and practices as a primary method to instill democratic values and habits. In 1956 and 1957, United Nations Educational,
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707 Presidents made several statements about the importance of public education and teachers to U.S. world leadership. In November 1946, President Truman declared education was “the surest way I know of creating the warm international friendship that are highly important to sound political and economic arrangements among governments. By starting now, we can, in time, find thru education ‘the moral equivalent of war.’” He also praised teachers’ organizations for “building of that bulwark of a lasting peace.” (William G. Carr, “The Endicott Conference,” NEA Journal 35, 8 (November 1946): 477); In 1960, President Kennedy argued federal aid to public schools was an issue of national survival. The Soviets have spent at least two and one half times more of their national income indication than we have, and estimates indicate that within a few years they will have three time as many soldiers and engineers,” (John F. Kennedy, “Kennedy Says….” NEA Journal 49, 7 (October 1960): 10; In 1964, President Johnson passed federal aid legislation proclaiming education as the key to “social and technological and economic and moral progress.” Edith Green, “Much More Remains to be Done,” NEA Journal 53, 2 (February 1964): 16.)

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) coordinated with United States’ agencies and American education experts to facilitate the extension of primary education in Latin America. In 1957, President Eisenhower declared: “Our schools are more important than Nike batteries, more necessary than our radar warning nets, and more powerful even than the energy of the atom.” The media pointed to the importance of public education in defending democracy and defeating communism. In 1946, Benjamin Fine, the education editor of *New York Times*, stated the outcome of “the worldwide struggle between democracy and communism as a way of life” would be “determined by education” and victory would be secured by teachers not soldiers. Education leaders echoed these political sentiments and media commentaries on public education. In 1963, Francis Keppel, the U.S. Commissioner of Education (1961-1965), claimed public education was important “because it is essential to our way of life and to survival as a
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709 National Commission for UNESCO of the U.S. Department of State, “Part II: Education,” in *Report of the Progress Committee* (1956-1957), 15. Located in the Carl Megel File Box 1, Folder 1 at the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.


711 This sentiment was echoed by Fine and other journalists, especially following the launch of Sputnik in October 1957: In 1956, Fine warned readers about the dangers of ignoring education and teachers. With the Soviet Union greatly outspending the U.S. in education and teachers’ pay, they were “oustripping” the U.S. in nurturing gifted students and “producing scientist and engineers” critical to winning the Cold War. (Benjamin Fine, “Year in Education: Problems of Schools and Colleges,” *New York Times*, January 1, 1956.). In 1960, Bruce Catton, well-regarded American historian and journalist, bemoaned the fact that too many people in the world live with “the denial of democracy” reinforced through “constant repression and cruelty.” The solutions were essentially educative and “will come out of what we are and what we think and what we value.” (Bruce Catton, “Individual Responsibility,” *Journal of the National Association of Women Deans and Counselors* 21, 4 (June, 1960): 2.). In 1961, Ralph McGill, Pulitzer Prize-winning syndicated columnist and executive editor of the *Atlanta Constitution*, claimed the future of the U.S. and “western civilization” was “in the hands of educators. It is the teachers who shall give the future its leaders, its scientists, engineers, doctors, scholars” who impact “all aspects of our lives.” (Ralph McGill, “Education: The Key to the Future” *The American Teacher* 45, 4 (October 1961). Located at the AFT Archive at Wayne State University in the AFT President’s Office Files, Box 70, Folder 2.); In 1962, Max Lerner, a liberal syndicated columnist for the *New York Post*, in his book *Education and a Radical Humanism* argued “the crucial race is this not the weapons race, but the intelligence race. The ultimate problem, setting the educational task today, is how to keep the world from becoming either an ant society or a chancel house of radiated ashes.” (Don Robinson. “Max Lerner Appraises the Education Crisis: And Other Reviews of Current Books on Schools and Teaching,” *CTA Journal* 58, 7 (San Francisco, CA: California Teacher Association, October 1962): 35.)
nation in the atomic age.” AFT and NEA leaders recognized the potential of the Cold War world leadership discourse on public schools to bolster teacher professionalism.

The AFT and NEA capitalized on the positive roles attributed to American teachers in helping to secure America’s world leadership as contributors to and exemplars of world peace, national security, and political freedom. The key professional issue was claiming and gaining affirmation for teachers’ technical expertise. The AFT and NEA challenged the popular representations of natural-born teachers. They promoted teachers as well-trained experts in pedagogy, instruction, and curriculum. From 1946 to 1957, the NEA and AFT represented teachers as key contributors to world peace and national security. A teacher’s role was to develop intercultural understanding in students, who in turn would preserve and extend America’s world leadership. From the launch of Sputnik in October 1957 through the passage of the National Defense Education Act in 1958 (NDEA) and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965 (ESEA), the NEA and AFT consistently represented teachers as pedagogical and curricular experts who insured the survival of humankind by instilling the skills and desire for international

712 Francis Keppel, “Guest Editorial: Rights and the Responsibility,” *NEA Journal* 52, 7 (October 1963): 15. Educational leaders and scholars pointed to the importance of public education in the atomic age. In 1948, leading education theorist and researchers from Teachers’ College at Columbia University, John L. Childs, George S. Counts, and Floyd W. Reeves argued education that imbued American youth “with the ideals of democracy” would not only “determine the success or failure of our national defense” and America’s moral world leadership but it could determine the “survival of a human race.” (John L. Childs, George S. Counts, and Floyd W. Reeves, “To Provide for the Common Defense,” (1948). Located at the AFT Archive at Wayne State University in the AFT President’s Office Files, Box 68, Folder 1.). In 1957, Lawrence Derthick, U.S. Commissioner of Education (1956-1961), argued, “more education is essential” in a world “awakening to the existence of new and limitless frontiers” in this “era of growth and achievement that will overshadow all that has gone before.” (Lawrance Derthick, “The Stolen Years,” *School Life* (November 1957), 1.). In 1960, Edgar Morphet, Chief of School Finance for the United States Office of Education and Professor of Education at the University of California at Berkeley (1949-1962), argued public schools could be “designed to promote enlightenment and progress for all or to perpetuate ignorance and misery for many.” (Edgar Morphet, “What Should We Do About the Critics?,” in *Answering the Critics of Education NEA Convention Los Angeles, California* (Washington D.C.: National Education Association, June 30, 1960), 1.)
cooperation in their students while they simultaneously strengthened the United States’
position in the ideological battle against Soviets.

The NEA took the lead in representing teachers as Cold War role models to the
American public and politicians, as well as to the world’s diplomats and educators. NEA
representatives worked closely with officials in the Departments of State and Defense,
Congressional leaders, the United Nations (UN), UNESCO, the World Confederation of
Organizations of the Teaching Profession (WCOTP), and other international agencies
engaged in spreading democracy through education. The NEA’s goals were to help
facilitate the worldwide institutionalization of free, universal, nonsectarian public
education and to help improve the professional status of teachers around the world. The
AFT focused its discourse about America’s world leadership to represent teachers as
educational experts on world peace, national security, democratic values, and human
freedom. They sought to bolster teachers’ morale as publicly recognized educational
experts central to establishing America’s moral leadership for the world. In these two
approaches, teachers had a choice between the internationalist NEA, which emphasized
professional unity across borders, and the nationalist AFT, which emphasized the
technical expertise of American teachers. Together, they forged a world-minded
professional identity for teachers as experts in inculcating a democratic way of life to
millions of school children in America and the world.

713 Following the AFL lead, the AFT joined the explicitly anti-communist International Federation of Free Teachers’
Unions (IFFTU) but AFT did not play a major role in the administration or promotion of the organization. The IFFTU
remained a smaller organization than the WCOTP until the mid-1970s. By 1976 the IFFTU represented unions with
only 2.3 million members while the WCOTP represented unions with more than 20 million members. (United Nations
Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations, Quadrennial Reports on the Activities of Non-Governmental
Organizations (March 20–31, 1995).)
Teachers from the Atomic Age to the Space Race

In terms of American world leadership and public education, the Baby Boom era (1946-1964) can be divided into two interrelated periods: the Atomic Age (August 6, 1945 to October 4, 1957) and the early Space Age (October 4, 1957 to April 9, 1965). In 1946, Raymond Swing, an acclaimed news commentator for ABC and NBC, announced the birth of a new age: “On August 6, 1945, the first day of the Atomic Age, the face of the world changed.” Education in the Atomic Age was marked by concerns about world peace and national security. Teachers were expected to produce world-minded students who understood the need for international cooperation, the power of atomic energy, and the dangers of Soviet imperialism. On October 4, 1957, the successful launch and orbit of Sputnik shocked Americans. It marked the start of the Space Age. Many Americans feared that the United States had fallen hopelessly behind the Soviets. Education in the Space Age was marked by demands for scientific and technological advances. Teachers were expected to produce intellectually sophisticated students who could out-produce and overcome Soviet engineers, scientists, and propagandists.

The connective tissue between these two periods was the political, ideological, economic, and military competition between the United States and the Soviet Union. The world seemed divided into two armed and irreconcilable camps. In the economic realm, free enterprise capitalists fought centrally planning communists. In the political sphere, democratic governments fought totalitarian regimes. In classrooms, freedom-

loving teachers fought state-controlled propagandists to win over the next generation of cold warriors. The United States took the lead to contain initially, consistently resist, and eventually repel Soviet communism. American foreign policy included covert operations, economic aid, political alliances, and military interventions.716 The United States also supported public education initiatives intended to instill democratic habits and combat the advances of Communist propaganda. The U.S. Department of State and the International Education Relations branch of the U.S. Office of Education (IER) worked closely with UNESCO’s and Ford Foundation’s education initiatives, sponsored teacher and student exchanges, developed vocational education projects in developing countries, and expanded the overseas American Schools program.717 In 1961, the Peace Corps was established to contribute to the “worldwide struggle for freedom.” Between 1961 and 2001, more than 70,000 teachers participated in Peace Corps activities.718 At the center of these programs was the belief that the American system of free, universal, nonsectarian, and compulsory public school system would be embraced by the world and would then serve as a means to establishing democratic practices around the world.


718 Zimmerman (2006), 98, 16.
American political and educational leaders portrayed education as a vehicle to cope with the anxieties and to realize the boundless possibilities of the Atomic Age. The destructiveness of the atomic bomb frightened people around the world, provoking fears of an imminent nuclear apocalypse. Yet, the seemingly unlimited potential of atomic energy intrigued people, promising an abundance of cheap energy to fuel worldwide prosperity. In 1947, W. W. Waymack, editor of the *Des Moines Register and Tribune* and member of the newly formed Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), stated that atomic energy defined a new reality: “The blinding flash and the gigantic mushroom over Hiroshima announced the march of man, for good and for indescribable evil, into another ‘new world.’”

This new world seemed more precarious on October 1, 1949, when the Soviet Union exploded its first atomic bomb, ending the United States’ monopoly on nuclear weapons. The escalating nuclear arms race accompanied by the hyperbolic rhetoric and robust geopolitical maneuverings between the Soviet Union and the United States were constant reminders that the very survival of humankind was endangered.

Educators struggled to turn the discourse about the importance of education in the Atomic Age into action. Faced with massive increases in enrollments and inadequate funding sources, most public schools faced overcrowded classrooms, outdated materials, teacher shortages, and inadequate facilities. The AFT and NEA lobbied for federal aid to public education as a long-range means to raise teachers’ salaries in order to attract better candidates to teaching and to provide for school construction to replace overcrowded, outdated facilities. Their quest for federal aid over several decades had been “fervent,

720 Britain (1952), France (1960), and China (1964) would eventually join the nuclear arms race.
persistent, and punctuated by setbacks.”721 The path to federal aid was blocked by two political blocs from the 1940s to the 1950s. Conservative Republicans opposed federal aid as an unnecessary expenditure that would result in federal control of public schools. Southern Democrats opposed federal aid that excluded segregated facilities or extended the federal government’s power into state and local governmental affairs.722 Despite these obstacles, federal aid to education remained an important political issue.

The moderate Eisenhower administration preferred balancing the budget and avoiding large domestic expenditures to participating in contentious federal aid battles. However, the administration understood that growing concerns over public education needed to be addressed at the federal level. In 1955, they sponsored 4,000 nationwide conferences on education culminating in the White House Conference on Education. The NEA viewed the conferences as an opportunity to build a political base to push for federal educational legislation to meet their long-range goals of improving public schools and its teachers’ professional status. The administration saw the conferences as a means to garner political support for their 1956 school construction bill, which would provide a temporary stimulus to school districts. However, the bill failed to pass, due to the inclusion of the Powell Amendment, the lack of meaningful support from Republican leadership, and the lobbying efforts of the United States Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers.723 While the defeat of yet another federal aid to public education bill was frustrating for the AFT and NEA, the conferences strengthened

professional solidarity among teachers and established wider support in national political circles for federal aid. These developments would prove useful when the Soviets’ displays of technological superiority in the next few years shocked the American public.

The year 1957 was a pivotal year in terms of world affairs and education. On August 26, Russia launched the Vostok rocket, the world’s first intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). On October 4, Russia launched Sputnik into orbit, the world's first artificial satellite. On November 7, a report from a special committee reviewing the nation’s defense indicated that the United States was falling far behind the Soviets in missile capabilities and urged a vigorous campaign to build fallout shelters to protect American citizens. On November 15, Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev claimed that the Soviet Union had missile superiority over the United States and challenged America to a missile “shooting match” to prove his assertion. These events, reports, and declarations renewed the fear of imminent annihilation in the minds of American people.

Many Americans turned to public schools and their teachers for an explanation. In December 1957, Arthur F. Corey, executive secretary of the California Teachers Association (CTA), acknowledged that Americans were “shocked and angry. The forced acceptance of recent Russian achievements has been a traumatic experience to many of us…. We shudder to think that a culture whose values and ideology we hate and fear has been able to produce such competence.” Many critics sought a scapegoat and the public schools seemed an apt target. Nathan Kravetz, principal of Walgrove Avenue
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School in Los Angeles, maintained that “Sputniks streak through the sky as America surveys its unsuccessful rockets inducts confusion….and the average citizen, noting an apparent void in U.S. talents, looks askance at the schools.”727 In January 1958, CTA President Jack D. Rees argued that Sputnik represented an enormous challenge to teachers: “Russian satellites, whirling through space around our planet, bespeak a menace to the people of the United States and place an historically unprecedented responsibility upon the school teachers of our country.”728 Rees reassured his readers that American teachers were and would remain willing to accept this heavy responsibility.

Sputnik also sparked a heated debate over the leadership, direction, personnel, and funding of public education. Education historian Sevan G. Terzian claims that Sputnik intensified the prevalent political belief that scientific knowledge and technological innovation was essential to maintaining America’s world leadership.729 Carl Kaestle and Marshall Smith observed that Sputnik fueled a growing alarm about the inferiority of American education in comparison to the Soviet accomplishments.730 Wayne Urban in More Than Science and Sputnik (2010) argued that “all participants used the Cold War climate that Sputnik caused to create a near panic about American education to proffer their own versions of educational improvement, many of which had little to do with national defense or the Cold War.”731

Liberal critics, like U.S. historian Arthur Bestor, decried the lack of intellectual rigor in the public schools. They worried that too many gifted children, “our potential leaders, discoverers, and creators,” were left to “develop their own skills in their own way and on their own initiative.”\textsuperscript{732} Conservative critics, like John W. Gardner, president of Carnegie Corporation, complained that a penchant for the fads-and-frills of progressive education had replaced the intellectual discipline of the traditional reading, writing and arithmetic, or the Three Rs, education. These critics feared that the child-centered emphasis of progressive education made students too soft to win the global struggle against communism.\textsuperscript{733} American students needed to master “conventional academic subjects as traditionally organized and taught” in order to become tough-minded cold warriors.\textsuperscript{734} Urban argues that K-12 educators also made “strategic use of science for non-science educational reform,” including increasing educational opportunities for all American children and improving their long-range professional goals.\textsuperscript{735}

NEA and AFT leaders responded to these criticisms by reminding the American public that they had repeatedly warned them that underfunded public schools staffed by unheralded, overworked, and underpaid teachers could result in the Soviets achieving their Cold War “objectives in the classroom instead of on battlefields.”\textsuperscript{736} Public schools “simply had not been permitted fully to succeed.” Educators argued that the only answer to Sputnik was “a broad, high-quality program of education which develops all kinds of

\textsuperscript{735} Urban (2010), xi-xii.
\textsuperscript{736} Corey (December 1957), 5.
human talent.”737 After all, “[m]oney spent on teachers and on the materials of teaching will produce results in training the scientific minds of tomorrow.”738 The AFT and NEA reminded politicians and the public that the condition of American schools and the treatment of teachers was a tragedy given the dire consequences of the United States losing the Cold War. And the United States needed to match, if not surpass the time, energy, and money the Soviet Union spent on their school system. Raymond Peck, a Columbus, Ohio Junior high school teacher who served the Ohio Federation of Teachers as President, Treasurer, and Legislative Lobbyist, as well as a Vice President of American Federation of Teachers, remarked that the percentage of national income spent on public education had been steadily declining in the United States since the 1930s, resulting in Russia spending twice as much on education as Americans did in 1958.739 In December 1957, the editors of the NEA Research Division report, “Ten Criticisms of Public Education,” noted that the recent international crisis had “accelerated concern for human resources and emphasized a need for early identification, training, and utilization of gifted minds.”740 They concluded that despite the so-called “deficiencies and woeful conditions of education in America” public schools enrolled more students in science, mathematics, and foreign languages in a greater variety of courses taught by dedicated professionals than they had ever done before. Schools and teachers were also working hard at identifying and encouraging gifted students to pursue their intellectual interests. What schools and teachers needed most was “the active support and encouragement” of
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parents, local authorities, state agencies, and the federal government so they could keep improving at “one of the most necessary and exacting jobs in the land.” These arguments were used by AFT and NEA lobbyists, as well as their political allies, as a new federal-aid-to-public-education bill emphasizing the connection between public education and national defense was introduced in 85th Congress.

Working closely with Representative Carl Elliot (Democrat, Alabama 1949-1965), Senator Lister Hill (Democrat, Alabama 1938-1969), and Elliott Richardson (Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 1957-1959), AFT and NEA lobbyists contributed to the passage of the NDEA on September 2, 1958. It was a categorical aid bill as opposed to the general aid bill the AFT and NEA advocated. In ten titles, the bill allocated funds to specific programs and/or purposes, including fellowships, student loans, language arts centers, and science information service. For K-12 education, the bill allocated funds for improving science, mathematics, and foreign language instruction; testing, guidance, and counseling to help identify and encourage gifted students; vocational education in scientific and technological fields; and experimentation with educational media. Urban argues the NDEA was a compromise that privileged the conservative ideology of intellectual merit over the liberal politics of educational equity. However, it did set a precedent for federal involvement in
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educational policies and practices that political liberals and education associations would use to extend educational opportunities during the 1960s.745

The AFT and NEA were disappointed by the narrowly focused categorical aid. They continued to lobby for general federal aid to improve teachers’ salaries and working conditions. These lobbying efforts were bolstered by continuing Cold War competition for world leadership and in the space race between the Soviet Union and United States. In the political, military, and ideological realms, from Cuba to Czechoslovakia to the Congo to Vietnam, communists seemed to be on the march to victory. In the scientific and technological fields, the Soviets bested the United States as Yuri Gagarin became the first person to orbit the Earth on April 12, 1961. Americans were embarrassed that the Russians had surpassed them once more in the space race. Education again was blamed. And again, the AFT and NEA struck back at critics.

AFT and NEA leaders argued that the public schools were the primary American institution where the United States’ world leadership was strengthened, democratic habits were formed, international cooperation was advanced, and a free society was nurtured. Appropriately funded schools with experienced and well-paid teachers were necessary if democracy was to survive in the United States and remain the model for the world to follow. The AFT and NEA argued that federal aid designed to improve teachers’ salaries and working conditions was needed in order to attract more career-minded, well-educated, and professional individuals, who were truly qualified to prepare American children for the scientific and humanistic realities of the Cold War. Conservative

745 Lee W. Anderson, Congress and the Classroom: From the Cold War to “No Child Left Behind” (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2007), 564; Guthrie (1968), 302; Kantor 60; Urban (2010) 203-207.
Republicans and southern Democrats blocked the passage of federal aid bills in efforts to balance the budget, limit federal power, and forestall school integration. This time, teachers had robust support for federal aid in the media, Congress, and the White House.

Federal aid advocates focused their arguments on the role of education in meeting Cold War imperatives. In 1958, Senator William Proxmire (Democrat, Wisconsin 1957-1989) claimed the United States “must win the battle of the blackboards” to prevail in the Cold War. He argued the failure to educate America’s children would be tragic for the American way of life and would “decrease American leadership in the struggle for freedom with Soviet Union.” The solution was to push for federal aid to “answer to the challenges of Soviet Russia.”

In his 1961 Education Message to Congress, President Kennedy proclaimed federal aid to public education was “probably the most important piece of domestic legislation.” He argued that adequately funding schools would provide America with much needed supply of dedicated citizens, thoughtful leaders, inventive scientists, and skilled engineers to help the United States overcome the advances made by the Soviet Union. Editors from major newspapers supported the education bill. The editors of the St. Louis Dispatch stated, “the strengthening of education is fully as vital as the strengthening if our armed forces.” The editors of the Atlanta Constitution concluded that, “Education in this era is defense.”

In 1962, Dr. Harold Hunt, Professor of Education at Harvard University, stated that education was key
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to winning the ideological battles of the Cold War. In a world with “more believing and active communists” and “more people under communist dictators,” the ideological struggle to gain “possession of men’s minds” between the Soviets and Americans “will ultimately shape the world.” AFT and NEA leaders argued that the United States needed to improve education if it was to fulfill its destiny as a world leader “in the battle between freedom and totalitarianism.” Following the assassination of Kennedy on November 22, 1963 and Lyndon Johnson’s overwhelming victory in the 1964 election, the political climate shifted in favor of a more expansive version of federal aid to public education.

With Johnson as President, a proud former teacher, the AFT and NEA had a powerful ally in the White House. Public education was central to Johnson’s “Great Society efforts to promote economic and social welfare.” He also felt an obligation to continue Kennedy’s agenda, including federal aid to public education, while developing his own identity as President. Johnson envisioned the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) as the “keystone of the Great Society's expansion of federal education activity,” Three obstacles remained in the administration’s path: Southern segregationists, conservative Republicans, and Catholic proponents for federal aid to private schools. Johnson invoked “remarkable cohesion and support among non-
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Southern Democrats” to override Southern Democrats’ objections to federal aid. He also built alliances among Republicans and Catholic proponents to work out compromises on federal control and funding for private schools.756 The AFT, NEA, and other education leaders and lobbyists worked with the administration, the U.S. Office of Education, and congressmen on behalf of the ESEA.757 On April 11, 1965, Johnson signed the ESEA into law proclaiming “No law I have signed or will ever sign means more to the future of America.”758 The law increased federal aid from $500,000,000 under the NDEA to $3,500,000,000 and expanded federal education programs from twenty under the NDEA to over three hundred.759 Together the NDEA and ESEA formalized the federal government’s role in American public schools, creating a new paradigm in which K-12 education moved from being primarily a local concern to assuming an important national and international issue.760 Each piece of legislation, especially the ESEA, conferred a specific professional stature upon teachers as educational experts in inculcating an appreciation and desire for a democratic way of life in millions of school children in the United States and the world.

**Teachers for World Peace, 1946-1949**

In the early years of the Atomic Age (1945-1949), the AFT and NEA argued that teachers had a professional responsibility to promote world peace. Beginning in 1945, both organizations pushed for world peace through the UN and UNESCO. Following the horrors and the devastation of World War II, the leaders of the AFT and NEA focused
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their discourses on the role of public schools and teachers in developing an appreciation for intercultural relations and international cooperation. They argued that an international education, led by world-minded professional teachers, was the best possible path to winning the ideological conflict between democracy and communism at the heart of the Cold War. The world’s peoples would be won over to the democratic way of life in the classrooms, not on the battlefields. By exporting the American system of education and teaching methods through UN and UNESCO programs, the United States would ensure world peace by ensuring democracy’s victory over communism.

The NEA embraced an internationalist approach to teacher professionalism. Wayne Urban posited that, under the leadership of Willard Givens (1935-1952) and William Carr (1952-1967), the NEA focused a great deal of its attention and energies on the international scene. In the immediate aftermath of WWII, NEA leaders and their allies argued that public education and teachers were a significant factor in establishing or defeating totalitarian governments. The NEA represented teachers as ardent democrats who understood the obstacle that the Soviets’ desire for world domination presented to world peace. Soviet communism relied on instilling a totalitarian mindset that subsumed individuals’ rights and liberties to the demands of the state. The NEA reminded the international audience that teachers had toiled for more than a century instilling the values and habits of a democratic way of life in generations of children. Their collective experience and knowledge positioned American teachers as experts in preserving and

expanding democracy. They also reminded the American public and politicians of the
dangers of indoctrination into a totalitarian mindset to the prospects of world peace.

NEA leaders and allies argued that the horrors of World War II were born in the
classrooms of Nazi Germany. In 1946, Bishop Oxnam reminded readers of the NEA
Journal what was at stake in educating the world for peace: “The men who were the
beasts of Belsen were trained in the schools of Belsen.” The illustration accompanying
Willard E. Givens’ 1947 Annual Report of the Profession to the Public, highlighted the
different kind of societies promoted by American and totalitarian educational system (See
Figure 1). In the upper left corner, two students work together in a chemistry laboratory
with the title: “This Kind of Education.” In the lower right corner, columns of Nazi
Youth march with the title: “NOT This Kind.” Givens proclaimed that teachers
belonged on the side of world peace: “The objective of international cooperation in
education is to eliminate the kind of education that can lead only to war, and substitute
for it the kind of education that leads to peace.” NEA leaders argued that the
educational experience of Nazi Germany was applicable to the battle of ideas between the
United States and the Soviet Union. In 1949, Daniel F. Prescott, Director of Child Study
Institute at the University of Maryland, claimed that the educational goal of totalitarian
governments was to control the thoughts and behaviors of students, teachers, and
administrators. After all, “the experience in Germany with educators under Nazi regime
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EDUCATION AND THE PEOPLE'S PEACE

EDUCATION has a place at the peace table. For the first time in the history of the world, there is an opportunity to create and maintain a people's peace. In building the structure of a new world organization, the statesmen of the United Nations at San Francisco clearly recognized that no international machinery for dealing with economic, political, military and legal matters can work properly unless the peoples of the world learn how to make it work. Provisions for education and cultural cooperation were therefore incorporated in both the Economic and Social Council and in the trusteeship system of the United Nations Organization.

This striking victory for education in the peace did not happen by accident. Thousands of educators and other citizens had grimly determined that this time education should not have the courteous “brush off” it received in 1919 by the Committee drafting the Covenant of the League of Nations. The organized teaching profession, through the Educational Policies Commission of the National Education Association and the American Association of School Administrators, spearheaded the struggle for an international recognition of education. The Commission was vigorously and ably supported by all types of local organizations and by public spirited individuals. The necessary forces were organized, united, and resolute.

The role of education at the peace table is vital. Preparation for war and preparation for peace are deeply rooted in education. Americans are not a war-like people, largely because our schools have not glorified war. They have not taught youth that this country was hated by any other nation.

They have not taught that our national goals were threatened by those of any other nation that neighboring nations were our enemies, that neighboring nations were our enemies. They have not taught that the individual cannot make his nation powerful among others a government exists for the well-being of all people. American schools have taught that our real enemies are disease and poverty, ignorance and crime, and that the glory of our nation is in the well-being of all people.

The objective of international cooperation is to eliminate the kind of education that leads only to war, and substitute a kind of education that leads to peace.

The stipulation of the United Nations is that the international trusteeship is but a step toward the social and educational advancement of under-developed territories. The United Nations is of special importance to the world. Many of the illiterates live in under-developed areas likely to be part of a new world organization. From their present condition of ignorance can come no contribution to peace. The safety of the world depends upon intelligent cooperation and upon universal education.

...NOT this Kind

for fifteen years” showed us that thoughts and behaviors could be controlled.765

For the leadership of the NEA, this experience meant education for intercultural understanding and international cooperation had to be a main task for teachers in the Cold War. In 1949, Helen Dwight Reed, Chief of the European Section of the Division of International Education Relations of the United States’ Office of Education, said: “Nazi distortion of the educational processes of a highly civilized and educated people, with appalling consequences for the lives of millions around the globe, can leave no doubt about the international significance of education.”766 This distortion was being replicated by the communist propagandists in the Soviet Union and their satellites. For the NEA, the reach of communist propaganda meant education for democracy was an imperative in the United States and around the world. NEA discourse about the dangers of totalitarian education gave American teachers a positive role to play in the ideological battles against communism. As experts in instilling democratic attitudes, values, and habits, American teachers could serve as role models or consultants for international organizations seeking to replicate American educational practices abroad. Teachers from the smallest rural schoolhouses to the largest urban schools affected the prospects for world peace and international cooperation by instilling a love for humanity in their students, the future leaders and citizens of the world.

To accomplish these goals, the AFT and NEA allied themselves with the political agenda of the UN and the educational missions of UNESCO. Both groups presented the

UN’s primary goal as achieving world peace through international cooperation and UNESCO as a primary agency to reach this goal through education. For the NEA, this was a hands-on endeavor. The NEA presented itself as a partner with the UN and UNESCO. They heralded their influence and participation in shaping the UN Charter and the UNESCO’s constitution, especially the inclusion of the human right to education.767 The *NEA Journal* ran a monthly series, “Our United Nations,” to keep teachers informed on how to carry out their “heavy responsibility as citizens and as teachers in developing a concept of world organization among the American people.”768 Beginning in 1946 and continuing into the 1950s, the NEA cooperated with NBC to promote United Nations Week, “in order to stress the world’s need for unity and understanding in the building of an enduring peace.”769 For the AFT, this stance was primarily symbolic. They argued that teachers had a distinct obligation to promote peace. The UN and the UNESCO were the most important agencies for building understanding among the world’s peoples and promoting world peace. The AFT and NEA sought to bolster teachers’ professional status by representing them as educational ambassadors.

Part of the NEA approach was to convince teachers to support and teach about the UN and UNESCO. Throughout 1946 and 1947, these organizations were popular topics in the *NEA Journal*. Several articles addressed NEA resolutions calling for the systemic

---

767 In April 1945, several NEA leaders were invited by the State Department to serve as consultants to the U.S. delegation during the writing of the UN Charter. Education was mentioned explicitly nine times in the final text. In November 1945, NEA participated in the London Conference that drew up the UNESCO Constitution and supported its passage by the U.S. Congress via testimony in the House and Senate Committees on Foreign Relations. NEA representatives then participated in the first official meeting of UNESCO in Paris in 1947, helping to shape its objectives and projects. (National Education Association, “Part V UNSECO: NEA Participation in UNESCO,” in *NEA Handbook 1950-1951* (August 1950), 361-362).


study of the UN and UNESCO as part of citizenship education and attention be given to how these organizations would affect peace in the world.\textsuperscript{770} The articles stressed the role of these organizations in ensuring the collective security of the free world, maintaining the peace so dearly paid for during World War II, and preserving the basic tenets of individual freedom that served as the foundation of Western civilization. As the first paragraph in the UNESCO Constitution states, “since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defenders of peace must be constructed.”\textsuperscript{771} The NEA argued that teachers had a central role to play in the success of the UNESCO reaching its goal of establishing a peaceful world community of nations. Teachers thus had a serious obligation to disavow the “poison of aggressive nationalism injected into children’s minds as dangerous for world stability as the manufacture of armaments” and help UNESCO in “encouraging universal brotherhood and in building a peaceful federation in a world where man is fearless and free.”\textsuperscript{772}

The \textit{NEA Journal} highlighted also statewide and local efforts to educate students and the community on the role of the UN and UNESCO. In 1947, editors highlighted the efforts of Middletown (Ohio) High School. Confronted by fear, suspicion, and talk among the citizens of a third world war, teachers developed a program that engaged war veterans, students, and the community in discussions sessions and informational meetings. Students produced editorials and radio skits on atomic energy and the

---


prevention of another war. By advocating for the UN’s and UNESCO’s missions, the NEA represented internationalism as an antidote to war and teachers as agents of peace. Its alliance with the UN and UNESCO was a means to internationalize the teaching profession in a dangerous world. They represented teachers as key actors in building a world community based on human brotherhood.

While the NEA focused much of its energies on the international scene, the AFT focused on how international organizations could help American teachers serve their students. The AFT saw the UN and UNESCO as valuable examples of organizations working toward world peace and international cooperation. AFT leaders argued that one of teachers’ main tasks was promoting world peace through education. Raymond Peck claimed that teachers, as educated professionals, could “point the way to peace or better yet lead the way.” He reminded teachers that the key to successfully facing the future for the Baby Boom generation was the development of human relationships: “We live in the most savage period of the history of mankind measured in terms of destruction and killing. We are growing children in an atmosphere of violence, threat, fear, and dread.” Peck concluded that if Americans wanted to “build democratic citizens” in the United States and around the world, then teachers needed to instruct their students on how to love and to revitalize their neighborliness. For the AFT, peace could best be achieved in classrooms where teachers built understanding for and across the many world cultures.

---

773 Eldridge (April 1947), 274-275.
775 Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231, “Democracy Result of Neglect, Says Dr. Howard Lane,” The Detroit Teacher 9, 8 (April 18, 1951). Located in the Helen Bowers File in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
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among their students. Teachers needed to focus their lessons not only on instilling basic skills, but, more importantly, on developing an appreciation for the people of the world.

From 1949 to 1955, due in part to the Soviet Union’s territorial gains and nuclear capability, as well as the rise of anticommunist politics at home, the tone and direction of the AFT’s and NEA’s advocacy for the UN and UNESCO shifted from a focus on promoting world peace to their roles in creating international stability through the expansion of democracy. Anticommunists claimed that the UN and UNESCO were socialist fronts seeking to subsume the sovereignty of the United States under a single world government. The teaching of and advocacy for the UN and UNESCO made targets of teachers and their organizations. Instead of advocacy, the NEA now promoted a purely factual approach that emphasized the political and educational functions of both organizations. The goal was to help students understand their duties as world-minded citizens. The NEA argued that to be a good American citizen, one also needed to be a citizen of the world. In a world divided by competing ideologies, American citizens needed to understand the world. By teaching about the UN and UNESCO, students could develop an international point of view that would “increase their understanding of the people of the world, the need for international cooperation, a concern for today’s world problems, and become more loyal citizen of America and the world.”

780 Katherine Scrivener, “To Help You Teaching about the UN,” NEA Journal 40, 9 (December 1951): 663.
The AFT emphasized the UN’s and UNESCO’s defense of democracy. In 1956, Megel stated that the UNESCO’s purpose was “peace and security” through collaboration in “education, science, and culture.” The support of UN and UNESCO was “an act of faith in the truth that a free exchange of ideas provided” and the spread of literacy would bring more justice to more people around the world.781 The spread of free, universal, nonsectarian, and compulsory public education led by world-minded, professional teachers would then serve as a basis for establishing the desire for the democratic rule of law in the world’s peoples. This shift in emphasis regarding the UN and UNESCO marked a shift in the AFT’s and NEA’s discursive strategy from teachers as global ambassadors for world peace to front line soldiers in the battle of Cold War ideologies.

**Teachers and National Security, 1949-1957**

Beginning in 1949, the AFT and NEA shifted their focus to the role of public schools and teachers in bolstering the United States’ national security. Their leaders argued that in an interdependent world national security meant spreading democratic values and individual freedoms throughout the world. Both groups saw public education as the most effective means to attain this goal and charged teachers with this new responsibility. In terms of national security, both organizations represented teachers as the disseminators of truth and freedom. NEA leaders argued that teachers needed to inculcate in their students with a world-minded patriotism that accepted the United States’ role as leaders of the free world. The AFT focused their arguments on public schools and their teachers as the ultimate defense against the spread of communism. Both

781 Carl Megel, “What UNESCO Means to Me Personally and What is Means to the AFT.” (1956). Located in the Carl Megel File Box 1 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
organizations utilized this discourse to argue for federal aid. Together, the AFT and NEA crafted a viable rationale for the NDEA by connecting national security to public education and teachers.

What kind of teacher could help secure victory over communism? In 1951, Dr. Frederick M. Hunter, a former NEA President, asserted that given “the imminence of a world struggle” teachers needed to be spokesmen, guardians, and defenders of freedom. He claimed teachers must “teach patriotism and world-mindedness at one and the same time throughout the schools” in order to be “a spearhead of defense” against Soviet tyranny and aggression. After all, “our patriotism has come to mean that our own welfare as a free nation depends upon all nations being free.”782 This assertion would form the basis for the NEA argument for federal aid based on national security. The NEA turned to powerful allies to make their case. In February 1954, the NEA Journal published George C. Marshall’s Plan for Education. Marshall argued that education free of bias or prejudice offered “a last clear chance to begin the build up the strength of the democracies” around the world. Since qualified and dedicated teachers determined the success or failure of public education and democracy, Marshall campaigned for federal aid to education that included professional salaries to attract and retain the best teachers. Americans and the world depended “in large measure on the impartiality of those who teach. Their approach must be on a scientific basis in order to present the true facts.”783 These scientific, nonpartisan, and rational teachers were needed to help defeat the propaganda poisoning the minds of people in other countries against U.S. world leadership.

The atomic bomb “revolutionized” social thought and teaching in the first half of the Baby Boom era (1946-1957). The AFT and NEA placed teachers on the front lines of the ideological battle between the United States and the Soviet Union. Both argued that ignorance, prejudice, and deprivation left many of the world’s people vulnerable to being swayed by communist propaganda: “Communism and other totalitarian evils insinuate their virulence into weary spirits and tired minds.” Both groups envisioned American education as a bulwark of freedom against Soviet aggression and totalitarianism. Both represented teachers as spokespersons, guardians, and defenders of the basic values of Western civilization and a democratic way of life. Both asserted the professionalism of teachers as impartial and objective experts. The AFT and NEA declared that these educational experts would help to defeat communism through a logical and scientific approach that would give their students the necessary skills to discredit communist propaganda. They would instill in their students a desire for democracy that would inoculate them from the aims of propagandists. The launching of Sputnik on October 24, 1957 significantly disputed this narrative of teachers, however.

Teaching an Interdependent World about Survival, 1957-1965

Following Sputnik, public education moved to the forefront of the national political debate. Several critics argued that the overwhelming influence of progressive educational theories had left public schools and teachers too soft to supply the United States with morally and intellectually tough cold warriors. The media exclaimed that the

785 Crary (December 1952), 422.
Space Age was here and “conceded that the Soviet Union had won some points” in the ideological Cold War to win over people’s minds. Education proponents in Congress saw an opening to pass federal aid to public education. The AFT and NEA saw Sputnik as an opportunity to further their professional agendas for public education and teachers. Both groups lobbied for federal aid as an investment in maintaining America’s world leadership. A primary strategy was to define public schools as essential Cold War institutions and to represent teachers as education experts. Teachers were charge with producing cold warriors ready and willing to face of aggressive Soviet imperialism. The AFT and NEA argued that well-funded public schools with well-paid, well-trained, and properly utilized teachers served as an important check on the Soviets, which was putting their ‘schools ahead of almost everything else in its mad rush for world domination.’

The signing into law of the NDEA in September 2, 1958 marked a turning point in American education and teacher professionalism. To AFT and NEA leaders the federal government was now a vested partner in pursuit of excellence in public education. The NDEA positioned teachers as key actors in national defense. As in the Atomic Age, teachers continued to contribute to the stability of American democracy by instilling in their students a proper appreciation for their rights and responsibilities as world-minded citizens. Teachers also continued to contribute to national security by instilling an intelligent patriotism in America’s youth that developed a deep attachment to all human beings in the world around them.

---

The Space Age brought a new imperative to America’s classrooms, the survival of humankind. Hans Rosenhaupt, director of Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, proclaimed humanity’s survival in the age of nuclear weapons deliverable by ICBMs and vicious lies disseminated by communist propaganda would be determined in the classrooms of America.\textsuperscript{789} Thus, the AFT and NEA had a new weapon in their discursive arsenal. NEA leaders continued their internationalist approach. They focused on the role of the teachers and public schools in securing the defense and survival of democracy abroad. They represented teachers as tough-minded realists who understood humanity’s survival depended on comprehending the interdependent aspects of national and international affairs. AFT leaders continued their nationalist focus. They focused on American teachers’ expertise in developing skills for human relations. They represented teachers as conscientious world citizens who understood humanity’s survival depended on comprehending the common ideals that bound humanity together.

For the NEA, a professional teacher displayed an awareness of the international machinery intended to maintain peace, an absence of prejudices, an acknowledgment of the cost and consequences of past and future war, and a will to “develop in students a sense of world community.”\textsuperscript{790} In other words, proper Cold War role models for the Space Age were teachers who embraced scientific objectivity and universal human values. In 1964, Milton Schwebel, professor of education at New York University, argued that students needed teachers who led by example and whose instruction stressed “the need for an objective and analytical approach to the problems of nuclear cold war.”

\textsuperscript{790} Ibid, 14.
To accomplish this new task, teachers should be sincerely interested in students’ views about war, survival, and peace; encourage students to develop an understanding of worldwide issues and finding constructive action to engage in; and calmly identify himself (and the nation) with the settlement of conflict through peaceful means.\footnote{Milton Schwebel, “Students, Teachers, and the Bomb,” \textit{NEA Journal} 53, 1 (January 1964): 48.}

Overall, teachers needed to develop a logical, fact-based approach to teaching the dangers of nuclear war and the possibilities of peace, so that their students could think clearly and act decisively on the life-and-death issues that confronted them now and in the future.

In Schwebel’s proposal, we see a capsulation of NEA approach to representing teachers as world-minded professionals throughout the Baby Boom era. Schwebel recalled the optimism following World War II, in which teachers carved out a key role in promoting world peace by promoting international cooperation. He reminded teachers of the need to balance education for national security and United States’ world leadership in international conflicts. In confronting the dangers and promise of the Space Age, he defined teachers’ roles as objective arbiters of truth. In this representation of teachers as rational technicians, educational scientists, and world-minded humanists, teachers were depicted as contributing directly to human survival in a dangerous, interdependent world.

While acknowledging the need to keep up with technological and scientific advances, AFT leaders and their allies focused most of their attention on the teaching of human relations. They argued that without the ability to negotiate and work with people from different cultures, the survival of humankind would be imperiled. To survive in the Space Age, the people of the world needed to understand each other. Teachers must help their students understand what people from diverse cultures valued and which values they
had in common with Americans. In doing so, teachers contributed to the building of a world community based on mutual respect. They also helped make the world safer.

At the 42nd AFT Convention in 1958, human relations was the primary topic of discussion. Assistant Milwaukee City Attorney Albert Saltzstein argued that while it was important for teachers to continue their educations to keep abreast with the speed and advancement of science, it was more important to teach an understanding of basic values: truth, justice, and the democratic system. Alphonse Gion, Administrative Assistant to the Wisconsin Governor’s Commission on Human Relations, claimed “all local, national, and international problems stemmed mainly from the inability of people to understand one another… winning the peace rather than the war is learning to understand.” The Detroit Federation of Teachers argued that teachers needed to place “more emphasis on the intangibles of life. There is a common bond between all peoples—we are all human beings.” AFT leaders saw building an appreciation for cultural diversity and the human family as a primary task for teachers. Teachers should develop lessons that helped their students to build a functional understanding of world cultures and the desire to treat all human beings as equals. By doing so, teachers helped their students develop the habits and attitudes they needed to overcome the gravest threat facing humanity, nuclear war.

For the AFT, a primary obstacle to America’s world leadership and thus world peace was the proliferation of nuclear weapons. As part of the National Civil Defense


794 Detroit Federation of Teachers Local 231, “Sacrifices Hard Won Gains: Gallant Miss Sharp Joins Peace Corps,” The Detroit Teacher 21, 1, September 1961. Located in the AFT President’s Office, Part 1 File Box 70 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
Education Program developed by the Department of Defense in 1950, teachers were expected to prepare their students for the possibility of a nuclear attack. The Detroit Federation of Teachers claimed that “[m]ost teachers grimly accepted the necessary for air-raid precautions,” understanding that they have “a responsibility of helping pupils face the prospects of danger without panic or distorted fears which might develop into lifelong neuroses.” However, many teachers found the need for civil defense drills and the presence of fallout shelters in schools were disturbing reminders of what was at stake. In this grim reality, AFT leaders sought to eliminate the possibility of a nuclear attack.

AFT leaders knew nuclear disarmament would be a difficult fight. Nuclear weapons and the Space Age were intertwined with the United States’ competition with the Soviet Union for international prestige and power. AFT leaders sided with worldwide peace and nuclear disarmament movements that began to organize in earnest after 1954. In 1958, the AFT passed resolutions urging nations to end nuclear bomb testing and to immediately stop “all nuclear weapon manufacturing and testing.” The AFT reminded teachers they had a key role to play in regards to averting nuclear war. At the 46th AFT Convention in 1962, Resolution 13 heralded the United States’ participation in the Geneva Conference and called for the United States to abstain from the sale of nuclear weapons, to work toward nuclear disarmament, and to halt nuclear tests. The AFT also supported teachers who took conscientious stands against nuclear war. In 1962, the New

---

796 American Federation of Teachers, “Resolutions,” in AFT 42nd Convention Minutes, edited by Mary Herrick (Chicago, IL: American Federation of Teachers, August 25-29, 1958), 91. Located in the Mary Herrick File Box 2 in the AFT Archive at Wayne State University.
York City AFT affiliate, the United Federation of Teachers (UFT), supported substitute teacher and Air Force veteran James Council, who was suspended for refusing to participate in civil defense drills: “Mr. Council has said that nuclear war could only lead to annihilation and that he could not take part in shelter exercises that were an ‘acknowledged farce.’” Thousands of teachers signed a petition asking for Council’s reinstatement.798 Despite the legal and moral support, Council’s suspension was upheld by the courts.799

As with their official support for integration and denouncement of McCarthyism, the AFT’s stance on nuclear weapons positioned the organization and the union teachers they represented as a liberal voice in the American political culture and the international scene. For the AFT, teacher professionalism was determined by what they did in the classroom and what they stood for outside the classroom. As professionals, teachers held positions of authority in their communities, the nation, and the world. Their actions influenced the attitudes and values of the next generation of cold warriors. This meant teachers had an obligation not only to be aware of international politics, but also to take thoughtful stances as members of the teaching profession and as world citizens.

**Conclusion**

By utilizing discourses about United States’ world leadership, the AFT and NEA turned teacher professionalism into Cold War imperatives. Both organizations purposely tied the fate of the free world to the daily work of teachers in classrooms across the nation and the world. They also connected it to the discourses on consumerism,

democracy, and Americanism. AFT and NEA leaders used the precarious world situation to bring light to issues that affected teachers, such as antiquated school funding methods; booming student populations; overcrowded classrooms; inadequately trained or inexperienced teachers; increasingly tired and harried experienced teachers; the uneven contest for talent between the teaching profession and other employers; unprofessional teachers’ salaries; undemocratic denial of teachers’ civil rights; unwarranted attacks on academic freedom; and the need for federal aid. If the United States wanted to lead the world away from the dangers of communism and totalitarianism toward the promise of capitalism and democracy, Americans needed to invest in their teachers toiling on the front lines.

Both the AFT and the NEA received support for their claims from prominent national and international leaders. In 1961, Ralph McGill, Pulitzer Prize winning editor and publisher of the *Atlanta Constitution*, reasoned:

> The future of our country and of what we call western civilization is in the hands of educators. It is the teachers who shall give the future its leaders, its scientists, engineers, doctors, scholars…The education we seek is the motivation of truly civilized man…to enable men to value wisdom [and] objective scientific research…to inspire us to seek an equitable and honorable institutional understanding, knowing full well that it is the surest alternative is nuclear war.  

In 1962, U Thant, the Secretary-General of the UN and former teacher, echoed the sentiments of the AFT and NEA on teachers’ role in international cooperation. He declared that “teachers everywhere have as important a role to play as politicians or diplomats” in solving the international tensions facing the world. Teachers needed to
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move beyond mere words. They needed to exemplify the “virtues of democratic ideals and the dignity of man” by eschewing prejudices and embracing the commonality of civilized men. For both professional organizations, the worldly professional teacher was a logical, tough-minded realist. “He” knew that the survival of the world and a sustainable world community must be based on the common ideals that bound humanity together.

By 1965, the federal government and leading scientists confirmed the AFT’s and NEA’s claims about teachers’ technical expertise. Using NDEA grants to the National Science Foundation, renowned scientists from leading universities developed new instructional programs, curricular materials, and textbooks for physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, and other scientific fields. In the 1960s and 1970s, the Peace Corps hired more and more teachers. They envisioned teachers as cold warriors in the classroom and defenders of the free world in newly independent countries. Teachers were expected to promote American democracy to stem the reach of global communism. Both these efforts recognize teachers’ current abilities or their ability to develop technical expertise. They also recognized the urgency of the situation teachers assisted humanity to face.

---

Conclusion: Teachers as Cold War Role Models

The historical shift from the AFT and NEA claiming that teachers were serious professionals who contributed to the winning of the Cold War to the confirmation of teacher professionalism by the federal government took concerted, persistent campaigns by both organizations. The NEA took a more moderate and, at times, conservative approach. They emphasized cooperation among teachers and administrators to present a united front in the pursuit of professional salaries, service, autonomy, and expertise. They argued that improving the quality and standing of public education would improve the professional status of teachers. This approach reflected the NEA’s aspiration to be recognized as the professional organization for all educators, as the AMA was for doctors and the ABA was for attorneys. The AFT took a more confrontational and avowedly liberal approach. They emphasized developing strong locals and securing collective bargaining rights to bolster teachers’ power in making decisions about their working conditions, compensation, curriculum, and pedagogy. They argued that teachers needed an exclusive organization to protect their interests which often conflicted with the bureaucratic concerns of administrators. Together, the AFT and NEA represented teachers as intelligent consumers, well-trained experts on democracy, capable custodians of professional ethics, and world-minded education technicians. In other words, they were Cold War role models.

From 1946 to 1955, the AFT and NEA were predominantly on the defensive. They faced a variety of challenges that combined to diminish the professionalism of teachers. The sustained nationwide teacher shortages led schools to hire under-qualified, inexperienced teachers and retain some older, rote-and-recite teachers to meet the
demands of escalating student population. Poor working conditions, inadequate facilities, and insufficient compensation contributed to high rates of teacher turnover that made teaching appear to be a temporary occupation. With the anticommunists’ political dominance, the teaching profession came under suspicion of communist influence and infiltration. Increasing media coverage of seemingly intractable problems facing public schools, teaching looked like inescapable drudgery. Popular cultural representations of overwhelmed, bumbling, or burned-out teachers recycled older stereotypes of “bad” teachers as social misfits. “Good” teachers faced uncaring colleagues and onerous administrators who thwarted their attempts to provide the best possible education for their students. Together these factors helped to create instability within the teaching ranks.

The AFT and NEA sought opportunities to claim teacher professionalism. The demographic shift from single to married teachers helped to turn teaching into an opportunity for a long-term career. Both groups used this shift to represent teachers as family-oriented consumers who needed a middle class income to participate in and contribute to the postwar prosperity. As anticommunists began to lose their dominant position in 1954, the AFT and NEA represented teachers as loyal professionals dedicated to instilling in their students a love for individual freedoms, consumer capitalism, and democratic governance. Brown I decision in 1954 placed public schools at the center of desegregation battles. Both organizations represented teachers’ public service as vital to extending the blessings of democracy to all Americans. Finally, a new popular representation of the “hero” teacher began to ascend with the cinematic release of Blackboard Jungle in 1955. “Hero” teachers were tough, dedicated family men who were willing to fight anyone standing in the way of the proper education of America’s youth.
These “hero” teachers embodied the professionalism championed by the AFT and NEA. They were ethical, knowledgeable, and skilled pedagogical experts who acted in the best interests of the students and communities they served. These changes provided cultural spaces for the AFT and NEA to create a more dynamic version of teachers as cold war role models.

From 1956 to 1965, the AFT and NEA went on the offensive. Two events helped propel the AFT and NEA in this new direction. First, the Supreme Court’s *Brown II* decision in 1955 placed teachers into the center of civil rights movement. The massive resistance to school integration by Southern states jeopardized teachers’ claims to professional autonomy and vital public service. Southern states closed schools, diverted taxes to private schools, and fired teachers who supported integration or belonged to civil rights organizations. The second event was the launch of Sputnik in 1957, which pushed public schools and teachers into the middle of Cold War politics. Sputnik sparked a heated debate over the leadership, direction, personnel, and funding of public education. Many Americans feared that the United States had fallen behind the Soviets and turned to public schools to assign blame and to find a solution. Teachers were now expected to produce intellectually sophisticated students who could out-produce Soviet engineers and scientists, and outmaneuver communist propagandists.

The AFT and NEA purposely engaged with the consequences of these events to create a more dynamic representation of teachers as proper Cold War role models. They saw *Brown II* and Sputnik as opportunities to further the professional agenda for teachers. Both organizations represented teachers as crucial actors in securing economic prosperity both as consumers and educators, as vital defenders of the American way of life against
both right-wing extremists and communist propagandists, as specially-trained experts in democracy in and out of the classroom, and as rational education technicians insuring America’s world leadership and democracy’s eventual victory over totalitarianism. The NEA’s chief aim was to secure federal aid to education. NEA lobbyists helped to pass the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (NDEA) and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA). The funds from these bills supplemented school budgets freeing money to improve teachers’ salaries and to pay for in-service teacher training. The AFT focused on securing collective bargaining rights. As collective bargaining became more common in the 1960s, teachers negotiated stronger tenure protections, due process rights in grievance procedures, academic freedom safeguards, and salary schedules, as well as benefit packages, that helped move them into middle class tax brackets. These collectively bargained contracts granted teachers far greater autonomy over their professional lives, especially in regards to salaries, employment practices, school policies, instruction methods, and curricular content.

As a result of their efforts, the AFT and NEA gained allies for their claims of teacher professionalism. Presidents, politicians, scholars, journalists, and activists joined in claiming teachers provided a vital public service in preserving and strengthening the economic, political, and social life of the United States and the world. Perhaps the

loudest voice affirming teacher’ professionalism to came from Lyndon B. Johnson. Upon signing ESEA on April 11, 1965, Johnson echoed many teacher groups’ claims. He recalled Americans’ faith in free, universal, and nonsectarian public schools as the guardians of democracy: “From our very beginnings as a nation, we have felt a fierce commitment to the ideal of education for everyone. It fixed itself into our democratic creed.” He remarked that the ESEA’s enactment “began a new day of greatness in American society.” As a “former son of a tenant farmer,” as “a former teacher,” and as President of the United States, Johnson knew that “education is the only valid passport from poverty” and best way to rekindle “the revolution of the spirit against the tyranny of ignorance.” Johnson identified teachers as the key actors in making this vision a reality. The key was “bringing new teaching techniques into the nation's classrooms” and putting new books into the hands of children as soon as possible so teachers could “bridge the gap between helplessness and hope.”

By 1965, the claims for teacher professionalism made by the AFT and NEA had been affirmed. Collective bargaining turned teaching into a middle class profession and teacher unionism into a viable path to professionalism. While teachers continued to lag beyond other professionals in terms of salaries, in the 1970s and 1980s teachers saw significant increases in their incomes relative to manufacturing and white-collar jobs.

From 1966 to 1975, the AFT and NEA discussed the possibility of a merger. In 1973, the

---


NEA officially became a union. Local, state, and federal governments established policies and enacted laws that ensured teachers’ civil rights, required fair employment practices, and extended tenure protections. By 1968, over 85% of all teachers had tenure protections. By the mid-1970s, court victories and the enforcement of fair employment laws increased the number of minority teachers in public schools. These policies and laws would remain the norm until the mid 1980s.

Federal courts affirmed the necessity for academic freedom in a democratic society and to teachers’ performance of their public service by overturning restrictions on teachers’ political activism. Federal aid bills formalized the federal government’s role in public education, creating a new paradigm in which public schools moved from being

---


808 In Pickering v. Board of Education, The Supreme Court ruled that a teacher could not be fired for political comments or activism on matters of public concern that are substantially accurate: “On such a question free and open debate is vital to informed decision-making by the electorate. Teachers are, as a class, the members of a community most likely to have informed and definite opinions as to how funds allotted to the operation of the schools should be spent. Accordingly, it is essential that they be able to speak out freely on such questions without fear of retaliatory dismissal.” (Pickering v. Board of Education of Township High School District, 205, Will County No. 510, June 3, 1968, 390-391. Accessed on May 24, 2013 at https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/391/563/case.html; Kenneth T. Henson, “Teacher Professionalism, Rights, and Responsibilities,” The High School Journal 61, 6 (1978): 282; For information on teachers’ rights and academic freedom see, Bass and Wolport, (1963), 55-60; Urban and Wagoner, Jr., 383-384.)
primarily a local concern to becoming an important national and international issue. The NDEA affirmed that teaching required technical expertise and contributed to national security by funding teacher training programs to promote innovative pedagogy in math, science, and foreign languages. The ESEA recognized the public service offered by teachers in creating a freer, equal, strong, and prosperous American democracy by funding programs to equalize educational opportunities.

By 1965, the Cold War discourses the AFT and NEA utilized to claim teacher professionalism began to change. Second wave feminists challenged the patriarchal consumer ideal of the father/husband breadwinner and the dutiful housewife/mother. Between 1972 and 1982 feminists lobbied state legislatures to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to protect and extend women’s economic rights. The challenges to “conventional” domesticity and the ERA campaign sparked an intense backlash from conservative Republicans led by Phyllis Schlafly.809 An interesting extension of this study would be to examine teachers’ engagements with second wave feminism. Into the 1970s and 1980s, the teaching profession continued to be dominated by married women. How did the AFT and NEA engage with feminists’ claims for all women’s economic rights, financial independence, and professional compensation? Did they utilize the discourses for and against the ERA to promote teachers’ professionalism?

Black Power activists challenged the ideal of a pluralistic democracy, the entrenchment of de facto segregation, and the professional autonomy of teachers. From 1965 to 1969, African Americans disillusioned with police brutality, de facto segregation, 

and racial discrimination rioted in Watts, Cleveland, Omaha, Newark, Minneapolis, Chicago, Detroit, Washington, D.C., and Baltimore. In the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s, suburban communities across the United States defended de facto segregation from the federal interference and liberal race solutions. Beginning in 1974, the Supreme Court altered the legacy of *Brown* in favor of suburban political interests. In the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s, suburban communities across the United States defended de facto segregation from the federal interference and liberal race solutions. Beginning in 1974, the Supreme Court altered the legacy of *Brown* in favor of suburban political interests.810 African Americans also grew frustrated with decaying schools staffed by unqualified, indifferent, or bigoted teachers. In 1968, the decentralized school board led by black power activists in New York City’s predominantly African American neighborhood of Ocean Hill–Brownsville fought for community control over the curriculum, buildings, and staffing of their schools. The UFT, one of the most active supporters of the civil rights movement, led a teachers’ strike to protect their hard-fought autonomy over teacher transfers and placement.811 While the Ocean Hill–Brownsville UFT strike has been extensively studied, an examination of how the AFT and NEA navigated the increasingly militancy of the civil rights activists, the political battles over dismantling de facto segregation, and the corresponding grassroots conservative political movement could be fruitful. How did they engage with these disparate discourses about the true meaning of the Americanism? Did their engagement contribute to Republican attacks on teacher unions in the 1980s?


The escalating war in Vietnam challenged United States’ claim to moral world leadership. In the 1960s and 1970s, the New Left emerged in the United States and Europe. A broad range of activist and intellectual movements coalesced around scathing critiques of American Exceptionalism, ban on nuclear weapons, antiwar protests, environmentalism, and various civil rights movements. In 1968, large-scale strikes, protests, and rebellions led by workers and students erupted in major cities including Berlin, London, Madrid, Paris, Prague, Rome, Warsaw, Tokyo, Kingston, Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, Berkeley, Chicago, and New York. The United States financed various international programs to spread a colorblind liberal internationalism and to counter criticism from the New Left, Soviet propaganda, and anti-colonial leaders. The State Department sponsored a variety of cultural exchange tours to promote the vitality of the American way of life. In 1960s and 1970s, the Peace Corps set up schools staffed by American teachers around the world. These schools emphasized health, physical, and vocational education. Anti-imperialists and nationalists criticized the Peace Corps as a “neo-colonial tool of American imperialism” and teachers as “agents of imperialism.”

As young people in the United States and around the world challenged “conventional” understandings of democracy, capitalism, and America’s world leadership, how did the NEA and AFT respond? What roles did they assign teachers in negotiating New Left activism and United States efforts to have the world emulate the American way of life?

By 1965, the AFT and NEA had successfully created Cold War role models. Most teachers were married, middle class consumers with families. Their public service

---

to democracy and world leadership was embodied in the mission and programs of the NDEA and ESEA. Collectively bargained contracts expand teachers’ autonomy over their working lives. Legal protections for teachers’ civil rights, political activism, academic freedom, and tenure was commonplace and commonly practiced by teachers.
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